atJfaertifiementfl.

The Burrill National Bank
OF
Authorized

mayor will issue a warrant to a constable
to kill all dogs not licensed on or before

LOCAL AFFAIRS
Bertrand E Clark, John E Bunker—Commls
sloners* notice.
John It Clark—Application for naturalizationStatement The yEma Indemnity Co.
Union River Room Co—Annual meelinir.
Great Pond & Bog i»am Co—Annual meeting.
J L Floyd—New market
G A Pareher—Apothecary.
Patrick Kearns
Meats, groceries, canned

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

to commence business October 24,1887, the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

May

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

pioneer National Bank

—

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
FIRMS and CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SAFE
AN I) LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondents, Nalional Shaw mut Bank of Boston; National Commercial Bank, Albany, New York.

goods,

etc

J A Haynes—Meats, fish and groceries.
iilutinll Falls, Me:
Harry Conary— Boat found.
Bar Hahbok:
T F Moran—Boarding house to let.
Winter IIarh >r:
Board of health notice.

O.

W.

TAPLEY,

EL.L.S WORTH.

In

INSURANCE and INVESTMENTS.

|

Joseph A. Bryant and
| line, Mass., are receiving
on the advent of a
son,, born March 21.
Mrs. Bryant was Miss Helen C. Davis,
daughter of Henry E. Davis and wife, of
this city.

C. W. & F. L.
Fire.

MASON, Agents

For INSURANCE of Every Description.
Life, Accident, Liability and Surety, Burglary and Plate Glass
Bonds of all descriptions furnished on short
ance.
Surety

Call, write

or

telephone-

and all at the lowest rates possible.
Rooms 2 and 3 First Nat. Bank Bldg., 4 Main

Insur-

BRUSHES and PAINTERS’ MATERIALS.
buyers have Mocked to our store to take advantage of
CLONING-OUT PRICES on these goods, shows that they
know a good thing. Mixed paint reduced from $1.05 to $1.30
The way

our

prices

in

proportion.

WALL PAPERS.

FLOUR.

This is the time to select
your wall papers. We have
just received a full line of

$5.00

King’s Patent,

I

I

few

a

spring styles, very
handsome designs. A large
new

4.80

These are excellent, allaround flours.
Every

assortment to select from.
Prices range from

brrrel warranted.

10c to 30c double roll.

WHITING

BROTHERS,

one

Charles I. Staples left to-day for Porton business.

land

Miss Helene Be Hatty is at home from
a short vacation.

Colby for

Mrs. J. T. Giles and daughter Hazel

A. K. Cushman has secured a position as
travelling salesman with John R. Ainsley
& Co., of Boston, and w*as here this week
on his initial trip.
He has a Maine territory, from Calais to Bath, and can be at
home every Saturday.
All the Ellsworth schools, including the
high school, will open next Monday for
the spring term with the same teachers as
last term. Arrangements have been made
to have the no-school signals sounded on
the whistle of Union shoe factory as well
as at the hardwood factory.
Leroy Cousins, one of the crew of the
Lejok, who was taken off ill w ith typhoid
fever after the collision, as reported elsewhere, died in Boston Saturday night.

Cousins

relatives in Aurora.

white,
flaky, wholesome biscuit, cake and all kinds
of raised food.

about

was

nineteen years of age.

house

of

Stratton. Games and music
the evening, and so pleasantly
did the time pass that many wished to
continue beyond the usual hour set for
closing. “Another good time” was the
unanimous verdict of all present.
rounded out

CITY

Against City Must be Presented.
Friday Preceding Meetings.

Bills

A telegram was received from the chief
of police at Washington, D. C., Friday,
asking for information of relatives of
Josie Eva Kent, aged twenty-nine years,

The mayor and aldermen held

meeting

last

yesterday

left

for

years, and

two-weeks’ trip to

a

New York.
Mrs. L. A. Emery expects to make a
short visit to relatives in Topeka, Kansas,

early

in

April.

Arthur Parcher spent a few days the
past week at Bowdoin college with his
brother George.
Charles E. Sinclair has

Salisbury

house

on

bought

the

a

recess

evening

and

the organization meeting.
Mayor Hagerthy, Aidermen McCarthy, Moore and Austin were
certained that she was the youngest present.
It has been the unwritten rule heretodaughter of Richard Kent, who formerly
fore that bills against the city should be
! lived at Beechland. She was only about
on or before the Saturday profive years old when her family left here. presented
the regular monthly meeting, and
Her father is dead, also an older brother ceding
and sister. Her mother is living in Brook- frequently bills were not presented until
N. Y.
No near relatives live here the day or evening of the meeting. Thia
l l.yn,
so advised the
did not allow the auditing committee sufj now. and Officer Silvy
She visited here a I
Washington police.
short time about five years ago. Accord- ficient time for examination and aping to the Washington police, Miss Kent proval of the bills, and now the edict has
was engaged to be married to a
Washing- gone forth that all bills must be presented
ton man, who died shortly before the wedon or before the Friday preceding regular
ding. As though expecting soon to fol- meetings. At Wednesday
evening meetlow him, Miss Kent recently took out an
it was
insurance policy for |400, saying that at ing
Voted, That all bills against the city forlabor
any rate she would have enough money to
pav for her burial. The police have the performed or material furnished must e at*policy.
proved by the officers and committee of depaitment contracting the same, and handed to ttie
COMING EVENTS.
committee on accounts and claims, or the city
clerk, on or before the Friday preceedlng the
ELM WORTH.
first Monday of each month for the purpose of
Friday evening, March 30, at home of auditing, or the same will be lai 1 over until the
Rev. S. W. Sutton—Reading by Miss Agnes
following month.
Safford, of Portland. Admission, 25 cents. :
The recess meeting was then adjourned,
Music and refreshments.
Thursday, April 19, at Ellsworth—Con- and a special meeting called to order by
vention of
highway commissioners of the mayor. At this meeting the finance
Hancock county, with the county com- committee was authorized to negotiate a
missioners and State commissioner of temporary loan of $2,000.
who had died

in

wound

hospital in that city
from the effects, it is believed, of a criminal operation.
City Marshal Silvy asa

P. A. A.

E. T.

tery.
Surry.

;
to

business of

up the

Ztti&trtisttmmta.

Tower
friends

re-

in the tomb

Final

at

remains

Woodbine

interment will

be

at

Master

ceme-

they

which

April 1 to April 15, for
receiving from tax-payers

Miss Julia Cushman is at home from
Bridgewater, Mass., normal school
for the Easter vacation.

were

personal property of

possessed

on

April

1.

Failure to make such return bars a taxpayer from appeal to the county commis-

sioners.

William Dollard, who was assistant
at St. Joseph’s church two years ago, will
return in the same capacity this summer.
Rev.

An attractive
E.

and

J. P. Simonton, pastor of the Meth-

addition to the store of

G. Moore, druggist, is
case.

high,

ten

The stand
feet

long

is

a

Beans,

East

from

the purpose of
lists of the real and

Eye

Can be filled by us *
and shipped to you by +
*
return mail.

We

new

days

Yellow

auil

Mail Orders

were

board of assessors—George W.
F. Royal and Lorenzo D.
Foster—will be in session at the aidermen’s room during business hours on all
J he

secular

the

Rev.

The

HARBOR,

arocrtfenaauo.

Patten, John

for

Arthur
few days with

Mary Card and
are
spending a
in Eddington.

Mrs.

Wescott.

Horace F.

deposited

to-day
spend the

be

the Baptist church, officiated, and also
Rendered a solo,. “Lead Kindly Light.”
The pall-bearers were John F. Whitcomb,
Joseph M. Higgins, Charles H. Curtis and

Beale avenue, and will

Killam left

can an-

purport*- to MOSES. BAR
you will be pteaMed.
Open all ihe year’round

The funeral of James Lord was held at
his late home on Pine street last Thursday
I forenoon. Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
pastor of

this week.

in

the Ellsworth audience

ticipate a great treat. There will
music, and refreshments will be served.

mainder of the week.

order.

Wednesday

-----

Washington county,

that “a new broom sweeps
also that the house-cleaning
is upon us, and that broom buying is in

MEETING.

_

Rev.

timely wisdom
clean”; remember

light,

sweet,

visiting her He came to Ellsworth from Bar Harbor
only a few years ago, and had made his
home with S. Scott Estey. The body was
The 6 o’clock whist club will meet this
interred at Mt. Hope cemetery, Boston.
evening with Mrs. Arthur Shute.
At the regular meeting of Lejok lodge,
Herman Echenagucia, w ho has employI. O. O. F., last Friday evening, a handment in New York, is home for a visit.
some past grand’s collar was presented to
Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., will work F.
S. Call, in recognition of his faithful
the third degree next Thursday evening.
and efficient services as an officer and a
Mrs. Fred M. Blaisdell and son George member of the finance committee of the
are visiting relatives in West Gouldsboro.
lodge. The presentation was informal,
Miss Hannah Holmes entertained friends W. H. Dresser speaking for the lodge and
at whist last Thursday and Saturday even- Mr. Call responding briefly, expressing
his thanks.
ings.
All who remember the readings given
William Brooks
has
returned from
Lynn, Mass., to work in the Union shoe by Miss Agnes Safford on her former visits
to Ellsworth will be glad to hear her next highways.
factory.
Friday, April 27, at Odd Fellows hall
at the home of Rev. S. W.
Capt. A. L. Bellatty left for Boston last Friday evening
Fair, entertainment and supper by SunSutton.
Miss Safford’s rendering of rise
Sarah
A.
to
start
the
schooner
night
council, D. of L.
Browning’s Pippa Passes has been very
---—
Blaisdell.
all over the State for the past four
Send yonr orders f «r FLOWERS for any
Chief-Justice and Mrs. A. P. Wiswell popular

Mrs. J. F. Knowlton delightfully entertained twenty of her lady friends last

Remember,=—
0 Ye Housekeepers,

cigar stand

forty-two inches
tw'enty-seven

>

Bath Brushes,
Flesh Brushes,

j Supporters,
Patent Medicines,
Poultry Powders,
Corn Cures,
Wash 'g Compounds,
Tooth Brushes,

Shaving Brushes,

Condensed Milk

prescriptions
save

can

Qt.

Soaps (all kinds),
Cigars (a full line),
(Baby brand),

Send your

Per

Perfumes,
Toilet Articles,
Combs (all kinds),
Hot Water Bottles,

Hair Brushes,

We

7 Cts.

Carry

Crutches,
Trusses,

to

Here’s

a

Yellow

us.

an

extra fine lot of

Eye Beans—even

ter than the kind “father

you money.

bet-

used

and

to grow” and “mother used to
deep. The front and ends are of
Q. A. PARCliER,
plate glass and the framework is of
APOTHECARY,
on
which
A
the
bake”’ As a special for this
ebony.
gun-metal rack,
to-day.
Mai
Ellsworth,
OUGHT TO INTEREST YOU VITALLY:
John P. Eldridge left Monday night for goods are displayed, rests on a marble
EVERYTHING FOR THE SICK.<
base, and electrical effects are produced
a business trip of a few days to Boston.
week, we’re offering these
A regular 2o-ct. Broom—and a dandy in every He was accompanied by his daughter from an imitation of the dome of the
national capitol.
Bernice.
really superior Beans at
way—cut in price, for the next two weeks, to
K. B. Holmes, John A. Peters and HowThe missionary meeting of the Congregational ch'hrch, the last for the season, ard B. Moore have cut some tine logs on the
20C PER BROOM.
will be held next Tuesday with Mrs. L. A. Swazey lot in the town of Orland, purchased last year. The logs have scaled
You can’t find a fault with the Brooms ; you Emery.
about seven logs to a thousand feet, which
business men of
A meeting of the
the
!
with
can’t
price
certainly
is an unusually high average for the presEllsworth probably will be called soon to
Remember, please, whether
ent day in this vicinity. About 100,000
E. E. DOYLE, Maunder,
a proposition for starting up the
consider
The FLOYD & HAYNES STORE,
feet in spruce logs, and considerable stave
it’s Beans or any other of our
Ellsworth creamery.
ELLSWORTH.
Franklin Street,
wood have been landed in Branch pond,
34 Main Street.
will
William
P.
Whitehouse
pre- and will be taken to the Branch Pond
Judge
many commodities, we invariside at the April term of the supreme Lumber
Co.’b mill.
Up-to-date appointments.

HERE, THEN, IS
THAT

|

are

Thursday evening.

season

|

Chandler Hale and wife are
congratulations on the birth at
ton, on March 26, of a son. The youngster
has been named Eugene 3d, in honor of
his distinguished grandfather, Senator
Eugene Hale.

Miss Alice H. Scott is
mother and sister in Boston.

move

ELLSWORTH.

the

j
|

in

visiting

anomalous reason, many of the young
ladies present did not care for confec-

The Royal Baking
Powder is the greatest
possible aid to the pastry cook in producing

—

Temple Garden fancy
patent,

j

week’s vacation.

St., Ellsworth, Me

PAINTS. OILS and VARNISHES,

and other

j

HECEIVED.

Bangor.
The high school closed Friday for

notice,

WHITING BROS.

gallon,

effect December 4, 1906.

Mrs. H. W. Haynes is spending

days

1

per

POST OFFICE.

From West—7.16 a m, 6.13 p m.
From East—11. fl 6 a m, 5.30 and 10.17 p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT ro8TOFFIC&.
Going East—7 a m and 6.80 p m.
Going West—11.80 am, 5 and 0 p m.
No Sunday mall.

PARTIES HAVING MONEY TO INVEST WILE FIND
TO
THEIR ADVANTAGE TO CALL ON ME.
IT

a

tionery. It so dazed him that he forgot to
take the prize home. The refreshments
were a temptation that no one could withreceiving stand and that no one wanted to, and they
Washing- fully sustained the reputation of the

IV! El.

MAILS

the evening was a “senseless suggestion
contest”, and the pastor, though coming
in last, was the prize-winner, although he
had no time to spare. The prize was a
box of Apollo chocolates, which the
champion handed around to his fellowcontestants, when he made the startling
wife, of Brookdiscovery that for some strange and almost
congratulations

Welsh evangelist, who has
just Come from Wales where a remarkable
revival has been in progress, is expected
| to speak at ihe Baptist church Friday
I evening of next week.

SCHEDULE OF .MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH

10.

Mr. Morse,

satrfjerttBRnmtB.

that all the members who attended had a
royal good time. One of the features of

odist

A

BROOM SPECIAL

church,

has

days in Rockport.

been

He is

spending
expected

few

a

|

inches

home

—

Franklin Street

7c per

POOL ROOM

Quart.

J. A. HAYNES,

court for

Hancock county, which will

con-

Nokomis Rebekah lodge next Tuesday
Tuesday, April 10.
evening will appropriately celebrate its
Joseph Luchini arrived Saturday from tenth anniversary. The grand lodge
Italy, and received the glad hand from his officers have been invited to be present.
Ellsworth friends. He reports a rough River View
lodge, of Bucksport, which
venue

ALWAYS JUST A LITTLE
IN THE LEAD.

and

stormy passage home.

Melissa Trask.

We are selling T. & K. Yellow Package Tea at
40 cents a pound. You know the brand—everybody
knows it—you’ve been paying 50 cents for it.

Sugar Corn,
Egg-O-See,

...

...

4

cans

for 25c.

3 packages for 25c.

DON’T FORGET OUR SATURDAY SALES.

FLOYD MARKET.
ANNIE B. BAKER

Graduate of Beacon Toilet School, Back Bay, Bostoo.

CHIROPODY

Hygienic Facial and Scalp Treatment
Manicuring, Singeing, Shampooing.
Appointment work. Leave orders with Mrs.
George Porter Smith, 14 Franklin Street,

Ellsworth.

ALICE

M.

HOOPER,

DRESSMAKER and
L.YDIE9’ TAII.OR,
8 School St.,

He will sail for

to load staves for

The Floyd Market is now introducing to Ellsworth for
the first time Genuine German Bologna Sausage
and Frankfurters. The famous Carl Weitz brand.

Ellsworth.

instituted Nokomis lodge ten years ago,
has been invited to be present and work
the degree. Unison lodge, of Bar Harbor,
has also been invited. The programme
will include supper at 6 o’clock, work in
the evening followed by a social time.

Capt. A. W. Hutchings left yesterday
for Salem, Mass., to Btart the schooner
Edmunds

New York.

Capt. Perry W. Alley, of the schooner C.
C. Lane, which was wrecked on the ledges
A telegram last Friday announced the
near Boston light last week, has stripped
sudden illness of Emory F. White, the
the vessel, and she will be abandoned.
tenor soloist who was to appear here that
Horrified and gibbering ghosts of the evening under the auspices of the Helpgood worshipers of earlier days must somehow society of the Baptist church,
haunt that old Methodist church in Ells- and caused the indefinite
postponement of
worth which has been transformed into a
the recital. The society had prepared the
roller skating rink.—Bangor News.
refreshments to be served, and as these
Mrs. Howard P. Lowell and two sons,
could not well be postponed indefinitely,
who have been spending the winter with
there was a sale of ice-cream, cake and
Mr. Lowell’s sister, Mrs. W. It. Parker,
candy, and a social evening was enjoyed.
returned last Thursday to their home in
Mr. Justice Emery leaves next Monday
North Castine.
to hold a term of court in Bath. At the
Good Will council, J. O. U. A. M., is
conclusion of his term there he will go to
arranging for a special memorial service to New* York and sail
April 14 on the
be held on the afternoon of the Sunday
Koenigin Louise, of the North German
preceding Memorial Day. The exercises
Lloyd line, for Naples direct, to;be absent
will include an address by M. Beckwith.
about two months. His European address
Mrs. Sarah A. Moore, who has been run- will be care of Thomas Cook &
Son, Ludning a restaurant on Water street, has gate Circus, London, England. The jusmoved to East Machias, where she will tice takes his vacation at this time in
take charge of the East Machias Lumber order to be with his
daughter now in
Co.’s boardiug house.
Italy.
Dog

owners

licenses
must

be

are

warned

all

dog

j

new licenses
Under the law, the
j

expire April 1, and
obtained.

that

The Helpsomehow society was entertained by II. C. Stratton and wife Monday
evening, and it goes without saying

Conveniently

located.

Drop In and enjoy yourself.
We carry a full line of Cigars, Cigarettes and
Tobaccos.

DAINTY DAFFODILS

ably offer you high grade
goods at a price BELOW
what anyone else is quoting.

ABE HERE,
FIRST ITESSENGERS OF SPRING,
RARE TULIPS. TOO.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
You

can

telephone your order.

Bargains

on

Wheels

Runners.

or

Sniff around South street if you are in need of a

good

Secondhand Punt, Road Wagon, Express

Wagon,
Get

prices

Prices

or

Surrey, Light

and terms on my 40 jobs.

Never

I am

or

Heavy.

closing

out at

So

Before

Lov/.

SEVERAL NEW JIGGERS.
First class order

Tires set for 25 cents.

S.

I_.

or job work.
If not satisfactory,

LORD.

no

pay.

TWELFTH YEAft
IX BUSINESS.

flltitual Benefit (Column.

KNDKAYOR.

IAN

EMTt D BT “AUNT

frayer Me^tinjc Topic For the Week
BeglnuinK April 1.
By REV. S. H. DO\ LE.
Lives that endurc-Matt. vii,
Topic.
14. 25; I Cor. ill. 10-15; Eph. ii. 19-22; I Cor.
(Consecration
vi. 1.-19; II Tim. ii. 14-19.
meeting.)
The desire to lead a life that w'll endure or to do something that will be a
memorial to us after we have passed
and a
away from l.fe is a very strong
want to
very natural one. Few men
be forgotien when they die. The vast
majority want to be remembered.
That he might be remembered Absa
lom bnilt a pillar in the king's dale, and
all the Absaloms are not dead vet.
to be
But, more than this, men want
No

man

Hr«mN|Nil County Xnc* MH

MAD©*"

and

Hopeful

The purpose- of tht» column are auecineily
stated in the title and motto—H Is for the niutua
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Being C«*r the common good, tl Is for the com
moD use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchangeof Ideas*. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its * access legends largely
Comhe support given It In thl* respect
on
munications muet l>e signed, but the name ot
writer will not be pi luted except by permission
Communications, will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but no' <
Address
wtll be rejected without good reason
all communications to
The amebican,
Ellsworth. Me.

—

honorably remembered.

"Helpful

Ith Motto:

MIDDLE LIFE

HALL QUARRY.
for
Miss Cora Richardson left Saturday
Boston and Providence, R. I.

Many
Prepare

Mrs. Alice Moore, who has been nursing
in
Mrs. Cookson, returned to her home
Manset Sunday.
Friends of Mrs. Hannah Cookson are

Women

A Time When

for it.

to

Susceptible

Are

Women

Diseases—Intelligent

Dread

Experiences.

Two Relate their

“The little “harp vex 'lions,
A ud the briar* that catch and fret,
Why not take all to the Helper
Who never baa failed us jet?
Tell Him about the heartache.
And tell Him the longing, too.
Tell Him the baffled purpose.
When we scarce kno« what to doThen, leaving all our weakness
With the One divinely strong.
Forget that we bore ibe burden.
Ai d carry away the song

to know that she is

glad

recent

severe

recovering

from

When the back aches and throbs.
When housework is torture.

to the service of God. Let us give our
lives to God in Jesus Christ, and they
will endure forever, and let us make
our life work redound to the honor and
glory of God, and it will endure forever.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Prov. xxii, 1; Eccl. xii, 13, 14; Dan.
xii, 8; Matt, vi, 10-21; xxv, 31-46; I Cor.
xv, 57, 58; II Cor. iv, 17, 18; v, 1; I
Tim. iv, 7, 8; I Pet. i. 3-9; Rev. iii, 10;
xxii, 11.
Secretary.
The quarter century anniversary of
has
Endeavor
Christian
naturally
enough turned the attention of all to
the very early days of the movement.
The First

General

Any organization that grows
in twenty-fire
years from one
society of forty
members
to
over 07,000 societies with

nearly 4,000,000
members
to

serves

studied.

m

debe

Early

days
early

suggest
men, and

chief

among

tuese

is

uev.

Samuel
Wincheater
AdriADR1ANCE.
ance, the first
general secretary of the United Society
of Christian Endeavor, who did yeoman
service in those pioneer hours.
Mr.
Adriance is now a minister in Winchester, Mass.
W'

Endeavor

a

Revival Forte.

Iindeavorers, aror.
you to the batGod is waiting to bless in the
bringing in of many, but the practical
work must be done by Christian men
If the young people of
find women.
your community are reached for God
■

tle!

will be the instruments used to
accomplish that end. As to methods,
never mind how; only do something,
anything that will bring you face to
face with the problem of reaching the
in. aved
for Christ.
Pray and work
itnd so continue till your soul is on fire
with tile work for Christ and lost souls.
iiev. F. H. Jacobs.
you

light on it
bearings.

that

reveals

it

in

all

WE6T Fkakklin, March 9, 1906.
Dear Friends of the M. B. Column:
How 1 have eijoyed your letters this winter,
and wish to thank all lor the good cheer contained In them. Am very sorry for all those
that have been sick this winter, and feel that 1
can truly sympathize with them, for as
poor
‘•Uncle Hiram” used to say, I have had nearly
“all the ills that human flesh Is heir to”, aud 1
still live to enjoy this warm, beautiful winter.
No one needed to go South this winter.
Would say to Janet that there Is one advantage when we lose our voices. We cannot scold
if we have any desire to do so, for It Is too hard
work.
Hope yoa are all right ere this. And to
Esther, 1 do not know as I had just the same
kind of measles as she had, but should judge by
my looks at that time that it was all blended In
one. 1 asked for the glass one morning, but
I laughed with all the
one look was sufficient.
strength 1 had; but such a sight 1
Dear Grandma G., 1 was so interested In your
letter. What would the girls of to-duy think if
they should be asked to live In that way? My,
how their heads would go up! But I say, God
bless the dear old people who endured so many
privations. We are proud of them; also for the
noble sons and daughters that the State ef
Maine is blesaed’wltb, and just at this time how
much we need them—those who are honest and
“dare to do right, dare to be true”. When our
country is filled with such men as that there
will be no need of prisons, jails or sheriffs, and
Gol grant that in the year 1906 every voter in
this State will vote for prohibition.
I fear that I am trespassing, so will make my
bow aod say good morning to you all, with best
wishes from
Aumt Emma.
Cookies—One cup sugar, % cup butter and
lard, I cup sour milk, 2 teaspoons cream tartar,
1 teaspoon soda, 2>* cups of flour, nutmeg for

spice.

sorry you have been ill. Now that you are
better, I hope you will make that dream a

reality in

as

far

Our warmest

j of

our

to

number,

as being with
sympathies go

who has

sorrow.

LITTLE

us.

to

Bea,

one

again been called
Aunt Madge.

DEER ISLE.

Weed is in Rockland this week.
Herbert Black has gone to Beverly,
Mass., to join a yacht.
Eben S.

John

Billings

from Mew

and

Spinney left this week for Beverly,
join a yacht.
daughter was born to Capt. S. Q.

Leon

Hutchinson

and wife March 15.

The ladies aid was entertained by Mrs.
Grant Eaton Wednesday afternoon.

who

drove

up

Julia

from

a

Sunday.
John W.

has been rushing
logs to pond employing ten double teams. The prospect is
that this week will finish the season’s
Blaisdell

his winter’s cut of

hauling.
March 26.

B.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Smith is having the Hendrick

Austin

York last week.

and

Hall
two-days’ visit with their
aunt, Mrs. H. G. Wooster, returned home

wife arrived home

where he will
A

Misses Bernice Macomber

Campbell,
Quarry for

house moved.

E. S.

Small,

of

Sunset,

has

the contract.

Joseph Thurston and wife, of Cambridge, Mass., arrive! Saturday, called
here by the death of Mrs. Thurston’s
father.

A severe storm visited us on Monday
Capt. Jeremiah Eaton has gone to New night. Some of the Deer Isle boys who
York to join the schooner Maud Seward as had attended the St. Patrick’s ball at
master.
Stonington Monday night were seen TuesMrs. Charles Sewell, who has been in day afternoon shoveling their way homethe past
turned.
March 26.
Rockland

few

weeks,

has

re-

E.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Laurie

Friday

Holmes came from Hebron last
a short vacation.

for

Miss Cassilena Perry, who formerly resided here, arrived last week. Miss Perry
is

I

a

student at

ward.

News reached here Saturday of the
death of Capt. Jeremiah H. Warren. He
was well known here, as this for many years
was his home.
His sudden death has
brought sorrow to many hearts. A sister,
Mrs. F. A. Peirce, is the only one of the
family living here at present.
March 27.
H.

|

aHj&rrtiscmnttg.

It has been some Unis fince 1 have written a
letter for this column, so that I was almost
afral 1 I should be dropped If I did not write,
but 1 ha^e been on tbe sick list for the past five
weeks and have hardly ft-It like writing,

WEST

BROOKS VILLE.

Miss Kate Tapley, after a week’s abreturned from St-on ingt on.

sence, has

A

Lively Tussle

with that old enemy of the race, Constipation, often ends in Appendicitis. To
avoid all serious trouble with Stomach,
Liver and Bowels, take Dr.
King’s New
Life Pills. They perfectly regulate these
organs, without pain or discomfort.
25c

at|E. Q.jMoobe’s, druggist.

A very

was

California, Oregon

ami Washington, from Ella
woitn at rate* of #56.80 to #57.90, according to
railroads used to Chicago. Tickets will permit
of liberal stop-overs at various western points,
and are good in all tourist ears.
Corresponding reductions are made to a great
number of other points in western states, and
tickets can be purchased from your nearest
railroad station to destination. Through tralu
service from Chicago to principal points in the
West assist persons travelling u> nnifce ihe trip
without charge of care. Tourist cars dally.
For further information apply to George. L.
Williams, New England passenger ageut,| 368

Washington street, Boston, Mass.—Advt.

sleep.

This is

one

Ellsworth woman

s

testi-

mony.

Mary E. Tata, living

the Shore road,

on

two

miles out

Ellsworth, Me.,

says-

“In

praising and recommending Doan’t
Kidney Pills 1 not only base my opinion
upon my own experiences, but also upon

experiences of my friends who have used
this remedy with the most beneficial reIn 1002 I said I had a steady
pain
the small of my back and inflammation of the bladder which was painful

sults.

across

distressing. One of my neighbors
recommended Doan's Kidney pills as
being good for such ailments, and upon
her advice I went to E, O. Moore s
drug
store, and obtained Doan's Kidney Pills.
I never used anything that was so
effective.
It acted directly upon the
kidneys and cured tho backache and allayed the inflammation in a short time.
Since then 1 have advised many of my
friends and acquaintances to use this

and

remedy.”
Price 50 cents,
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name-Doan s—and take
no other.

tlatiioiti* «nb Steamboats

Commencing
BAH

Dec.

4, 1905.

HABBOB TO BANGOF

BAR HABBOK.
Sorrento...
Sullivan.
Mi Desert Ferry.
Waukesg 8 F>.
Hancock..
Franklin Kotul.
Wash'gton June.
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Kalla.
Nlcolln.
Green Lake...
Lake House.
Holden.
Brewer Jane....
Bangor, Lx St.
BANGOR, M C.

10 20

4 15
3 .’0
4 SO
t 0

11 2c
9 80
11
17 987
5 11
Ml W
9 4)
V 50
Til 47 f5 I
11 W
10 10
life 5 35 10 J7
5 40 10 -.2
Mi oi
fli 1') 5 55 fl" 35
M2 24 6 (’4 10 44
M2 32
6 12 MU 53
H 20 11 00
f!2 <’
« 4«' 11 20
1 <K
07
6 47 11 37
4> 5
11 30
1 1'
>

P U

Portland.
Boston

u

y

...

A M
A M
1 10 4 20

45
os

7 20

5 30

BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR
Boston.a.a..

i

10
t

Portland..

12 33

03
A M

BANGOR
Bangor. Ex St.
Brewer Juno.
Holden.
Lake House
Green !>ake.
NlcoUn.
Kllsworih Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wa*h'itton June....
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukesg, 9 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry..
Sullivan.

A X
9 00
I* X

0.

F M

lo roi
10 05;
10 12
flO 34
fl' 4J!
tlO 50,
tio 591
11 13

5 (0
5 04
5 11
?5 SO
f5 37
5 45
5 55
fi <7
6 IS
II 18
11 27 f, ?S
11 37 f« 31
11 45 f6 39
n <?■ fi 43
II 5' 6 W

6
0
6
tft

..

Horrento

12 45

BAR HARBOR.

7 33

!
Trail)# leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m an 6.13 p
m, an«l arriving Bib worth 11 Sfi a m, 10.17 pir»
connect with Washington Co Ry.
♦ Stop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor with throw*
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Bcston and St. John.

Passengers

arc

earnestly requested

to

procott

tickets before entering the train#, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY. G.P.H.i
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gon’l Manager

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
SPRING SCHEDULE.

Commencing Saturday, March 24, 1» *»*•■'
leaves Bar Harbor at 9 a ni. on Mondays*
and Saturdays for Seal Harbor,

er

Wednesdays

Southwer’tu,"Mi

Northeast Harbor. Bass Harbor,
bor and Stonlngton. connecting hi Roekianff
with steamer for Boston.
Steamer leaves Bluehillat9a m, Monday**
Wednesdays and Saturdays for South Blueniu.
Brookiln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sarsentrllls*
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland*
connecting with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
From Boston Mondays and Thursdays at 5 p»From Rockland at 5.S0 a m, 1 uesdays. Frldaja
and Sundays, touching at Stonlngton, Souin*
west Harbor, Bass Harbor, Northeast Harbor
and Seal Harbor.
From Rockland Tuesdays, Fridays *nd Sondays at 5 *i a m, touching at Dark Harbor, Sou10
Brooksvllle, Sargent ville, Deer isle, Sedgwick.
Brookiln, South Blueblll and Bluehlll.
From West Tremont Mondays.
All cargo, except live stock, via the
of this Company, U insured against fire »oa
marine risk.
F. 8. Sherman, Superintendent, Rockland,
Maine.
Calvin Austin, Prest & Gen’l Manager.
Boston, Mass.

ite*®JJ?

Colby college.

Miss Helen Brewer, of Bar Harbor, who
has been visiting the Misses Foster during the past week, has returned home.

Tour to the Pacific Coast.
very delightful spring tour to the Peclflc
eoast has been arranged to leave Boston April
27, ami while under the auspices of the M>silc
i Shrine, and a great reduction Id rate has been
made In consequence, the tour Is available for
the general public. The party will travel In the
finest Pullman vestibuled equipment, and all
meals en route will be In dining-cars.
On the outward journey stops will be made al
Chicago, Denver, Colorado Springs and Sail
Lake City, accommodations being provided at
the best hotels. The itinerary Includes a side
trip to Cilpple Creek, with an opportunity tc
visit the celebrated gold mines, as well as the
ncotsparable trip over the Denver A Sic
Grande railroad, “The scenic line of the world.'
and the Rocky mountains. Ten days will lx
spent in touring the state of California, wind
; lng up at Han Francisco.
Two routes are offered for the return, one via
j the Grand Canyon of Arizona, and the othei
via Portland, Se ttle, Vancouver, and tlx
Canadian Rockies, with stop-overs at Glaciei
and Banff. For those who prefer to return via
other routes, independent tickets are provided
The party will travel In charge of an ex
perlence conductor, and all details are carried
out In first class style.
Illustrated Itinerary
may he obtained by calling on or addressing
Geo. L. William-, N. E. P. A., 3:8
Washington
street, Boston, Mass.—Advt.
Nbriner'*

A

The ladies’ sewing circle was entertained
interesting game of basket ball
Mrs. William H. Stover last Thursday.
played here last Wednesday night be- by
John Snow, of North Castine, has been
tween the local team and the Merrills, of
Thanks for the letter and the above Bar Harbor, resulting in a score of 17 to the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Maggie B.
Blodgett.
recipes, Aunt Emma. We are glad you are 9 in favor of Bar Harbor.
March 26.
M.
better and that you are enjoying the letManning E. Perkins has moved his
ters. 8o are we all. Aunt Madge enjoys
family to Gardiner, where he has purThe
woman
who thinks only of her
them as well as the others. We all say
chased a store and gone into trade.
looks always looks it.
amen to your sentiments on the children
Schooner Willu and Guy, Capt. Patterof the old Pine Tree State. We believe
shal, is discharging 285 tons of steamer coal
Low Kates.
yet the majority of them stand for purity
from New York, at Bagaduce wharf.
On February 15, aud daily until April 7,
and truth.
tickets will be on sale via the Chicago, MilwauRoy E. Smith, Myrtle Tapley, Ada Mills,
kee A 8t. Paul railway to* principal points in Edith Skelton, students at Bluehill acadDear Sisters of the M. B. Column:
Souk Milk Cake—One pint sour milk, 1 cup
Of sugar, 1 cup of molasses, cup of butler and
lard, 1 quart oi flour. I large teaspoon ot sods,
all kinds of spice and 2 cups of raisins.

—

Endeavor.
The very best that I can do
In strength which Christ can give,
With purpose firm, with courage true,
A Christian life to live.
RCfcr... nta
—•John
Empire State
Notes.

missed you, Aunt Jana, and

We have

its

nor

a way to escape these
woes.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure such ilia.
Have cured women here in Ellsworth.

|

•

rest

There is

Mrs.

NEWS.

no

When Grinary disorders set in
Women’s lot is a weary one.

^^Fadvise

BOUNTY

night brings

When

the^primary grade.'
Clarence Goulding and family, of Hockland, are cosily settled in the cottage
owned by Mrs. C. J. Hall and formerly
occupied by J. J. McKee.

Daily Woes

and End Them.

illness.

the evil that he does to live after
and the good to be interred with his
bones. We want the best that is in us
We would if we
to be remembered.
The granite business is beginning to
apoplexy, or congestion
could blot out the weaknesses and failof any organ, ths tenboom. The McMullen Co. already has
that
ures of o r live- and leave only
dency* is at this period
about sirty cutters and ail are rejoicing at
which is worthy of remembrance. Anlikely to become active
the prospects of a busy season.
—and with a host of nercient kings only inscribed their victomake
Adam Kirkpatrick, foreman for the Mcirritations
vous
ries on the monuments they erected.
life a burden. At this
Mullen Co., returned last week from the
forThey wished their defeats to he
There Is a lot of help in Just “carrying away
time, also, cancers and
Maine General hospital, where he went
do so on
gotten. But. alas, we cannot
the song” that should never die out In the heart i tumors are more liable
for treatment for an injured knee.
the memorials of our lives. All things | of the true Christian. There Is a lot of help in , to form and begin tbeir
We are remembered for all i just being serene and htlpful and checrlul in destructive work.
endure.
Campbell & Macomber had the misfortune to meet with an accident, which
Such warning sympthat we have been and all that we have | the face of every trouble. Only the serene soul
an
| attains to the highest degree of victory In this toms as sense of sufforetarded work on their quarry for a few
done; hence if we want to leave
honorable name among men we must life. Fretfulness Is weakening and invites j cation, hot flashes, headdays, until the arrival of a new' derrick.
dread
underGloominess
and
defeat.
i
backaches,
despondency
aches,
live honorably—we must “cease to do
The Electric Medicine Co. is giving
mine the spiritual life and create fear and doubt.
of impending svil, timidevil an 1 learn to do well.” “eschew evil
entertainments every evening in the hall.
Cowardice results from a distrust of one’s self, i ity, sounds in ths ears,
and do good.”
and actual morbidness leads even to distrust lu I palpitation of the heart.
They have had a full house each night.
But the temporary endurance of our God
before the eyes,
In the voting contest for the most popular
sparks
lives Is not all that we are to consider.
After all, many of the troubles of life are
irregularities, constipai child, little Doris Grant leads, with 1,000
Few of our memories long endure in more Imaginary than real, and real troubles tion, variable appetite,
votes. The prize is a silver set.
have a hard time of it trying to down one of a j weakness,
inquietude,
this life. Only a few names endure bePEBBLE.
March 26.
Those who cheerful spirit. A sense of honor often helps and dizsiness. are
or two.
a
generation
yond
as
out a£good deal when trouble comes to the j promptly heeded by inknow ns soon pass away also, and,
DEER ISLE.
front. I Incline lo the belief that God has given
telligent women who are
in ancient Egypt a new king arose
1
Mrs. H. W. Small is visiting relatives at
us this sense to cheer us up under many of our
approacnmg in® perioa
»•
commenced
advice
and
for
wrote
who knew not Joseph, new generations trials and to
i
you
in life when woman ® gToat change
keep some of us frm feinting and
Atlantic.
treatment with Lydia E. Pinkham's^ *%*arise who know not us. A life, then,
falling by the wayside. Humor has Its place in | may be expected.
table Compound as you directed, and I am
Mrs. Hannah Johnson, who has been
an impresmake
must
endure
to
really
thoaa distressing sympevery wholesome and happy life, and the beat
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- happy to say that all
seriously
ill, is improving.
hare
I
through
to
this
the
needs
and
sion upon the future, upon eternity.
cultivate
is
to
meet
me
safely
to think
passed
“saving grace”
way
toms left
pound was prepared
I am
woman.
A. O. Gross, who has been in Boston on
And to do this life nmst lie spoilt on I only of the pleasant thing* of life, and to let of womans system at this trying the change of life, a well
to
medicine
your
ijjny business, returned home Thursday.
eternal things. No purely temporal the troublesome things “go hang” as far as period of her life. It invigorates and recommending
friends ''—Mrs. Annie E. G. Hyland, Chwterstrengthens the female organism and town, Md.
achievements will insure endurance possible.
Pine Tree cnapter works degrees on a
No quality of the Christian life is more ess**n
builds up the weakened nervous system.
for the future. All temporal things will
team this week—the last of the season.
Anotber Woman's Caw
rl« 1 than pure joy—the joy of living, the joy of
this imadriee
substantial
For
most
The
regarding
special
pass away.
faith in God, the joy of service, the joy of vicDaring change of life words cannot «•
Quite a number from this town and
women are invited to
earthly monument will sooner or later torious achievement. And who should know portant period
what I suffered. My physician said I
Btonington will attend King Hiram counwrite to Mrs Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., press
female
the
but
of
condition
nothing
dust.
a
cancerous
to
had
Today
crumble
more of all these joys than the children of God
cil at Camden Thursday.
and it will be furnished absolutely free
some of the testiorgans. One day I read
remnants remain of the vast works of who are working for him? Joyfulnees, hope- of
charge. The present Mrs Pinkham monials of women who had been cured by
shall
Judge E. P. Spofford and wife have recenturies
when
fulness—these are real Christian duties. There
the ancients, and
is the daughter-in-law of Lydia E. Pink- Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
turned from quite an extended trip to
have passed these remnants shall cn- is healing balm in His word for all who read it ham, her assistant before her decease, and I decided to try it and to write you for
made me a well
Florida and other points.
and for twenty-five years since her advice. Your medicine
tirely pass with them. The fortunes of aright and believe it means ju*t what it says.
and all my bad symptoms soon
"For every evil un ter the sun
The school board met with the superadvice has been freely given to sick woman,
the financially successful are soon
There is a remedy or there is none
women.
intendent of schools Tuesday and assigned
spent; the laws of the greatest statesevery woman at this period of life
In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred there is
Head what Lydia E. Pinkham's Com- to take vour medicine and write you for ad- teachers for the several schools.
men will become obsolete and forgotand Mrs. vice.”—Mrs Lizzie Hinkle, Salem. Ind.
Rex.
March 26.
ten; the wisdom of the greatest philos- a remedy for all the troubles or evils that so pound did for Mrs. Hyland
What Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
vex and Pfret us.
We simply increase the
Hinkle:
ophers will see the day when it is look- trouble
and
Mrs.
for
Hyland
did
Compound
by worrying or brooding over It, and we Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
DEDHAM.
ed upon as folly: the work of the greatMrs. Hinkle it will do for other women
dou'it God's promises w hen we come to the con
I had been suffering with displacement of at this time of life
est artists will be dimmed by that of
Mrs. Joseph Perkins is suffering from a
elusion there is no help for it.
the organs for years and was pawling through
their successors, until the day dawns
It has conquered pain, restored stroke of paralysis. Her sister, Mrs. Abbie
the change of life.
My abdomen was badly
"Why not take all to the Helper
life in cases that
when “there shall be a new heaven
Holmes, is w'ith her.
swollen: hit stomach was sore; I had dizzy health, and prolonged
W ho never has failed us yet?”
■Delia. sick headaches, and was very nervous. utterly baffled physicians.
and a new earth, for former things [all
Afanion
Marlowe
—By
Emery Osgood and John McGinnis have
former things] shall pass away.”
Selected by iV. L H.
Lydia E Plnkhaa's Vegetable Cempouad Succeeds Where Others Fan. gone to Canterbury, where they will be
The life, therefore, that endures must
employed in making last blocks.
The above selection abounds in helpful
touch eternity. And consequently if
I have eagerly scanned the column
Mrs. J. F. Cowing, who has been spendalthough
we want our lives to endure we must
thoughts. Each of you will doubtless
a week or two with her daughter, Mrs.
every week to hear from the rest of the slaters.
Fjt addition il County .Yetcs, »ee O'.hir pages ing
find your own portion. I want to mention
not spend them upon the things which
dream
not many nights
1 had ouch a lovely
Alton Houston, has returned to Pittsfield.
are temporal, but I the “sense of humor” which is referred to
are seen, for they
and
about
Aunt
Uncle
too.
Madge
Madge,
ago
March 26.
B.
FRANKLIN.
upon the things which are not seen, | in it. How many times that sense of I dreamed of being at their nice home, and of
which are eternal. Character endures humor has “saved the day”, redeemed the having such a nice chat with them both. And
Miss Lola Dyer is ill with tonsilitis.
PRETTY MARSH.
forever: treasures laid up in heaven situation, and preserved us from a threat- then th«»ir daughter and son played and sang
Mrs. J. E. Dunn has two ambitious hens
School begins March 26, Mias Ruth
by a s: !f sacrificing Christian life here ened heart-break. The person destitute the most beautiful music to me. But alas, 1 which have hatched twenty-five lively
it all a dream.
Davis, of Otter Creek, teacher.
endure; moth and rust do not destroy of humor must go through life a great woke and found
Do all the sisters know tnat whtn you stew spring chicks.
Miss Nellie G. Freeman, who has been
them. Christian work endures, espe- deal like a sled over bare ground; but forMrs. F. A. Noyes and son Everard, of
peas It Is much easier to fry the pork In the
visiting friends in Rockland and Bar Harcially if it be the work of saving hu- tunately'he does not know what he misses. spider and put It In when the pea** are most East
were guests of Mesdaines
Sullivan,
I have not recently looked up the defiA saved soul is forever
man souls.
bor, arrived home last night.
done? You will run no risk of their s torching. Blaisdell
recently.
saved and is an eternal monument to nitions^of wit, humor, repartee and the
Mrs. Nettie Smith was in Bar Harbor
What cold weather we are having, and such a
Preston Smith, wife and two children,
the one who in the providence of God
like; bnt ^wit seems more like a sudden a lot of suow ! .And everybody Is hurrying to
Sunday, calling on her brother, Capt.
flash of humor, while humor itself is an get out their lumber. 1 will not write more this of Northfield, are spending a few weeks Osgood Richardson, who has been quite
has been instrumental in its salvation.
We want our lives to endure. There- abiding element of the mind, which time, but hope to be more prompt In the future. with Mrs. Smith’s parents, Curtis Hooper ill. She found him improving.
I
Aunt Jana.
March 26.
8.
and wife.
fore let us consecrate them more fully grasps the situation and throws a flashhim

Cause of

the

Learn

a

Congratulation* are extended to Mr. and
Mrs. George Parker Larrabee on the
arrival of a daughter, born Sunday.
March 19. Miss
Schools commenced
Sarah Killman, of Prospect, teaches the
grammar, and Miss Mason, of Beech Hill,

The “change of life’* is
the most critical period
of a woman’s existence,
and the anxiety felt by
women as it draws near
h> not without reason.
Every woman who
neglects the care of her
health at this time invites disease and pain.
When her system is in
a
deranged condition,
or she is predisposed to

HKALING BALM

wants

fflcDicai.

COUNTY news.

aObrttutmfntB
»

emy,

are

at

March 26.

Sbbtrtissnnmta.

OPPOSITE U. S. PATENT OFFICE

Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
ELLSWORTH

Steam

home for two weeks’ vacation,
Tomson.

A Scientific Wonder.
The cures that stand to its credit make
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve a scientific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford, lectur3r for
the Patrons of Husbandry, Waynesboro,
Pa., of a distressing case of piles. It heals
the worst Burns, Sores, Boils, Ulcers. Cuts,
Wounds, Chilblains and Salt Rneum.
Only 25c at E. G. Moore’s drug store.

New Amsterdam Hotel

WASHINGTON.D.c!

Laundry

*KO
A

and Bath Rooms.

PAY, NO

WAMHKK.'

kinds of'laundry work done at abort
notice
i.ooda called for and delivered.
1

Wi.-T

H. B. ESTEY A
CO.,
END BRIDGE,
ELLSWORTH,

ME

Pauper Notice
wlttl the City of Ella
H" liSh .?>ntr*eted“na
for
«<l
a«.at*iieoiMiSgSrneii muw.wh.
iKf
j..
I
K»*"orth.”
.v

i

Subscribe for Tun American |

care

a)i“'*

siMWwaj'ffi
sjgnssa&s
for them at the
city Farm
cate

house.
M. J. Dkcicmey.

New York.
Located in the heart of the
city, one block east of Broadway, two blocks south from
Madison Square. House newly

decorated

and

refurnished-

Rates $1.00 per day and up-

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S.

Willard Mgr-

Carter, lived upon Lons: Island, but just Dow Feb. 10, 1835, by whom he had chilwhere, it is now not easy to locate. He dren as follows:
was a tall, thin man with
sharp features
•1. Rowland C. born Jan. 8, 1838.
r.
Brookline, and a prominent nose, and
by the wags of I 2. Nelson, born Dec. 25, 1841.
tcompll«d by B. 8.
Blnebl" Hlurrieal Society.j
the day, was called “the
,he
f°r
M»s«
mosquito maker”.
3. Sarah D., born Aug. 10, 1843.
will bo nla.l to When he made his appearance on the i
4.
Illuehlll Historical -oclety
Mary L., born Nov 5, 1847.
main land the word would be
Hr.
Otis
Little
passed
U,r.,u*h lie president.
5.
Byron P., born Feb. 18, 1854.
around
with
the
corr,*lon«,
etc.,
caution
“Look
out for
Bill Hill, ei'K eetlone,
M
This family removed from the island
these papers ns
nlftk’nff
In
for
8am
Cain
has
assist
mosquitos,
just brought
1,1, li will
many years ago and nothing further is
a raft of them from
as correct ns
Long Island.”
possible._
complete »n<l

HISTORY.

BblTKHILIi

'2a jrrtlsemnts.

■

Mr. Cain

JOHN BARTLETT.
or so north of Deep Cove
Half a mile
was the lot
ltl,e house of James Day,
John Bartlett, bo well known
of
house
and
writer “in days iang syne”, but,
to tb
mentioned,
long since
like the others
and of habitant.
deserted of habitation
at Mt. Desert in
John Bartlett was born
of 1800, married Mary Hale,
the early years
and set up
of Sedgwick, July 27, 1820,
upon Long Island. Their

jjousek.-.eping

wore:

children
born Dec. 23, 1823, out
1. Caroline liale,
of wedlock.
born July 2,
2. George Gurley,

1827;

Mary Ann, born Sept. 2, 1828; married William A. Hall.
j. Frederick Augustus, born Oct. 21,
1848.
1830; died July 15,
5, Vienna, bom May 1, 1833.
0. John Bushrod, born Aug. 27, 1834;
S.

died May, 1800.
7. Nancy Elizabeth, born June 30, 1838;
died July 12, 1853.
8. Hiram Hinckley, born Dec. 4, 1838.
9. James Candage, born April 20, 1841.
John Bartlett was a fisherman, and
gained his livelihood in that business,
with a little farming. In 1840 and 1841, he
resided upon Outer Duck island which
When
had but a single house upon it.
his wif was about to be confined with
her last child she was brought to Blue Hill
Falls to the house of the writer’s grandmother where the child was born and
named James Candage Bartlett for the
writer’s grandfather.
When Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett returned to
Duck island, the writer accompanied them
and spent two weeks with the family on
the island in fishing and in visiting little
Duck island, Baker’s island and its lighthouse, Gott’s Island. Bass Harbor, etc.
It was a new experience to the writer and
in all his wandering about the world since

forgotten

it.

The boy. James Candage Bartlett, grew
to manhood, settled and married at Somerville, Mass., where he still resides. John
Bartlett, his father, died many years ago,
the date not recorded. His mother died
in Charlestow n, Mass., at tho house of a

daughter some
ly ninety years of age.
married

URIAH

A mile

Bartlett

or so
on

years ago at

near-

MARKS.

north of the house of John

Long Island, stood,

years ago,

the house of Uriah Marks, son
of Joseph Marks, whose wife was Melvina
Day, daughter of James and Nancy Yates
now

gone,

Day.
I pen the head or northern end of
island seventy years ago, was the
house and

barn

of Joseph

Long
farm,

inhabited. The Marks and Bartlett places were favorite resorts for berrying parties and for parties indulging in
clambakes, fishing and other sports.
Of the family of Joseph Marks there is
no data at hand
by which the writer can
make a true record, but from memory he
can speak of a
son, Uriah, and a daughter,
Thankful. The family came to Blue Hill
and to Long Island from either Sedgwick
or
Penobscot, and there it would be
natural to look for the family history.
Joseph Marks’ wife was Martha A. Billings, who came from Sedgwick or Penobscot. He died in
April, 1856, and she in
1872. They had nine cnildren, among
whom were: Joseph, Abel B., Otis R.,
was ever

Calorn B.

THE CARTER FAMILY.

Returning from the upper end of Long
Island to the earliest settlement made by
James and David Carter, we find located
between the houses erected by them, the
bouse of Robert Carter, the son of David
and Abigail, who was born Jan.
9, 1803,
and married Melinda
Candage, daughter
of

Joseph Candage, jr., Sept. 1,1837.

The house referred to in which he and
bis family resided was built
shortly after
bis marriage, but has been
gone from the
spot many years.
Robert Carter was
blind, having been made so when a child
by measles or some other disease incident
to children. He was a
kindly and wellinformed man, possessing that remarkable
memory so characteristic of his race,
"bich enabled him to retain what was
read or told to him. He died in 1867 at the
of sixty-four. His children were:
!• Vienna, bom Dec.
1839.

14,
Matilda, born May 5, 1846.
3* Rose
Eleanor, born Jan. 29,1854.
In the David Carter house
(father of
Robert), long since demolished, lived,
after the death of the
builder, Samuel,
brother of Robert, and his family. He was
born in 1800, married
Sally Curtis, of
Surry (Newbury Neck) by whom he had
«even
L

children.

Abijah Sprague, born Nov. 21, 1830.

2-

Sarah, born Nov. 3, 1832.
Deborah, born July 4, 1836.
Joanna, born March 4,1839.
Susan Emeline, born March 27,
Abigail, born Feb. 11, 1843.
Mary Jane, born June 2,1845.

3.
L
o*

?*

1841.

Samuel Carter was a farmer, a man of
reputation, and a deacon of the
*ock and
Long Island Baptist church.
be writer knew him and his
family well,
®t the time he
taught a winter school upon
good

e

island,

but of his and his wife’s later
their deaths he knows nothing.
n the
youth of the writer, Samuel Cain,
_rother to the wives of James and David
1 e

an<*

Torture by Savages,

.Joking of the torture to which some
tribeB in the Philippines
reminds me of the
intJnCt thei.r °?Ptives,
I

nf

8uhio,°.

mnn'.u' ““Bering
from

endured

for

three

inflammation of the JCid8terman, of Cushing.
Me3’ i,R*'
Ele'e(>i NS^!118 helped me until I tried
‘hree bottles of which
eomniif .BlMer8j
cured me.” Cures Liver ComrS.^tely
Dyepepet*, Blood disorders and
the weak and nervous
reetpres
8®*lth.
Guaranteed by
E G
uMoottU, druggist. Price 50c.
1

t?f^bu3t.

place

below Carter’s

Point,

in

memory of the writer, was that of
who came from Mt. Desert,

the

Joseph Gott,

Hannah Carter, daughter of,
David and Abigail (Cain) Carter, December 16,1812. He was a farmer and fisher-

and married

recorded

and

lost at

of it at Blue Hill.

OTHER

LONG

ISLAND FAMILIES.

Capt. Merrill Dodge, whose wife was
Abigail Carter, a daughter of David Carter, lived on the island at the lower end,

to You

but later removed to the main land in the
tide-mill district, where he lived and died.
A history of him and his fa oily belong to
that part of the town.
Nathan Staples, whose wife was Sally,
from Sedgwick, lived upon Long Island
near the lower end.
His family record is
as follows:
Children:

Consider how the United States Government protec
to you,

was

sea

about

FRANCIS AND ISAAC

even

place

and house

his

active business

family

are

not

came

men.

given

that of

1.

the Ken-

2.

was

from

The members of

in the

Blue Hill

records.
THE CHATTEAUS.

Abel S. Town also lived on Long Island
before and at the time of his marriage to
Sarah R. Choate, youngest daughter of

name

of

enclosed in
on

a

dust

Fresh from the oven,

are

not

forest trees, it remains much in the condition it presented to one who knew it
sixty or seventy years ago.
(To be continued.)

moisture

tight,

proof

each end of which is affixed this trade

Zl7 Zu

ClNCER Snaps—Criip, delicious, golden-brown

morsels of sweetness and spice that ereryone lores.
CHEESE SANDWICHES—Thin crackers enclosing
creamy cheese—-a delicate bite to tempt an epienre.

layer of

Cold in One Day
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets,
tv///
Th!s Signature, ^

ETo
e

Cure

a

a

Caret

~~

".

1

'.m1

I.

llllilMln

--Mill

Grip
Days.

in Two

on every
box. 25c.

Million boxes sold in post 12 months.

II

Rutter Still Scarce-Eggs Unchanged
Farmers Holding Potatoes.
—

Dairy butter remains scarce in the local
market, with retail price for best grades
touching 28 cents.
Eggs remain at 18
cents retail, with weaker tendency. There
are indications that farmers are holding
back potatoes in a final effort to obtain
better prices, but so far without effect.
From 65 to 75 cents a bushel still rules,
only the very best bringing the top price.
The wholesale market for feed and grain
is firmer, but no further advance is made
in Ellsworth retail prices.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Produce.
Creamery pern.28£30

j

Dairy.20 £28
Cheese.
Beat factory (new) per lb.1631c
Beat dairy (new).. ..18
90
Dutch (Imported).
00
Neufcbatel.
Eggs.
Fresh

laid, per doz.18

COUNTY SEWS:
uAu.*\onal

('bounty iSci?*

sen

-*'!«»

p-‘

'•»»

William Holmes has moved
Fred Kent house.

bor.

March 23.
into

the

Miss

a

few

days at

lighthouse.
of Rockland,

few

is

Mr. Lyons, of Norwich, Conn., was here
measure the church at Atlantic for a steel ceiling.
last week to

home for a few
the steamer Robert
and Edwin was laid up in Port Clyde w ith
a broken crank shaft.
Hollis Pettingill
last

w

{

Klo,
Mocha,

Henry.

was

eek w'hile

home from Kent’s Hill

for his vacation.

with friends here.

winter.

days

brother

Alfred Ladd is at

spending
days
Irving Daws is at home from Ellsworth,
where he has had employment the past
a

CRANBERRY ISLES.

the

Gertrude McRae

Anon.

Miss Eva Bunker is at the home of her

Master Ralph Norwood, of McKinley, is

spending

Music by Kelley & Ray. Proceeds for the
benefit of the new hall at West Bass Har-

ISLAND.

SWAN’S

20 §25
.164.26 Vinegar, gal
85 Cracked wheat,
u5
John Hardy, w’ho went aw'ay to go to
.04
35 Oatmeal, per lb
Vancouver in the steamer Manhattan,
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per tb—
.04 was taken ill, and is in the hospital in
-450.66 Graham,
Japan,
.04
.300 66 Rye meal,
Oolong,
Philadelphia. He will not be able to make
Granulated meal,lb 02k
Sugar—per lbOranul ttel, 05g05k Oil—per gal—
the trip.
CARIBOU.
&
KITTERY TO
Coffee—A
.650.70
Linseed,
B,
12
Mrs. John Gott and daughters Annie
-06k
Kerosene,
Yellow, C
083 lo
Powdered,
John F. Cobb, a pioneer shoe manufacand Alice have returned after spending
Molasses—per gal—
turer of Auburn, died last week, aged
the winter in Philadelphia, where Capt.
.35
Havana,
.50
Porto Rico,
Gott has been superintending the buildeighty-one years.
Syrup,
ing of the halibut steamer Manhattan.
The mill of the West Paris bail wood
Meats and Provisions.
Mrs. O. L. Milan w as chosen to go to
and clothespin factory, owned by Lewis Beef, lb:
Pork, lb.
lb
18
.13
Steak,
3.SO
Steak,
a
Mann & Soil, was burned Thursday.
past Pocahontas
15 Portland to attend
Roasts.
.100.25
16 0.22
Ham.’ per tb
.060.10
Cornea,
meeting Wednesday, March 28, to arrange
Loss, |6,000.
H
18
Shoulder,
ToDgues,
for the State of Maine
ing” for the vessel. A year or two later
William F. Perry, of Bridgton, presi1: §20 for a great council
.05308
Tripe,
for the degree of Pocahontas, I. O. R. M.
10
Salt
the “Credit” was seized by the CJnited dent of the Bridgton & Saco River rail- Veal:
10
12
20
§
Lard,
Special.
March 26.
Steak,
States authorities for obtaining a bounty
road, died Thursday in Boston, aged
.100.1*
Roasts,
Lamb*
illegally; was condemned and sold. eighty years.
ATLANTIC.
C5
Tongues, each
And the connundrum among the boys
Patents have been granted to Maine inSpring lamb, 19025
do
Llewellyn Joyce and Alfred Staples are
was, “Why cannot Charles Chatteau
Fresh Fish.
ventors as follows: Lorenzo P. Hawkins,
victims of rheumatism.
any more business?” The answer was,
06 Scallops, qt
Robert Cod,
skiving
machine;
Portland,
06
Flounders, doz
Haddock,
“He has lost his Credit.”
Herbert Joyce was in Rockland last
spinning-spindle; ! Halibut,
Morris, Winthrop,
12018 Smelts, lb
John Chatteau married Hannah (Barks)
on business.
50 Mhrlmps, qt
Wednesday
Oysters,
qt
dress-chart.
N.
Biddeford,
Plant,
Harry
20 Flunan haddle,
Clams, qt
Friend, widow of Daniel Friend, July 22,
launched his boat last
Roscoe
Joyce
in
the
first
A verdict of murder
Fuel.
degree
1829. She had by her first husband, Mr.
Thursday, and is now ready for lobsterwas returned Friday by the jury in the
cord
Coal—per ton
Wood—per
as
follows:
children
three
*
Friend,
50 ing.
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 36 50
farm
case of Wesley Chick, the young
750
8tove.
Dry soft,
30006 00
Deborah Shacks ford, born April 16,
1.
Charles Sprague left last Monday for
7 50
hand accused of the killing of his greatEgg,
Roundings per load
1823.
7 50 Gloucester, Mass. He intends going south
1 0001 25
Nut,
David Varney, at Porter, on Decemuncle,
70r
Blacasuiltb’r
hard
5.00
Nov.
Buttings,
for mackerel.
2.
Martha Dodge, born
10,1824.
He was sentenced to life imprisonber 5.
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Daniel B., born Dec. 28, 1826.
3.
Tho Merry Workers met last Thursday
45 §48
ment.
bu
bbl—
Oats,
Flour—per
and by Mr. Chatteau her second husband,
All reported a
4 7506 00 Shorts—bag— 1.20 *1 25 with Mrs. Walter Joyce.
Samuel Black, manager of the New EngMixed
bag.
115
feed,
Corn, 100lb bag
as recorded:
very pleasant afternoon.
1253 30
office in Calais, died
Co.’s
land
1830.
Telephone
4. Hannah, born May 27,
The remains of Mrs. Cordelia Rowe were
115 M1(1d!lngs.hag l 30 §140
Corn meal,bag
Friday, aged seventy-three years. The Cracked corn,
115 Cotton seed meal, 1 65
5. John Roundy, born Nov. 26, 1833.
brought here last Wednesday night from
of
Westservice
the
was
in
the
deceased
1835.
Rockland. She had been in poor health
6. Stephen, born Dec. 13,
for fifty-one
ern Union Telegraph Co.
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
for quite a long while.
The dates of deaths of Mr. and Mrs.
A hushtl of Liverpool salt s^all weigh 60
years, and manager of the New England
The gasolene boats that are ready for
Chatteau are not given.
Telephone Co.’s office in Calais since its pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall fishing have to fall back and wait for
AMOS CABTEJi.
weigh 70 pounds.
organization about fifteen years ago.
moderate weather. Most of them are goThe staudard weight of a bushel of potatoes
Farther down toward the extreme lower
ing up among the Islands clamming for
The Maine agricultural
experiment
60
la
order and lit for shipping,
pounds, the factory at McKinley.
end o( the island resided Amos Carter, son station is now mailing bulletin 125 on In good
44
nds.
of apples,
S.
pou
A March 24.
ol James, jr., born upon the island June seed inspection. The bulletin contains
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
whom
3,1806, married Martha Choate, by
the full text of the laws regulating the good order and flt for shipping, Is 62 pounds;
McKinley.
he had children, as follows:
sale of agricultural seeds; directions for of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
O. L. Bragg is employed at Hall Quarry.
1. Joan Emeline, born March 11, 1830.
testing seeds at home, both for purity and pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
Miss Harriet Trask has entered the norHannah Angeline, born March 11, vitality; and contains the results of pu- pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
2.
45
mal school at Castine.
1830.
rity tests made by the experiment station Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, pounds;
and buckwheat, 48 pounds: of oats,
since 1902. The bulletin 125 will be sent of barley
3. Mary Augusta, born May 13,1832.
William Connors, of Southwest Harbor,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
free upon application to the Maine AgriLavina H., born Dec. 20, 1833.
4.
an old employee of the William UnderFeb.
born
13,1837.
cultural Experiment Station, Orono.
Martha Edna,
8.
wood Co., is seriously ill.
What reason have we to think any other
8. Mercy Caroline, born Dec. 20, 1840.
station in the universe more sanctifying
Miss Maude Chaffey has returned from
7. Amos Pierce, born Oct. 20,1842.
A manly man is always attracted by a than our own ? There is none, so far as Gloucester,
Mass., and has resumed her
immediate
woman.
more
his womanly
we can tell, under the
Mr. Carter died about 1844, and
duties in the office of the William Undersublimer
w'hence
of
none
touch
deeps
God,
a
widow married Elder Samuel Macomber,
wood Co.
are open to adornation, none murmuring
To Cure a Cold In One Day
Moses
with the whisper of more thrilling affecBaptist preacher, October 2, 1847.
Take LAXATIVE BttOMO Quinine Tablets.
There will be a play and dance in Mt.
lived on the Druggists refund money If It falls to cure. K. W. tions, or ennobled as the theatre of more
of
Amos,
a
brother
Carter,
Desert hall Friday evening, March 23.
duties.—James Martineau.
Olive (iboys's signature is on each box. 23c.
glorious
married
He
island.
end
of
the
lower
Dates of

teau

delivering

in

mark in red and white.

Kitfield

deaths of Mr. and Mrs. Chatrecorded.
In the boyhood of the writer, Charles
Chatteau was master and ow ner of a pinkstern fishing vessel named “Credit”. It
was in the days when bounties were given
to fishing vessels. The writer and other
boys of his acquaintance made a fishing
cruise with Capt. Chatteau among the
outer islands—Swan’s Island, Outer Long
Islands, etc.—finding their own provisions
and having half the fish they caught. They
did not catch many fish but had a pleasant
outing at what was called “bounty catch-

are

package,

George Choate.
Poultry.
One or more Conary lived at one time on
Chickens.18 920
resided for some years near the Grants,
Fowl. 18 £20
and
in
later
other
Long Island,
days
but there is no entry in the town records
Hay.
unknown
to
the
have
families,
writer,
the
down
Best loose, per ton.10312
concerning the family. Farther
lived there. On the easterly side from
16
Baled.
island shore lived three families by the
Dunham’s place to the head of Straw.
Stephen
and
Charles
name of
Chatteau—Joshua,
and
island
there
have
been
no
the
Loose. 8311
houses,
John who came there from Deer Isle. They
16
Baled.
only one, that of Moses Friend, on the
were fisherman, boatbuilders and farmers.
Vegetable*.
central ridge. Along the ridge, from the
is
The record of family of Joshua
04
65075 Onions, lb
upper end to the Carter places and thence Potatoes, bu
-0 ?35 Beets, lb
3
not found in the town books.
bunch
along to the lower end ran a rough and Celery,
02 k
10 §15 Cabbage, lb
Lettuce,
CharleB Chatteau, (afterwards changed
<2
(8 Carrots, lb
hard road.
Radishes, bunch
married
Martha
05
lb
08 Parsnips, lb
to
Eaton,
Chatto)
A granite quarry was opened at the Squash, lb
80335
lk Spinach, pk
daughter of Jeremiah and Patty Eaton, of lower end some years ago, but was eventu- Turnips,
Dandelion grns, pk 5u Beans—per qt—
Beet greens, pk
40
Blue Hill Neck, Jan. 6, 1825. The births of
Yellow-eye
12015
ally abandoned and several mines were Rhubarb, lb
15
10
Pea,
his children as recorded were:
Fruit.
opened, but did not prove a success.
married
born
1.
3,
1825;
Aug.
Louisa,
At this writing, 1905, probably few, if \
20 Apples,(cooklng)pk
Cranberries, qt
25 a30
George Closson Aug. 29, 1840.
§30
any, of the descendants of the families : Oranges, Uu*
80 Apples, (table)pk 85a«5
2.
Almira Jane, born Feb. 21,1828; died named in this paper are living on the ; Lemons dor
15
Grapefruit, each
Nov. 25,1829.
island. In outline and physical appear- |
Groceries.
3.
Abigail, born May 6, 1829.
ance, except having been denuded of its j Coflee—per *»
.060.08
Rice, per lb
Another family by the

greater protecting foresight

Biscuit and Crackers to you.

they

exercises

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

Herbert, born April 16,1844.
Alice, born March 16, 1845.
3.
Arthur, born August 5,1846.
nebec and married Mercy Gray, Sept. 2,
4.
Evelyn, born Nov. 3,1849.
1812. He gained his livelihood by farm5.
A daughter, born April 23, 1855; died
ing and fishing and the children were:
March 12,1857.
1.
Thomas, born Oct. 27,1813.
Upon removing from Long Island,
2. Moses, born Jan. 9, 1816.
Samuel Cain settled at Blue Hill|village.
3.
George Stevens, born Sept. 6,1818.
James Fogg, from Freeport, settled upon
4.
Lydia Gray, born July 24, 1822.
Long Island sixty or more years ago. His
5. Francis, born Feb. 26, 1824.
wife was a Chatteau, sister of Charles,
6.
Mercy, born July 3, 1827.
Joshua and John. He had a family of
Francis Grant died Feb. 17, 1873, aged
children, the eldest being Sarah, who mareighty-five, and Mercy, his wife, in 1844.
ried Pearly Cain, who lived in Brooklin.
Isaac Grant and family, he a brother of
Mr. Fogg’s house was on the east side of
from
settled
the
Bath,
upon
Francis,
the lower end of the island. His family
island near hi9 brother sometime previous
record is not found in the copy of the
to 1840. He was a ship’s caulker by trade,
town records in possession of the -writer.
caulked the ship Tahmaroo bui t at Blue
Next to Mr. Fogg’s place was that of
Hill Falls in 18*12, and other vessels built
Stephen Dunham, a half brother of the
in the town. He and his family moved at
Chatteau’s above named. His wife was a
a later date to Ellsworth, where his sons
sister of Eliphalet Qrindle. They had no
Isaac ana George became vessel owners
children.
The next

Francis Grant, who

good order.

safe and in

The

Elizabeth, born July 10,1838.
John, born Jan. 3,1841.
3.
Nathan, born April 20,1843.
David Cain and family once lived here,
but their family record is not found in the
2.

dren:

GRANT.

guaranteeing its delivery

1.

18-10, from
the bowsprit of schooner “Mary Ann”,
Capt. Samuel Eaton, owned by John Blue Hill records.
Cheever. He had children as follows:
j John Cain, brother of David, born Dec.
1. Lemuel, born Oct. 23,1813.
28,1814; married Deborah Friend, daugh2.
ter of Daniel and Hannah (Bark) Friend,
Harriet, born Sept. 2, 1815.
3.
who had a large family of childrengas folMary, born May 9, 1818.
4. Joseph, born Nov. 9, 1820.
lows:
5.
Sophia Carter, born Nov. 2C, 1822.
1. Samuel Pearly, born Dec. 4, 1845.
6.
Martha, born May 29, 1826.
2. John Warren, born Oct. 28, 1847.
7. David, born Oct. 25, 1827.
3.
Hannah Maria, born May 18, 1849.
David Gott, brother of Joseph, also lived 1
4. Sabrina, born Dec. 5, 1852.
on Long Island, probably at this place,
5.
Martha Ellen, born April 26, 1855.
He married Joanna Carter, a sister of his ;
6.
Harriet Ann, born -, 1857; fcdied !
brother's wife, June 27, 1808.
He was Sept-,1860.
drow ned July 7, 1814. His family record
7.
Newell Judson, born Oct. 11, 1859.
shows that he had four children:
8.
George Elmer Ellsworth, born Oct. 1,
1. Abigail, born Aug. 20,1810; married 1861.
9. David Willis, born March 5, 1864.
Moses Friend.
2.
This family removed from ^Long Island
Joanna, born March 28,1812; married
Amos Gott, Brooksville.
to Surry.
Samuel Cain, a brother of John and
3. Hannah, born March 28,1812; married Galen O. Marks, Brooksville.
David, once lived on Long Island. He was
4.
David, born March 23, 1814; died a ship-caulker by trade, and he married
Hannah Mclntire, by whom he had|chilMarch 31, 1815.

Marks, who and

there resided many years, although at this
writing but little evidence is seen that it

William, Caroline,

JOSEPH GOTT.
lhe next

man

married-Hamilton.

then he has not

has been dead many years—
his ashes and though a very
worthy man the story of his mosquitomaking doubtless sticks to some people
left who knew him besides the writer.
James Cart r, jr., lived upon his father’s
place on the island. He married and
moved to Sedgwick, where he died at a
good old age.
peace to

Frank Johnson has gone to Gloucester
to go

mackereling.

Bunker is planning to build a
cottage for himself.
Ray and Kelley, of Bar Harbor, will give
Elisha

a

dance in the town hall

to-night.

The dinner served on town meeting day
by the ladies’ aid added $35 to their
treasury.
The ladies’ aid will hold an entertainment at union meeting house next Wed-

nesday evening.
Miss Fannie Jarvis, who recently submitted to an operation at the Bar Harbor
hospital, is doing as well as can be expected. She hopes to return home in two
weeks.

R. Bunker, first selectman, and
Boothboy to-day, where they had been in the
interests of the town for the purpose of
having a warden appointed for prohibiting the sale of short lobsters, and the
protection of clams and other shell fish.
Leander R. Bunker is now a full-fledged
warden and it is hoped and believed he
will do his duty faithfully.
Leslie

Leander R. Bunker returned from

The entertainment under the auspices
the Longfellow school improvement
league at union meeting house March 14,
proved a grand success socially and financially, the proceeds amounting to $25.
of

league was organized

The

Jan.

26,

under

the auspices of the two school teachers,
Mr. Weeks, of Bristol, and Miss Haim Id,
of Calais, and in little more than six
weeks they have received in their treasury

$50,

with which they intend to purchase a
bell for the schoolhouse and town hall
combined.

March 26.

R.

Don’t let the

baby suffer from eczema, sores
or any Itching of the skin.
Doan’s Ointment
gives instant relief, cures quickly. Perfectly
safe for children. All druggists sell it.—Advt,

2ttsbertiermtnts.

Nasal

CATARRH
In all its

stages.

Ely’s Cream Balm

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cores catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

quickly.
Cream Balm is placed into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
over
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“Summer boarders or fish glue” Is the
Southwest Harbor just now. But
we imagine both will stick.

AT

BY THE

The Orland Fails electric power project
is still in the air. And some of the Ala-

The

be flooded

What

moosook
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PrIce—$2 00 a year; $1 00 for six
Winn
•smb; 50 cents tor throe months; If paid
atrU- U in advance, #1 50, 75 and 3$ cents
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rate of $2 per year.
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who would

cottagers
will stay there.

This week’s edition of The
.American is 2,250 copies.

planting fry in
given a

will be
ance

2,313

cans are urging upon republican leaders
Bangor the
necessity of making a compromise
has
fishing
with the rum element by making it
the hatchthe promise that resubmission shall be
spawn and inserted in the
platform of our next State
other ponds of the State,
convention. This is practically a propochance to air their grievsition to scuttle the ship to save the

before the State

and

fish and game

com-

binnacle (or barnacle)

missioners.

good prospect

Calvin Graves, during hi9 imprisonment

WEDNESDAY, .MARCH 28, 1906.

at State

The statehood bill has gone to conteren,-.e. There was a strong show of
resistance to submitting it to conference at ail, but now it is out of the
•way for the time being and it remains

prison,

profit.

The most

vase

views.

_

All the talk that has been made
■boot the imminence of an outbreak
in Cbioa and the necessity of immediately sending warships and emergency
Woops to the far east, seems to be
dying down. Reports have reached
the state

department

that the auti-

foreign feeling is subsiding, and that
fbe boycott is apt to fall by its own
weight. The navy department has
withdrawn the battleships that it bad
sent to north China waters, and the
balk of the American fleet is now at
Shanghai and southward. The agents
•f the state department are alert and
not apt to be caught nappiDg, for

though the outlook at present is
promising, a calm in China frequently
prelndes the bursting of the real
storm.
This government is making more
eSort than ever to push American
trade abroad.
The latest move has
been a bill introduced by Senator
Overman to create a presidential
aommission to study the needs of the
eotton trade in the far east.
This
plan has been presented to the secreof commerce and labor, who
it in its intent but suggested
that as the department already had
the organization completed for such

tary

approved
work, it

was useless to go to the
expense of equipping a special commission. Consequently some cotton
experts may be sent to the far east to

•tody

market conditions, and arrangements have been made to send
to all of

the

great

milling

centres

samples of the clothes and designs
most

in demand in the eastern market.

As Senator Hale shut off the reopenof the question of tariff revision in
tin Senate by killing the Philippine
tariff bill in committee, so Chairman

ing

Fayne

of the House ways and means
committee has shut it off in that
branch of Congress.
This has been
done by a reply of Mr. Payne to a letter from the Massachusetts delegation
asking for revision. True, the national

republican platform committed the
party to a readjustment of duties
when conditions demand, but Mr.
Payne points out that the House republicans are divided

as

to what schedules

require readjustment, while many,
perhaps a majority, are opposed to
Conditions do not seem
any change.
to justify the attempting of revision at
the present time, and he is satisfied
that in this opinion a decided majority
of the ways and means committee
eoncurs.

To the claim sometimes heard, even
in Bar Harbor itself, that the material
interests of that town have been injured by strict enforcement, Rev. 8. L.
Hanscom, in last week’s Bar Harbor

Record,

forth some facts that
rather upset the claim. In the same
article be makes a strong protest
sets

against resubmission, and

we

fancy

that in this the people of Hancock
county are with him. In this issue of
The American Dr. R. L. Grindle
treats the same topic from a political
point of view and we fancy, too, that
in this the people of the county are
with him. Revolt against the Sturgis
law must not be mistaken for revolt
against the prohibitory law or against
strict enforcement.
We commend
Dr. Grindle’s forceful letter to all our
readers, but especially to faint-hearted republicans—if there be
Hancock county.

any

N. C. Tripp, of North Lamoine, had a
lively battle with a wildcat one evening
last week. He was returning on foot from
Trenton, where he had been calling at his
He saw an animal in
father-in-law’s.
the road, but thought at first it was his
He paid little
dog coming to meet him.
attention until the creature
uttered a
fierce growl and grabbed him by the leg.
Mr. Tripp, being entirely without any defence, the only thing that seemed left for
him was to use his feet. He kicked with
such effect that, after two or three returns to the assault, the wildcat gave up
the battle and slunk away to the woods.

we

from the

store, pussy tore down the of-

fending advertisement
clawed

u

into small

and chewed

bits.

When

and

Mr.

very
t hat .append-

putting

all the

agents from the cities invade the
towns, equipped with rum and
money with which to “carry the caucuses”.
Certainly rum and money are powerful
instruments for electioneering purposes,
but probably in most cases the invaders

to have
small

!
|

would not be successful in

accomplishing

the object sought.
It is much more likely that wherever
they put their work into a caucus they
would be very successful in splitting the
party into bitter factions at once, and
make it at most impossible to secure party
harmony, mutual confidence or united
work in the future. For everyone who is
at all familiar with the methods and conduct of caucuses in these places will fore-

the

keepers and cottage owners are nonresidents. The coming of summer people
to the place has caused the taxes to go up,
In- because they have wanted improvements
see something of what will occur.
stead of the peaceful, quiet gathering of a made on the roads and new ones built.
All of our men who sail summer people
dozen or two public-spirited men who
have the confidence of everyone, and who go out o< town for their summer work
select delegates in a way to promote party and it is men from away who sail the
interest and good fellowship, it will be a Manset
people. Between thirty and
large caucus of excited men, divided into forty years ago about all of our men and
two

factions,

each

intent

nominating candidates for the legislature, and be the cause of much bolting in
some cases, and the nomination of proin
candidates
hibition (third party)
others. It requires no great amount of
sagacity to see that the effect of this move-

Rev.

—

cense

law.

Nor is there any prospect that they can
converted. For the sudden change ol

be

UNITARIAN.

Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, April 1 —Service at 10.30 a.
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

m.

MOSKS, FLORIST, BAR HARBOR.
Established for many years.
Open all the year’ro and.
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liar Harbor

and Hockland Line.

spring schedule of the Eastern
Steamship Co. went into effect last
Steamer
leaves
Saturday, March 24.
Bar Harbor at 9 a. m., Mondays, Wednesfor
Seal
and
Saturdays
Harbor,
days
Northeast Harbor, Bass Harbor, Southwest Harbor and Stonington, connecting
The

Rockland with steamer for Boston.

at

steamer
leaves
Boston
Returning,
Mondays and Thursdavs at 5 p. m., and
Rockland at 5.30 a. m
’Tuesdays, Fridays
and Sundays.

j

of Ohio, citt of Toledo,
t
•”
Lucas County.
\
Frank .1. Cheney makes oath that he Is senior
of the Arm of F. J. Cheney X Co doing
sines* In the City of Toled County and State
aforesaid, and that aabl flrtn will pay the sum of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
the use of ilall’B Catarrh Cure
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subacrib d In my
pr sence. thl»6ih day of December, A D. 1886.

State

Krtner

A. W.

GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, and
acta directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J CHENEY X CO, Toledo, o.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's FainPy Pills for constipation.
SEAL

Sox Salt

HOUSE

|

Kent.

or

Convenient 2-story house; 9
Five
rooms; stable, hen-house, garden.
minutes from P. O. Price. $900. $900 down, or
$8 rent. Apply to 9. L. Loan, Ellsworth.
—

\

Bar

consequent
not
hood,

and
marriage
motherthat
understanding
this
secret drain Is robbing the cheek of its
on

freshness and the form of Its fairness,
as
sorely a.-* the genersl health suffers when there
Is derangement of the health of the delicate
womanly organs, so surely when these organs
are established in health the face and form
at onee witness to the fact la renewed comeliHalf a million women and more have
ness.
found health and happiness in the use of Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It makes weak
women strong and sick women well.

Subscribe tor Thh American.

HOT 1 PATENT
Ilyomel

a

Scientific

MEDICINE.

Treatment

for

l.y Breathing Mediated
\lr*"
Uinathed through the pocket
inhaler
tiiat co*es with every
outfit, lly„m
destroys all catarrhal germs in their
passages of the throat and
soothes and heals the irritated
uiueonl
membrane and effectually drives
fro
the system all traces of
tarrli

catarrh.!

81

poison.

No one should confound
||yom,i
with the patent medicines
that aw
™
advertised as catarrh cures, it
js
BUt-erior to them all as the diamond
is
more valuable than
cheap glass
The complete llyomei
outfit, con.
sisting of a neat pocket

ini.alcr

medicine

a

dropper and a
of
llyomei, costs but *l, and extra ho*,
lie
tics can
obtained for 50
cents,
making it the most economical method
of curing catarrh, as well as the
most
reliable.
<i. A. 1’archer has sold a great
llyomei outfits and has seen suchmany
m.trkable results from its use that hi
sells it under an absolute
guarantee
that it costs you nothing unless
it

bottle’

1/

cures.

fia-g.il Xoticr».
WINTER IIAItltOR.
of the board of health of th*
town of Winter Harbor, Ma<ne
proved by Andrew P. Wiswell, one of th- J
tices of the supreme Judicial court.
1. On and after the first day of April im
no person shall be allowed to construct
an*
privy vault, cess*pool, or auy other receDUcl#
or conductor for drainage, for filth of
tny
kind within any locality within the town
limits, where access can be had for drains**
to a public sewer. When, upon proper com*
plaint made in writing to the board of health
any privy vault, cess-pool, receptacle or coa’
ductor constructed and maintained prior to
the adoption of these orders, after careful
and thorough investigation, be adjudeed
by the board of health to constitute
a nuisance or a source ot danger to the
public
heanh such privy vault, cess-pool, receptacle
or conductor shall forthwith be discouUnaud
and abolished, when the premises upon
which sa.d nuisances eaist can be connected
with a public sewer.
When such nuisances exist in localities unprovided with proper street sewers, such di*.
position ^haii be made of them as the board of
health may deteimiue.
fe.2 Beiore proceeding to construct any portion of the drainage system of a building, the
owner, builder or ut-rsou constructing the
same shall file with the board of health a p]«u
thereof showing the wuole drainage sjsun
from its connection with the common sever
to ita terminus i.. the bouse, together with the
locution and sizes of all br .ncht •, traps, ventilating pipes aud fixtures, and no such work
snail be done iu any building without the approval ol said board of heath
3.
Thut portion of the house drain which is
outside of the building and more than live feet
walls .-hall be confrom the foundation
structed of iron pipe or sail glazed vitrified
drain pipe.
Tnal portion of the drain pipe within
4
the building ..ud outside within five teel of
the foundtlion walls, together with the soil
pipe, sh-il be constructed of cast iron with
leaded joint or of wrought iron with acres
couplings. The waste pipe connected with
the conductors from the roofs and other pipes
inside the building, or outside and withia
five feet of the walla, shall be constructed of
iron with leaded Joints, or screw couplings.
5. The house drain and other pipes lor the
conveyance of sewage shall be laid with
uniform grade and with a fall of not less than
one inch in four feet, except iu those case
where the board of health may permit other-

ORDERS

ai£
\Ji

The main house drain shall he provided
a
trap, which snail be located just outiide
the honse wails, and oeyondali
Ail pipes connecting a
house connections.
water closet with a soil pipe shall be trapped,
each separately, and close to the connection
with eacn water closet. All waste pipes shall
be trapped, each separately, aud close to the
connection with e»ch bath, sink, bowl, set of
tubs, or other fixture.
?. All soil pipes shall be carried at their
full size tnrough aud at least two feet above
the roof and leu open. A provision shall also
be made for admitting air to the bouse drain
side of the main trap.
8. The joints in the vitrified pipeshallbe
cemented under aud around trie pipe,
carefully
and the joints in the cast iron pipe shall be
run and calked with lead. Connection of lew
with iron pipes shall be made with
raas ferrules properly soldered aud calked to
the xxx iron.
9. All changes in direction shall be made
with curved pipes, aud all connections *ha;i
be made with Y branch pipes All joints
pi pea shall be made air tight. The whoie
work shall be done by skillful mechanics in »
thorough and workmanlike manner, ana
satisfactory to the board of health. be recon10. All drains now built shall
structed, whenever In the opinion of w
board of health it may be necessary.
11. Whenever any reasonaule complaint »
made regarding the keeping of any*"'®;
within the village the secretary shall orou
•aid swine to be removed.
12. Any accumulation of refuse mattersuch as swill, waste ol meat. fi«u or shell*
ev
bones, decayed vegeta les. de .d carcassee.
“jcrement, or any kind of off tl which may wor
ise
dise
germ*
and
comprise
generate
healthy gases, and thus affect the puntyw
the air in the immediate vicinity of
dwelling-house or place --f business, *bau
a
considered a nuisance and be removed or
otn
posed «f either by buri.il. burning or
wise, and in such maune* that it niaywi
offensive to the neighborhood wherever
«.

Zo jLrt.

with

or

Support Mr. Mayo.
house
Large up-to-dste
boarding house at Bar Harbor. Rent
Harbor, March 23,1906. j
moderate. Inquire of T. F. Moran. Bar HarTo the Editor of The American:
I have received several letters from dif- j
ferent parts of our county which indicate j
JFounti.
that false impressions have somehow
WHITE
SKIFF. Owner can have
abroad
as
to
what
gotten
my attitude will !
same by proving property and payinR
be on the sheriff question in the coming
charges. Harry Conary. Bluehill Fall
Xu, Me.
Will

—

them.
There is very little prospect that they
For they all know that the
can be fooled.
move for resubmission is a move for li-

617,276,633

Eastbrook,
Eden,

on

cus

10.527

Dedham,

fac-

give one
tory
i dollar.
The factory is in about the centre of
Manset. The summer people who come to
Southwest Harbor do not trouble themselves about it, as it does not trouble
them; neither does it cause the people of
Seawall, about one mile from Manset, any
inconvenience. There are tw*o hotels in
Manset the Stanley house and the Ocean
house. The Ocean house is nearest the
factory. The largest amount of what is
used in the hotel is bought in Massachusetts at wholesale. The employees nearly
all come from away.
Aside from the taxes, the town derives
| very little benefit from the hotels, and according to the town report of last year the
All the hotel
taxes are not much help.

61,141
74,138
379,912
24,789

Brooklln,
Brooksvllle,
Bucksport,
Castlnc,
Cranberry Isles,
Deer Die,

disagree with him.
The town of Tremont gave to the East; ©rn Oil & Glue Co., a ten-years’ permit
j to build its factory and make glue and
fertilizer from fish heads and bones.
Since then the town has been divided, and
the people who gave the permit are natives
of the new town, for w hen the meeting
was called only a few men came from the
Now, if the
; the other side of the' town.
town should try, and make the factory
out a nuisance and cause the company to
shut down, they could sue the town for
damages, and that probably would cost
the town a large sum, and those w ho are
anxious to do away with
would not be willing to

57
16*
43

A urora,
Blue hill,

j

now so

Total.
15
73
96
10
83
1,102 10
565 36
215 66
619 65
11703
64 15
6,1(1 24
2,312 68
439 66
410 43
374 41
83 06
233 83
66 67
1,940 15
366 08
49 94
341 19
273 14
2 1 07
434 35
4 3 lfl
406 77
896 6
202 57
824 9!
167 08
78 22
66 93
421 07
36 44

Estates.

Polls.
100

Town*.

Amherst,

!

—

CONGREGATIONAL.

on Towns and Plantations.
The county commissioners were in Ellsworth last week to apportion and assess
the county tax. The tax this year is the
and
the apportionment,
same as last,
shown in the follow ing table, Is the same:

sessment

Slimmer

|
Brady returned, the pretty hanger was in
t
pieces, while the tell-tale marks of colored
ink on pussy’s jaw told the culprit. Pussy
j
got whipped, and for two days sulked
ment will be general and long-lasting
behind the meal bags, but now again endemoralization of republican interests |
joys the sunny show window with no wherever it
j
goes.
campaign. In justice to myself and
lithographs to obstruct the view.
It seems to me that any thoughtful per- j
others, I would like to correct all such
son should see that to encourage, sanction |
A generous-hearted Lamoiue man, who,
impressions through your paper, which I
this movement is simply know has a wide circulation in the
or connive
county.
although advanced in years, is young in
trouble for ourselves—causing
making
Two years ago I had something to do
heart and ever willing to aid Cupid in his
and distrust of us in the minds with the matter of
suspicion
inducing Mr. Mayo to
enterprises, freely offered the use of his
of those on whom we must depend for become a candidate for the office of
sleigh to a certain young man in the comsuccess.
It so happens that in
sheriff, an office which, I am confident, be
the
rnunity.
the had never
But is there any certainty that
home of this generous-hearted townsman
thought of seeking and did
of resubmission will seenre the not care to hold. Later I had
promise
is & young lady who receives occasional
something
return of all, or even the greater part of to do with his
visits from a young man belonging in anelection, as many others
the prodigals? No doubt the rum element had. We worked and voted for
other town. This young man fixed upon
him, beis against us. And no doubt it would cause we believed him
to be a man of
one of the recent pleasant days as a favorhave us believe that it constitutes the
able time for such a visit, intending to reintelligence, virtue and honor, who, if
bulk of the revolt; and that it has the
turn home the next day. The next day
elected, would do his duty to the best of
to return to us the whole crowd.
power
his ability.
It now appears that our
dawned clear and beautiful. The sleighThere is much reason to doubt its confidence was
Mr.
well-grounded.
ing was excellent, and Cnpid’s victim No.
For where a party is a
to do this
ability
1 thought it was just the day for a sleigh
Mayo has done better work than we had a
time in power in a large place, there
long
ride. Accordingly he hurried to the stable
right to expect under the circumstances.
will always develop jealousies, rivalries
of
our
Many obstacles stood in his way. Among
generous-hearted citizen, took and
interests which will preconflicting
them were these:
He was new, and a
therefrom a sleigh and started for
the
to join any opposition
many
persons
pare
stranger to the business; the liquor traffic
home of the young lady ol his choice.
movement which shows reasonable signs
had taken deep root in our county, as in
When young man .\o. 2 went to the stable
of success.
other parts of the State; dealers had behe found with consternation that his
were
to
»o 11
tne repuDiican party
come so accustomed to the “Bangor plan”
sleign was missing. His host was soon
promise resubmission, hoping on account that it was almost impossible for them to
able
to
offer an
The
explanation.
of such promise to make gains, it would
believe that a real change of policy was
young man reassured himself that the
be simply paying an enormous price for
really intended, and if intended, that it
members of the household were all presan uncertain quantity of a very untrust'
could be successfully pursued.
ent, and breathed a sigh of relief that
worthy article. I say paying an enormous
Hence they made heoric efforts to hold
nothing more precious than the wrong i
I
believe
that
for
For
vote
every
price.
on until the spasm should
subside; they
sleigh had been taken. Although forced saved or
on account of this promgained
had won out many times in that way, and
to prolong his visit, he was not an un- j
ise we would lose twice or thrice that
hoped to do so again. But, now it is
happy prisoner; while the other young j number. And I believe that the
only safe, evident that the spasm w'ill not be likely
man enjoyed the day in blissful ignorance
and common-sense course
self-respecting
to subside as long as Mr. Mayo shall reof hia mistake.
for our party to take, is to make a square, main in the office as sheriff.
Their only
honest and aggressive fight for what it
hope of ever reviving the traffic is in putCHURCH NOTES.
always has been advocating.
ting him out. I do not propose, and I
It iB folly to suppose that we can offer believe the
BAPTIST.
temperance voters of the
element
as much as the opposing
rum
the
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
county do not propose, to help do that.
and
will
so
“turn
to
promise
it;
Sunday, April 1
Morning service at party
Among the five or six or more men who
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school round” or “back down” is not only in- are seeking the republican nomination for
and
consistent
but
is
cowardly,
simply the office are some whom I regard as perat 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.
useless and worthless as a vote-getter. So sonal
Evening service at 7.30.
friends, but if my own brother was
much
more expedient to stand firm
it
is
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
among them and should get the nominaour accepted party principles, for the
by
tion of his party and mine, I should still
Wednesday evening.
average republican believes in prohibition. stand for Mr. Mayo, because I think it
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
With
his
it
has
sound
been
party
always
Rev. J. D. O'Brien, pastor.
would be right and best.
8. L. Hanscom.
Sunday, April 1—High mass and ser- doctrine, while to him resubmission is
It
is
the
heresy.
opposing
mon at 10.30.
Benediction and Sunday political
is
Women
Who
It
not
our
offWear
natural
Well.
party’s pet.
school after mass.
It Is astonishing how great a change a f• w
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
spring; and if we adopt the bastard, and
of
married
life
will
make
in the appearyears
enthrone him as a ruling power in our ance and
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
disposition of many women. The
the
the
freshness,
charm,
brilliance
be
we
shall
to
vanish like
March
30—
our
voters
service
at
7.30.
asking
Friday,
Prayer
party,
the bloom from a peach which Is
han| Sunday, April 1 Morning service at support something w'hich they do not dled. The matron Is only a dimrudely
shadow, a
faint echo, of the charming maldeu. There are
I 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school believe in. And we will bring about a two
reasons for this change—Ignorance and
j at 11.45. Epworth league at 7. Evening condition of things such that we must neglect. Few young women appreciate the
do one of three things to our voters— shock to the system through the change which
j service at 7.30.
comes with marriage.
Many neglect to deal
! Trent on—Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m. either fool them, or convert them, or lose with the unpleasant
drains which are often
Mr. Simonton.

County Commissioners Complete As-

them, the
shall lose

beating the boys had to go to sea nine months in the
other. And men having their feelings year, and some of them the whole year, to
wrought up, and in some cases their pas- earn enough to provide for their families.
sions inflamed by drink, are not likely to Since the fish wharves have come to stay
be very discreet in their language or con- and the men have gone in the fish busiduct.
I ness on such a large scale two large iceSo there is little prospect that a caucus houses have been built, and between
Do cats think? E. E. Brady, of Ellsof this kind will settle anything. The working on fish all summer and a part of
worth, has a cat in his store which was side defeated will certainly feel disap- the winter, and cutting and storing ice
particularly fond of a snug corner in a
pointed, and probably disgusted. And in in January or February, all the men and
show window where it could revel in the
can
get
many cases the experience in this kind of boys who want employment
luxury of a sun bath and watch passing caucus will be such as to dispel the last plenty to do.
canines from a safe position. One day reA majority of the townpeople say they
ray of hope of persuading honest prohicently Mr. Brady placed in the window a bitionists to vote for republican
candidates, will keep the fishing industry and the
lithographed advertising sheet. The sheet
provided the party were standing on a glue factory and let the hotels close and
was pretty, but it shut out pussy’s sunthe summer people go if they want to.
resubmission platform.
shine and view of the “passing throng”.
An Interested Header,
The discord aud distrust engendered
Taking advantage of Mr. Brady’s absence would no doubt be continued in the cau-

J. At. Adams, pastor.
Sunday, April 1
Morning service at
in 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.

Democratic State Convention.
The democratic State convention will be
held in Bangor in June. The date has not
yet been decided upon.

even

a

responsibility
on the people of these places.
Where did this movement originate?
Certainly not among the people of these
small places; it was started by resubmissionists in the cities, and is really a move
measure, but

to be seen whether the House in the
There are apt to be family disturbances
end will have the temerity to defy
among the grangers of eastern Hancock
of
wishes
and
the
obvious
the Senate
county. The debate at next week’s meetthe people of Arizona and probably
ing of Green Mountain Pomona will be on
the majority in New Mexico.
the question: “Resolved, That farmers’
wives should work harder than their husSenator Tillman says the debate on bands.” The Gossiper moves to strike out
the rate bill will last six weeks more the word “should”.
and that the Hepburn bill will be maThe fishermen who have been selling
terially amended before it passes the
short lobsters will have to keep a weather
that
Senator
Dolliver
Senate.
says
eye on Cranberry Isles now, or they will
will
he
the bill
passed without get into trouble. Leander R. Hunker, of
amendment and the debate will not that town, has been appointed a fish and
last more than a week or ten days game warden, for the special purpose of
longer. Anyone interested can draw putting a stop to the catching of short
lie own deductions from these di- ! lobsters in that vicinity.

saving

not

The substance of the proposition is
this: A movement to make resabmission
an issue in the republican caucuses of the
small towns with the expectation of securing delegations in favor of that

hopes to realize a handimportant of these
is a shuttle mechanism for sewing machines. He also has an improved clothespin arrangement, and one or two other
improvements.
on

some

of

with

age.

worked out several inven-

which be

tions

convert

Hoarders or Fish Glue.
Manset, March 19, 1906.
So far as I can learn the effect on repub- To the Editor of The American:
licans in the small towns is simply to in- j
l9eethat E.F. Teague claims that the glue
tensify their determination to tight for pro- factory at Manset is a great injury to the
hibition maintained and enforced. But in I town, and that the hotels have been and
the cities certainly some of the republi- still are a much greater help. Now I must

number.

Green Lake cottagers
fishermen who claim that the
been ruined at Green Lake by
ery there stripping fish for

or

Can anyone imagine any greater folly
than that of fooling with such a dangerous
R. L. GMNDLB.
experiment?

is:

elections

The progress of the auto-terror in its
invasion of Maine is only equalled by that
of the brown-tail moth. Here we have a
j
Maine country weekly-the Thomaston
Uera'd—printing a special automobile

The

asked

frequently

will be the effect of the recent city

on republican voters generally as
regards their attitude toward resubmis-

hope it

_

S=af>i»>cs» communications should be addressed
lar»n all money orders made payable to The
Ells
|am:<k K COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.,
worth Maine.

question

to fool

inevitable will happen, and
them by lens of thousands.

To the Editor of The American:

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

Average for the year of 1905,

likely.
But failing

Recent City Elections.
Mt. Desert, March 26, 1906.
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** atari? known on

very

SDjbrrtiBmuTia

COUNTY TAX.

convictions on the part of
all
large numbers of persons is not at

long-cherished

{TomBponbrnct.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Boarding

SMALL
—

-*

Special MdUW.
NOnCR.
of the

annual

Great Pond and
meeting
Bog Dam Company for the election of
THE
officers, and the transaction of such business
may come before sa'd meeting, will be held
the office of the Ellsworth Lumber Co., on
Grant street. Ellsworth. Tuesday, April 8, 1906,
at 2 o'clock p. m.
8. P. Stocks hi doe.
Clerk.
as
at

NOTICE.
of the

annual

Union
meeting
Boom Company for the election
THE
ficers and the transition of such

River
of ofbusiness as
may come before said meeting, will be held at
the office of Whitcomb. Haynes Si Co., at
Ellsworth Falla, Saturday. April 7, 1906, at 8
8. P. Stock bridge. Clerk.
p. m.
NOTICE.
withdrawn

from the Grange CoHAVING
operative Association of East Bluehill,
be
Me., I will

not
responsible for any action
of said association after this date.
F. D. Long.
East Bluehill, Feb. 14, 1906.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in

not

trespass
Cnniculocoa Park. 1
DO demand
life and property
protection
to

from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the Unite'* States of America.
Mary C. Frrtz Austin

aubcrtfennmts.

FOR
At HANCOCK HOUSE

STABLE,

Several good business Horses, new and secondband Carriages, Harnesses. Agent lor H. A.
Moyer's Tine Carriages. Everything as repre
sealed or no sale. Terms reasonable.
E.

H.

COULD.

Ptofrasinnal Cars*.

SIMONTOnI m.

F.

F.

PHYSICIAN

and

D.

subgeon.

Office and
No. 60

Residence (J. M. Hale bouse).
MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH, MR
TKLKPIIONK.

Insurance Statements.
THE

.ETNA INDEMNITY

Mortgage

v»ns.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ >»lances.
Outstanding premiums.
Interest and ren'.s.
All other assets,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not

$

200 00
600 00
738,666 25

355,477 31

311 61
165.136 74
4,140 29
2,400 00

admitted.

Admitted assets,
$1,195,668 15
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1906.
* 3M2* 70
uS«rS,%ld l0M?*•

o»hcn.*pTa.:<ind'
Surplue
,11
over

Total

Labilities.

Eipes

catei.
CUAPTKft 123.
PUBLIC LAWS OF 1887*
Section 28. Any person who shall wilfM
o
violate any of the provisions of th > act
said regulation and by laws the
which is not he-eln specifically provided
aud any person who shall wilfully
with any person or thing to prevent tne
cution of the provision of this act or of
regulation and by-laws, shall be 30llY
misdemeanor; and upon conviction to
shall be subject to a tine not more tha
J. H. Snvdbb,
dollars.
J. M. CiEBBIsH,
B. F. 8r*-NBBU
March 20. 1906.
Local Board of He*
P. ^
Approved. Andbkw Judicial
boar*
Chief Justice 8upreme
A true copy of orders.
M. Gbebish. Secretary

P*»*“Jfof

j8f

_Attest:—J.

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTlC*.
Hancock ss:—March 24. a. d. 1906having beea
‘\I7 E. the undersigned,Honorable
O.’
v V
appointed bv the
fW
ningham, judge of probate w*thin e jjsd
said county, commissioners to recei
^
decide upon claims of the crediW
t
Serenus H. Rodick, late of Eden,
been
couuty, deceased, whose estate has
seated insolvent, hereby 8ive,
agreeably to the order of said
bate, that we will attend to the uuty
us
at the office of B. E. Clark,
Mount Desert block, in Bar
r.eeni
town of Eden, on Saturday, the
-we
day of April, a. d. 1906, and at tb®
on Friday, the thirty-first day of
1906, at ten of the clock in the
of said days.
Brkthand fc-

Fu.bILCnf
]udg«' JJjl
esq--1^
^arb<Jr*
A«J

COMPANY,

CP HARTFORD, CONN,
ASSETS DEC. 31, *905.
Real estate.

just insole

STATE OK MAINE
Jo4r
Office.
clal Court. Ellsworth, Me.. March
j
that
g
is hereby given.
Clark, ol Ellsworth, in the
Hancock, and State of Maine, has
office his Application for Natural!** s(
^
prays that he may be heard tbereon.■
term of said court lo be held »t
jjorr*
*
within and for the countv
^
said, on the Second Tuesday
^
1906.
John F. Knowltom.

Hancock as:—Clerk's

NOTICE

HUPr£!Uiaae.
H; jJJ

aaajjto

aWwrttewuntfc

FOR
ss WtINFlETE SCHOOL
Street,

HOMU

liabilities and surplus,
,105,603
LYNWOOD tT. GILES. Agent,
C. W. * W. L.
MASON, Agent.,
ELI 8WOBTH, ME.

58

15

ea State

PORTLAND, MAINSrr.ncip.la:

{

lejok damaged.
AND GOV-

ELLSWORTH VESSEL

COLLISION.

ERNOR AMES IN

but

crew

by

abandoned

after-

NEW YORK—
ward TOWED INTO
CREW LANDED IN BOSTON.

despatch from Boston last Friday announced the loss of the Ellsworth
The vessel was atterward
schooner Lejok.
York. The despatch was
New
into
towed
of Tremont,
from Capt. W. 8. Norwood,
who had been in the Lejok two trips
while her regular captain, Charles L.
Smith, remained at his home here.
had been picked
Capt. Norwood and crew
steamer Persian, of the Boston
up by the
Philadelphia Steamship Co., and
A
landed in Boston. The first despatch simthat the vessel had been
ply announced
an unknown four-master,
run down by
Haven
but a later despatch from Vineyard
announcing the arrival there of the livemaster Governor Ames, reporting that she
A

had b

en

ill when

collision with

in

three-master
run

in the

locality

down, fixed

an

TO

RETIRE FROM BUSINESS.

FROM WASHINGTON.

C. II. Grimlitl, Of
Ellsworth, Will
Toko o Well-Earned Vacation.
The first of April will mark the retirement from business of one of Ellsworth’s
oldest business men old not in
years,
but in business life Charles H.
Orindal,
the Water street Kroner. For
thirty-five
years Mr. Urindal has been in business at
the same spot, his store
occupying the flatiron building at the junction of Water
and Franklin streets.

Death of Former Ellsworth GirlSenator Frye’s Re-election Senator Hale Again In Harness.
Washington, D. C., March 27 (special)
-One of the saddest and most mysterious
deaths in Washington for a long time occurred last week in the death of Josephine
Eva Kent, an attractive young woman who
once lived at
Ellsworth. She had maintained a manicuring establishment here,
but was taken ill as the result of an injury,
which some say po»sibly resulted from an
operation. She died apparently without
friends at a local hospital. For several
days her body was retained at Wright’s
undertaking establishment, while the
police were busy seeking some clue to the
identity of her relatives.
It was known that she lived six years
ago in Ellsworth, but a telegram to that
place disclosed that the whereabouts of
her parents were unknown. She had few,
and those who knew
very reticent about her
except to say that she always told them
she was unmarried, and that both her
parents were dead. The undertaker had
if any, friends
her have been

unknown

ready to bury her last Friday in
Rock Creek cemetery, but was stopped by
the coroner.
A dispatch from
he police in Boston
announced that her mother, Mrs. Hulda
made

Lejok was
identity of

the

the

vessel.

the

sailed from Brunsw ick, March
Hbe had fair weather the first seven
nine
days, but during the succeeding
days, was knocking about under double
reefed sails and part of the time was hove
The L. jok

Kent,

5.

to, this being necessary by long-lasting
gales from the northeast and the southeast which were accompanied by sleet and
rain and rough seas. The laijok was not
damaged, riding out all the storms.
At 2 s. m. Thursday, when about forty
miles off Sandy Hook, and with Sandy
Hook light bearing N. W. by N., the

Lejok sighted a large
swiftly through the

coming

schooner

darkness.
The
south-southwest and both vessels were running free, the Lejok running
northwest for Sandy Hook, and the Ames
running about northeast with more sheet
off than the Lejok. The Lejok yielded the
right of way to the Ames, and started to
luff under her stern. At the same time the
Ames luffed, and the port bows of the
vessels crashed together.
The vessels parted and soon lost sight
of each other. Within ten minutes the
Lejok filled with water, hut as there
seemed to bo no immediate danger that
would founder,
schooner
the
Capt.
Norwood and his men remained by her.
w

ind

was

daylight

At

flag

a

of distress

had

aggravated

his

illness.

On

reaching

the steamer his condition was regarded as
precarious, and he was unconscious [Wirt
It was
of the time on the trip to Boston.
The
found that he had typhoi'd fever.
disease w'as aggravated by exposure, and
Cousins died Saturday night at the hospital in Boston.
me scnooner

uovernor

The Governor Ames was bound from Norfolk for Boston with coal.
Capt. King refused to make any statement as to the cause of the two vessels
coming together, but others on board the
Ames expressed the opinion that it resulted from a sudden shift of course on
the part of the Lejok. As a result of the
collision a great hole was stove in the
port bow of the Ames, a portion of her
head gear was torn away and the forecastle deck was broken up. No difficulty
was experienced in working the schooner
to port.
The Lejok was picked up by the steam
pilot boat New York, and towed into
New York Saturday. There w ill be heavy
salvage claims against the vessel.
Capt. Smith left immediately upon hearing of the accident, and has already been
in consultation w'ith the agents of the
Ames.
Responsibility for the collision
has not yet been definitely fixed.
Depositions of the crews have been
taken, as a precaution if the case gets
into the courts. It will cost about $3,500
to repair the
Lejok, and $1,500 to repair
the Ames.
The Lejok was built at Mil bridge by the
Sawyers in 1901. She hailed from Ellsworth and several pieces of her are owned
here. Among the Ellsworth owners are

Capt. Smith, Capt. Joseph M. Higgins, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., Col.
C. C. Burrill and C. L. Morang. Capt.
Smith was insured for $800, but it is understood the others

were

C.

His

ably

business

GRINDAL.

FI.

career

clean

and

has

one,
him now the privilege of a well-earned
and
the
rest,
wherewithal to enjoy it.
During the thirty-five years he has been
in business, he has allowed himself few
relaxations. A few business trips to Portland or Boston, a few pleasant days at his
cottage at Pleasant beach, ahd you have
summed up all his vacations.
Mr. Grindal was born in North Penobscot in 1842, and came to
Ellsworth a
young man to work in a cooperage shop.
At the outbreak of the civil war he en-

listed,

and served

in

Maine

regiment.

He

worth

Co. H of the 26th
returned

to

Ells-

after the war, and

a few years later,
years of age, started a
store at Water and Franklin

when

twenty-eight

small

grocery

streets.
He has been

a

good citizen— conservative,
and upHe was

the season.

A

°* *b°ut twenty dropped in on
®Nis and wife Monday evening,
«•’
giving them a complete surprise. It was
the twenty-third
anniversary of their
A very pleasant evening was
a

fading.

Yon will

want

Flowers sometime!
MAR harbor
nil the year ’round.

MOSKS, FLORIST,
Open

at

avenues.

_

A statement to the
and

merce

j

labor

department of comby Consul-General

Mason at Paris indicates that the French
sardine industry is seriously on the wane,
which is likely to accrue to the benefit of
the sardine industry on the coast of Maine.
The supply of French sardines is al-

ready

so

small,

the

consul-general writes,

T.ie

necessity

packing so
and airtight is

of careful

the barrels will be full

phasized by Consul-General

that
em-

Mason.

The feature of the Maine election next
of most interest in Washing-

later, when the new’ system was in- September,
augurated, served capably ns a member ! ton, is the
and

choice of

a

legislature

that

the school board.
Mr. Grindal will be succeeded in business by his sen, C. W. Grindal, who has
grown up with the business. The transfer will take place April 1. The store has

elects for another terra Senator William P.
Frye. The junior Maine senator, who is

Mr. Grindal contemplates a visit to his
daughters in the West Mrs. Addison
Saunders, of Green Bay, Wis., and Mrs.
David McRae, of Minneapolis, Minn,
in the spring or early summer. There is
little danger that the West will wean him
from his old home, for even now’, he says,
the thought of leaving Ellsworth for a few'
weeks brings a feeling akin to homesick-

est

of

been renovated and repainted
and is being restocked.

throughout,

ROAD MEETING.

junior

the

County Ruud

Guilders

to

Meet in Ellsworth.
State Commissioner of Highways Paul
D. Sargent, under the auspices of the
county commissioners, will hold a county
road meeting in Ellsworth on Thursday,
April 19, which all highway commissioners in the county will be asked to
attend.
This meeting is held under the provision of the law by which a State commissioner of highways was chosen, one
section of that law reading as follows:
"S l'i commissi •mt may be consulted by, and
fthnll (live advice to. without charge, all officers
of couMlee, cltle* and lowna, having care and
uuthoiby over the public wa>s, as to their
construction, maintenance, alteration and repair. but ruch ad vie; shall not Impair the legal
obligation of Hny such couniy, city or town
Said commissioner shall hold each
officer
ear. under the auspices of the county conunls
sloners, a mealing in each couniy for open
discussion of questions relating to the building
and mnl'it Inina of public ways, of which due
nolle*' shn|i be given to the towns and cities in

senator because he

came

into

the first time twenty-five

the Senate for

years ago, just ten days later than Senator
Eugene Hale the two being now the oldin

men,
in the

he is

one

of the

most

active

c

Senate. He was fighting battles in
public service for ten years before he
entered the Senate, having served five full
There
had
a more varied or thorough experience w ith
legislation than he. With his long service in the House, he knows that body
quite as well as he knows the Senate, all
of which makes for his capacity for good
terms
is

as

a

member of the House.

now’ no man

legislation.
No Maine

Congress
ever

been

in

in the Senate w’ho has

man

the

more

who has been sent to

Maddocks is ill with

Maud Hoyt,

of

than Mr. Frye,
a lot to do with the
big national questions. In the last ten
years his most important services have
been on the commerce committee, of
which he has long been chairman, and on
the foreign relations committee, of which
he is the second republican, and of which
he could have been chairman had he been
w’illing to relinquish his other chairmanMaine
but he has also had

and to

interests

ship.

Things look pretty dark for the enacta ship subvention at this session
of Congress. As the bill passed the Senate, where Mr. Frye was one of its earnest
champions, it would have afforded quite a
subsidy to certain sailing vessels owned
on the coast of Maine and engaged in the

pneu-

recently.
Mrs. Sophia Sargent spent Sunday with
relatives at Bangor.
trade. Representatives Burleigh
Joseph Nason, who is employed at Bar foreign
and Littlefield, aided by the other Maine
Harbor, spent Sunday at home.
here

Watson McGown and wife, of Hull’s congressmen, have been working to get
Cove, visited Mr. McGown's parents, Mel- the bill out of the House committee on
vin McGown and wife, recently.
merchant marine and fisheries, where it !
Mrs. Mary Moore, who has been spend- is now impounded, and where it will
ing the winter with Howard McGown and
for some time to come.
wile, has gone to Brewer to visit her probably slay
Speaker Cannon thinks the time indaughter, Mrs. Spofford DeWitt.
Mrs. George W. Patten went to East opportune for the passage of such legisDover to visit her daughter, Mrs. Alexan- lation but delegations are calling upon
der McGown. While there, Mrs. Patten him to
give careful consideration to the
was called to.Orono to attend the funeral
coast
Atlantic
states, whose delegaof her brother, Palmer Saunders.
into
want
the bill
enacted
tions
Illifrom
law.
Mr. Cannon comes
MAN3ET.
nois, an interior state, which has little or
John Torrey is moving his household no interest in
foreign shipping.
goods to Portland, where he has employChicago interests want the bill passed,
ment.
Albert Staples had a party cf seven last but Mr. Cannon comes from the central
Monday afternoon for a trial trip in bis portion of the state, where the people care
new naphtha launch.
little about maratime matters. The efforts
Henri C. Dolliver left March 21 for Hon- to
get the bill out of committee have not
olulu, where he will be employed by the
ceased, however. If it fails at this session
Hawaiian Pineapple Co.
its friends, who include all the Maine men
Mad,
March 28.

C. H. GRINDAL’S.
8NOWPI/AK E Pl.OUK, at $4.85 a barrel,
is the best flour at the price to be found in
Ellsworth.

MOLASSES

An

important

decision in

surance

adjustment has

handed

down

by

Washington county

the

regard

to in-

recently
law

case.

follows:

I am
a

selling

50-cent

$1.00

Ask for

prices

30 cents

goods.

other

on

been

C. H. GRINDAL, Water Street.

court in a
The rescript

TFLL US YOUR POWER NEEDS
and

we will tell you the simplest, most
reliable, most dura de. most economical p jwer maker you can get
Our

FairMaks Gasolene him

When it appears that even one of the referees was not thus disinterested the award in
which he joined wl 1 be set aside
3. An unexplained refusal by a referee nom
innted by the insurance company to agree upon
any man in the vicinity of the property as the
third referee is unreasonable, and Is evidence of
want of the requisite disinterestedness.
8uch
refuse I coupled with the explanation th^t it is
because of the o jeetton of the Insurance company the et shows dlsqua fylrg partizanshlp.

had been observed. There has been considerable contention in the selection of
referees for the adjustment of losses, and
the claim has been made that the referees
chosen by the companies have not been
disinterested in the spirit of
the law
which was framed for the protection
of the insured.
The result of the discussion has been
that in the last two sessions of the legislature determined efforts have been made
to overturn the Maine standard policy.

Green Mountain Pomona.
Green Mountain Pomona grange will
meet with the East Sullivan grange Fri-

BORN.
BRYANT—At Brookline, Mass, March 21, to
Mr and Mrs Joseph A Bryant, a son.
HILL—At Blaehlll, March 19, to Mr and Mrs
W Id her T Hill, a sou.
JORDAN—At Surry, March 9, to Mr and Mrs F
L Jordan, a daughter.
MARKS—At Orland, March 20, to Mr and Mrs
J E Marks, a daughter.
RICH—At Birch Harbor, March 3, to Mr and
Mrs Charles Rich, a son.
THOMPSON—At Deer Isle, March 9, to Mr and
Mrs Marsh Thompson, a daughter.
WILLARD—At Stonlngton, March 12, to Mr
and Mrs John Roland Willard, a daughter.

MARRIED.
GRINDLE-SIMPSON-At Portland, March 21,
by Rev Smith Baker, Miss Lenora May Grin*
die to Fred Turner Simpson, both of Stoning
ton.

HARVEY-WOOD-At Stonlngton, March 14,
by Rev C W Robinson, Miss Alice V Harvey
to Walter E Wood, both of Stonlngton.
HUCKINS—SARGENT-At Prospect Harbor,
March 17, by C C Larrabee, esq. Miss Emma
A llucklns, of Gouldsboro, to Lester B Sargent, of Winter Harbor.
MORGRAGE-WINGATE-At Castlne, March
22, by Rev Albert E Luce, Miss Ida Belle
Morgrage, of Castlne, to George C Wingate,
of South Sebec.
PIERCE—WEBBER—At Surry, March 21, by
Rev J D McGraw, Mrs Minnie Pierce to
Alfred E Webber, both of Bluehlll.
STINSON-PERRY-At Stonlngton, March lo,
by Rev C W Robinson, Miss Rosie M Stinson,
of Stonlngton, to Ernest W Perry, of Steuben.
Deer
THOM PSON—PICKERING—At
Isle,
March 18, by Rev C W Robinson, Miss Minnie
B Thompson to George H Pickering, both of
Deer Isle.
DIED.
AMES—At Orlaml, March 22, John Ames, aged
50 years, 8 months, 5 days.
BRITTON—At Bangor, March *21, Isaac Britton,
formerly of Bucksport, aged 58 years.
HIGGINS—At Los Angdea, Cal, March 21,
Victor G lllgglus, ot Bar Ilaroor, aged 33
years.
NORWOOD—At Bucksport, March20, Christina
S, wife of John Norwood.
WARREN—At South Deer Isle, March 15,
Benjamin F Warren, aged 76 years, 11 montts,
10 days.

MARINE LIST.
Hancock County Ports.
West Sollivan—Ar March 20, sch W R Perkins
Ar March 23, ech Alcyone
Ar March 25, sch Georgletta
Cld March 21, sch Harvest Home, Clark’s Island
Cld March 22, sch Winchester. Philadelphia
Cld March 21, sch W R Perkins, Newport
Cli March 25, sch Alcyone, Clark’s Island

PORTABLE, STATIONARY AND MARINE,
fulfill every modern requirement for power.
They are built to work hard and last long,
AND THEY DO IT. No fancy prices.
Write TO-DAY for full information.
We carry a complete line of engine repair* always in stock. Several good secondhand Marine and stationary Engines for
sale.

The Fairbanks

atrijcrtisrinente.

THE—
CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is a "Clarion", it is
sure to meet every requirement.

Hade by the) Wood Blsliop Co.,

by

J. P. ELDRIDGF,
Ellsworth.

Company

196 Exchange St., BANCOR.
Hiii”<*m

OC<m500000000000000C83»>>3;

Sire.

as a

Bingen’s success in the stud has been
truly wonderful, writes Frank G. Trott,
in the Boston Globe. Not only has he
gotten speed uniformly but he has trans-

March 7, ’06.
To the

CH^«M>oc<r*

mitted his handsome and strong conformation to
back”

marked

a

is

a

degree. The “Bingen
expression in this

common

section of the country, and it is difficult
for a breeder to lead out a Bingen youngster and not have his visitor remark: “No
need to tell the sire of that one.”
Speed and conformation are not the only
fine characteristics that he

spring with,
good headed,

for

stamps his off-

the young Bingens

are

every one of them. They do
not have to be broke. Put a harness on

site for a race horse is speed, but
almost as necessary.

general public:

We solicit your patronage, also your
our stock.

inspection of

HIGH-GRADE FEEDS,
FIRST-CLASS FLOUR.
Fine Meal

Specialty.

a

Wholesale and Retail.

►v*.

them and drive them, that is all there is tc
it. Electrics, steam trains and autos look
alike to them, and after the first look they
pay no attention to them. The first and
unquestionably the most essential requi-

Special telephone line.
H.

BAILEY

F".

OO.

ELLSWORTH.

Proprietors of Brady & Greely’s

manners

Grist Mill.

are

T!

Cw**AOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC,

Hubert isrmcntss.

JORDAN,

TURN WOMEN
AWAY FROM DRUGS
Dangerous Stimulants No Longer Needed

|

FURNITURE
AND

—Rexall Mucu-Tone Brings Permanent Health and Vigor

UNDERTAKING.

••

My husband worries so, Doctor, you
simply must give me something to key
me

up—something that will make

bright and cheerful
at night.”

I have leased the ground
floor of the Eno building
on State street, and have
moved from my temporary
location on Main street.

me

when he comes home

Thousands of unfortunate women are
just this position—women who are
rapidly breaking down in body and whose
minds are becoming dark and dull with
suffering and despair.
They have tried to fight off 111 health;
have struggled to keep up in spite of pain
and weakness that their husbands should
not guess their condition.
At last comes a day when they can do
this no longer. Their strength is gone;
their will power no longer strong enough
to carry them through. So they turn to
druggist and doctor, not for slow acting
tonics that will gradually restore health,
but for some drug that will give temporary strength—that will key them up—
that will make them
bright and cheerful for even a few hours.
The result of such a course needs no
comment.
How different it would have
been had they turned to Rexall RlucuTone instead of drugs. From the first
dose Mucu-Tone’s strengthening influence
is felt
but instead of ruining mind and
body, it restores both to health and vigor.
Read what it did for Mrs. Funk:—
A WONDERFUL RECOVERY.
in

L. W. JORDAN,

“Thank Heaven for Rexall Mucu-Tone. It
has given me back health and strength after
years of weakness, pain and physical exhaustion. I was completely broken down and certainly looked ten years older than I am. Local
treatment would benefit me temporarily but in
a few weeks my trouble always returned worse
than ever. Then 1 heard of your Mucu-Tone,
and though I did not believe it possible to cure
complaints of this nature by taking anything
in the stomach, 1 determined to give Mucu-Tone
a trial. 1 can’t tell you how glad 1 am that I
did. Almost the first dose seemed to brace me
up and give me new strength, and by the time
the first bottle was gone all disagreeable symptoms had disappeared.
1 am now finishing the
second bottle and 1 can truthfully say 1 never
felt better in my life. 1 eat well, sleep well
and have already gained seven pounds in

Maine.

Ellsworth,

MIANUS MOTORS
1906
NEW FEATURES UNSURPASSED
Drop steel forging for connecting rod.
Interchangeable bronze bearings can be replaced in live
minutes.

I

Irridlum
m
better.

—

spark points—nothing

We can deliver engines, marine or stationary. 2 to 1500
H. P.—nothing better n mI*.

Agents for Maine for Schebler carbmetor
our engines with the same.

and fit

We carry

price

is

everything for Gas Engines
Tel, 1817-11.
right.

an

<»ur

G. D. THORNDIKE
Portland

Pier, Portland, fie.

Porcelain

weight.

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work.
185 Second

Main Street,

28 cents

CREAM OP TARTAR, lb.,

2.

Sjld

for

quality,

SUGAR, 20 lbs. for

1. All the referee* provided for In the Maine
standard lire insurace policy to fix the amou t
of the loss must he disinterested men, not only
in the narrow sense of being without relationship and pecuniary interest, but also In he
broad, full sense 01 being competent, Impar
tlal, fair and open n.lnded and substantially
indifferent In thought and feeling between the
parties and without partizanshlp or bias either

Bangor.

two barrels for $0.50

Court

has

ment of

Holden, visited friends

the Law

of Maine.

tw'enty-five years,
loyal to his constituents

last

«unty

Winifred
monia.

Important Decision by

BARGAINS

-at-

INSURANCE ADJUSTMJENT.

men

the

GROCERY

grip

The questions to be disfrom
tne following:
“What can we do at Pomona grange
upon as one of the most useful men in
the interest of subCongress. Everybody, of course, takes it that will best advance
! ordinate granges ?”
for granted that he will be re-elected, and
“Is there any excuse for an officer not
j
that he will not have to turn a hand to learning his work by heart ?”
Resolved: “That farmers’wives should
bring his own re-election about.
Senator Frye will be seventy-five years work harder than their husbands.”
“What are some of the troubles of the
old by the time the next election in Maine
average Maine farmer and the best way to
is held. He is easily one of the grand old overcome them ?”

b> the said county commissioners.’*
For the commercial aud maratirae inThe object of these meetings is to get at i terests of the entire country he has been
That w’as the reason
the fundamental principles of road build- especially active.
ing, and as they will bring together the for his sticking to the chairmanship of
best authorities on such matters in the the commerce committee.
Furthermore Mr. Frye has the distincState, it can be easily seen that they w ill
tion of being the most competent presiding
prove of much value.
The programme for the meeting in Ells- officer the Senate ever had. It never fell
worth will include a short, informal to the lot of any senator to be presiding
address by Commissioner Sargent, and officer as long as he was, for he served out
general discussion by those present on the terms'of tw’o vice-presidents—Hobart
road-building. A question-box may be
and
Roosevelt. He w’ielded the gavel
one of the features, the questions to be
answered by the State commissioner and w ith more precision than any vice-presidiscussed by the meeting.
dent could, because he had long been
The invitation to the meeting will be
methextended to city officers and selectmen as familiar with the Senate rules and
ods of procedure.
well as highway commissioners.
each

this winter, seemed to yield for good when
the senator was able to get back into the
rigorous Maine climate for a few days.
The senator thought he could “freeze that
to death” in the bracing Maine air,
and he now believes he succeeded.
As soon as Mr. Hale returned he found
his hands full of business.
The Senate
has been engaged in legal debate on the
railroad rate regulation bill in his absence.
The senator, like many others,
felt little interest in these wranglings or
the
constitutional lawyers, but he is
much interested in efforts to bring the
republicans together and secure the passage of a good bill.
These efforts at adjustment of differences have not progressed very well of
late, and there were many requests of Mr.
Hale to take hold and help untangle the
snarl. He has been in conference with
many senators since his return, and is
looking into the general legislative situation very carefully.

point of service in the Senate
day, April 6.
New England—has long been looked cussed
include

men

as

Haimx'k

Senator Hale returned here late last
from his brief sojourn in/ Maine,
feeling much better and stronger. The
grip, which has persistently attacked him
week

that the sardines have to be fed with
The
extra supplies of their natural food.
fishermen have recourse to the roe, or
Under t’us decision a judgment was
eggs of codfish and mackerel, which
heretofore have come from
Norway. given for j laio.iiT m an a tnn against ail
insurance iomA»any.
Now this supply of foreign food for the
For a long time past Lb -re h is been conFrench sardines is running short, and siderable criticism about the
manner
there is a brisk demand for a supply from taken by the fire insurance companies dobusiness
in
Maine
in
the
adjustment
America. The usual price paid in France ing
of lire losses, and the claim has freely been
is from |12 to |20 a barrel, nift this year made
that the spirit of the Maine
the price has advanced to $30 a barrel. law was being violated even if the letter

for many years, under the old school system, agent for the school in his district,

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Brooklyn,

in

ment.

been a remarkwill begrudge

none

not insured.

Mrs. Charles Smith is visiting her
mother at Amherst.
Arte mas Smith is in camp with his
brothers for several days’ lishing at Amherst.
Fred Hunton is home from East Mathias, where he has been in the woods for
several months.
Mrs. Fred Grace returned to her home at
the Green Lake
hatchery Monday, after
several days here.
U. F. Rerniek and wife, who have been
visiting here for several weeks, returned
to Bar liarbor
Saturday.
J. W. Moore has gone to East Machias
w°rk 88 carpenter on the new mill of
*2
the East Machias Lumber Co.
Miss Ashbeline Cottle has returned from
Boston, where she has been for several
weeks, and on Monday went to Stonington, where she has engaged as milliner for

living

now

The
police have been trying to ascertain from
her what disposition she wishes made of
her daughter’s body. Miss Kent had an
insurance policy of |400, which will be
ample to pay all the expenses of her inter-

Ames arnvea at

Vineyard Haven Friday morning, and reported that she had been in collision early
Thursday morning with an unknown
three-masted schooner about twenty-two
miles southwest of Fire Island lightship.

is

Rochester and New York

sound in judgment
hoisted, right-minded,
right in his business dealings.

was

7.20 a. m., when the Lejok had settled badly, the Persian appeared and took
off all hands.
The crew saved practically none of their
effects; everything below deck was flooded.
The crew consisted of W. S. Norwood,
captain, Tremont; Bert McLeod, mate,
Calais; Chaney Sadler, cook, Ellsworth;
John Terrell, engineer, Sydney, C. B.;
Charles Brown,
home unknown; John
Bay and Leroy Cousins, Ellsworth.
Cousins had been ill since March 12.
The exposure resulting from the wreck
and at

here,

in Congress, will try to have it passed at
the next session of Congress.

Eexall Mucu-Tone works

through
bloodvessels, acting directly upon

the
the
mucous membranes, the congestion and
inflammation of which produce the catarrhal conditions which are the sole cause
of all your trouble, driving out the poison
and healing the raw surfaces. It fills the
arteries with rich, red, life-giving blood,
builds up the body, stops all vital drains,
soothes the fagged nerves and brings
sound, restful sleep.
We promptly refund your money if you
are not more than satisfied with MucuTone.
Sold only at our store. Price, 50 cents
and 89 cents per bottle. Mail orders

promptly filled.
E. Q. MOORE,

Gas,

Bridge

Ether

and

Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

Ells worth.

Mandolin and Violin Lessons.
Am late from the New England Conservatory of Mualc, and desire a limited number of
pupils for ihe mandolin and violin. Then. ,)ate
method, the higher positions and correct bowing

Reasonable prices.
Miss IDA L. HIGGINS,
106 Water Su,
Ellsworth, Me.

taught.

Druggist.

Crown and

Work.

St.. Albany, N. Y."

9j th4
All t
bin'

only paper printed in
Miancitck county, and has never claimed to
is the only paper that can prop
4e,
•ailed a COUNTY paper; all the
0rly
The circulae merely local papers.
tsesi
ot

cas

*he

half-brothers survive.
March 26.

The American, barring the Bar
Record's summer list, is larger
<> of all the other papers printed

te

*5*r

LIBERALITY

Alonzo Cleaves, of Bar Harbor, was at
the Franklin Road house last week.

proves they were wrong, and the accounts are continually growing.
If you have not already an account, we invite you to open one
on our next interest quarter, Al'ItIL 1, 1906.

re-

cently.

COUNTY NEWS.
9t>*

onm

County News

other pages

see

J

HANCOCK.

Stephen Gross
•with

a severe

confined to the house

is

Mrs. Marcia Killman
friends Friday.

cold.

Calvin

calling

was

Graves and wife

were

on

relatives in Franklin Thursday.

Ivory H. Foss, a student at Hebron : T. B. Springer, of Detroit, visited his
uncles, Calvin and Fred S. Graves, last
academy, is at home on his vacation.
week.
At the meeting of the school board
Mrs. George Eddy and daughter, of
Arthur Young was elected superintendent
Seal Harbor, visited Mrs. Fred McKenzie
of schools.
Mrs. Newell Coolidge, of Lamoine, is recently.
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. O. L.
Neighbors of Willie Stewart and wife
are glad to have them return after an abCrabtree, this week.
months.
Miss Lola Crabtree, who has been spend- sence of thr~e
ing a few weeks in Portland, the guest of
Mrs. Emma Stratton, has returned home.
Miss Ethel Crabtree, a teacher in the
schools of Malden, Mass., arrived here

Saturday night

to

spend

the

Easter

vaca-

tion at the home of her parents, A. 3.
Crabtree and wife.
At the meeting of Omaha tribe, 1. O. of
JEL M., Friday evening, there will be work
in the chiefs’ degree, followed by a banquet. This order is in a very prosperous
condition, having degree work at nearly
every

meeting.

initiated into
the mysteries of the degree of Pocahontas
Wednesday evening. A very interestiag
programme will be presented which is
feeing arranged by Mrs. Emma Ball. Refreshments will be served.
C.
March 26.
Two candidates will

be

_

William McKinley council, J. O. U. A.
M.. was instituted here last Thursday
we

at

the council

headquarters of
Mt. Desert Ferry, where

evening.

The

the

regular

meetings will be held. The officers are as
follows: Junior Past Councillor, Alwell
Jekiison; Councillor, William W. Jellison;
▼ace-councillor, L. S. Jordan; recording
.secretary, Clarence Nickerson; assistant
secretary, Harry Johnson; financial secretary, E. W. Grant; treasurer, Isaac L.
Crabtree; conductor. A. F. Moon; warden,
George A. Martin; inside sentinel, Roswell Springer; outside sentinel, Pearl A.
Gat comb; chaplain, S. G Martin; trus
tees, Samuel E. Gould, Allen Crabtree,
Humphrey M. Jordan.
Spec.
March 24.
INDIAN POINT.

George L. Richards has gone to Bar Harbor, where he has employment.
T.C. Higgins and wife, of Bar Harbor,
"were calling on friends here Sunday.
Mrs. Winthrop Higgins has gone to
.spend a few days with her parents at
Center.
Mrs. Abbie Walls has returned from
Hortheast Harbor, where she has been for
the past few weeks.

Mrs. Orren Fernald and little son, of
Manset, spent the latter part of the week
and
with her parents, Samuel Leland
wife.
On March 8

Miss Jessie £. Leland, on
Harbor, picked a bunch

her way from Bar

partly-bloomed Mayflowers, which,

of

with special care,
and very pretty.

are

now

in

full bloom

Higgins, youngest son of Mr.
L. Higgins, of this place,
has accepted a position on the estate of
Mrs. A. C. Hardenbergh, of BernardsTille, N. J., and left for that place Tuesday
of last week.
Mr. Higgins has been in
the employ of D. C. Blair, Bar Harbor, as
wnder-gardener for the past three years.
A barn belonging to Mrs. Abbie Walls
was
burned at 6.30 o’clock Thursday
worning. The barn contained two cows,
quite an amount of hay, a number of
eords of dry wood, besides grain and
■any other things, all of which were
Arthur C.

«nd Mrs. Frank

horned.

There is

no

clue whatever

as

to

origin of the fire, as no one of the
family had been near the barn since the
preceding night. It is a great loss to Mrs.
the

Walls and she has the sympathy of all.
March 26.
H.
WEST FRANKLIN.
Jacob Springer is in poor health.
Mont Goodwin cut his foot badly Satur-

day.
Irvin Rollins

has gone to Egypt to work

Earl Bracy is at John T. Clark’s fora
few days visiting his family.
Mrs. D. B. Smith is to start for New

Hampshire to-night to visit her son.
Miss Janie Springer, who is employed
in Bangor, visited her parents a few days
recently.
Mis9 Angie Smith, who has been in
East brook for some time, is at home for
while.
E.

J. Rollins

Guilford,

ot

is

with

little

visiting

parents, Nelson Stewart and wife.
March 22.

her

:s r:\

oi Mk

i
••

\d -HHonal

CoftfU%

'.>•»> 5M rth~r

G.

_

Miss Nellie Phillips is at Mrs. Mary
Miles’ for on indefinite stay.
Mrs. Fred McKenzie and little son a^e
in Franklin visiting her mother, Mrs.
Reuben Williams.

Samuel Jones and sister Emma, of BanMrs. Stella
gor, visited their cousin,
Shaw, over Sunday.
G.
March 26.

Charles
on

E. Greene has been drawn to
jury at the April

lature

in

held here

1897-9.

Albion Saunders, who has occupied the
Peters’homestead for a number of years,
has moved to Milton Woods.

Bangor.

March 24.

Funeral services

Harbor, spent

Lloyd

t^’o

days

Oscar

Bragg is working at Hall Quarr
Dwight Curtis, of Hebron, Is in tl
n
for a few days.

last week

and

Carrol Blaisdell

attending school,

for

a

|

Murphy spent part of last week
her sister, Mrs. Walter
Hamblen
Southwest Harbor.
There will be a social dance
at
Desert hall Wednesday evening.

and wife.

Willie Thurston arrived home last
week
school.

from

Clarence Turner is preparing his
schoonthe Marion Turner, for the
fishing
season.
He will take her to Rockland
this
week to be painted.
March 28.
X. Y. Z

R.

er.

Mrs. Lorimer, mot her of Pastor Lorimer,
spending a few w’eeks at the parsonage.
Nason Springer is moving into W. B,
Blaisdell & Co.’s house at the point for the

SULLIVAN.
the
its

coming week

meetings until

WEST TREMONT.
Mrs. Jennie Dow, who has been
quite
ill, is much better.

summer.

October.

Helen (Preble) Foster writes from
Sunday
\ Pasadena, Cal., of the delightful climate
there, the bland airs and beautiful flowers.
denee of his brother, Pearl Atherton.
SORRENTO.
Dr. Bridgham is again on the road,
Sherman Hinckley, who has been in
j
George E. Robertson, who has been quite Arizona and California since last fall, ar- having resumed his long-interrupted
ill, is improving.
Max Hinckley, practice. His old patrons are delighted to
rived home March 18.
Winnie B. Kane, who has been working who was West with him, stopped over in see him out every day apparently as well
as ever.
at the Granite hotel, West Sullivan, has New York to visit his brother Harold.
returned home.
Mrs. Newhall, of the Hinman houseLincoln Merrill made a short visit here ;
Amos Bragdon killed a pig seven and last week. He was accompanied to Ells- hold, has b?en quite ill of late, but at last
one-half months old last week which worth on his departure by a sleighing accounts was improving. Her brother,
dressed 275 pounds.
party consisting of A. C. Hinckley and Mr. Pittman, of Canton, Mass., has been
here to visit her.
John Crabtree and his grandson Mal- wife, Misses Nellie Douglass, Florence
Lena and Emma Hinckley.
Miss Helen M. Smith, formerly of the Bar
colm, of Blaine, are visiting his daugh- Morse,
There was no service in the Baptist Harbor Record, writes of her delightfully
ter, Mrs. E. L. Jellison.
abroad. After a few days
Henry Young moved his family to church Sunday morning, as the pastor, enjoyable trip
when Old Ocean was not kind to her, she
Winter Harbor last week, where he will R. L. Olds, was obliged to have an operamake his home in the future.
tion performed March 16, on account of an enjoyed the crossing very much.
Mrs. J. C. Chilcott, of Ellsworth, who
The sale of the Jones property here, in- internal injury received when he was
cluding the Hotel Sorrento, the electric thrown from his carriage at East Bluehill is boarding at the old Chilcott homestead,
is quite seriously ill. Her son. Dr. Langlight plant and wharf, to B. F. Cobleigh, a few weeks ago.
of Roslindale, Mass., has been consumMarch 21.
M.
don, of Bangor, accompanied by his son,
mated. Extensive improvements of the
came Saturday night, passing the night
property are contemplated.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
here and returning to Bangor Sunday
T.
March 26.
Miss Lena Hamilton, of South Goulds- ! night.
March 26.
R.
boro, is visiting her aunt, Mrs. J. B. Cole.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

There

is to

entertainment

afternoon at the resi-

be

a

at

unique and original
the Baptist church

Mrs. E. B. Reed left for
Massachusetts
last week, for medical treatment.

Thursday evening, March 29, at 7.30
o’clock, entitled “Graduation F^xereises of
Lively Hollow High School”. All the
parts of a high school graduation will be
rendered
by people somewhat beyond the
high school age.

Capt. Willard Rich left this morning for
Boston to take charge of the schooner L.
D. Remick.
Mrs. Alton Poraroy, who haR been from
a hospital for some time,
came

home at

R.

March 27.

home

C.

B. Kittredge, who has been

Saturday.

On account of the heavy fall of
snow,
the dramatic entertainment at the schoolhouse Thursday was not well attended.
Proceeds about fl5.

NORTH LAMOINE.
1

Mt

by Kay and Kelley.
The play, “Miss Fearless 4
Co.," gjve„
by the Village benefit society
Friday
was
well rendered and a
evening,
sueee..
financially.
Douglass and Lula Richardson, Helen
Dix, Kdna Benson, Helen Watson
and

is

Friday night of
theSorosis will adjourn

Mrs. Willard Got! .a
getting ready to
to
where Mr. Uott has
em-

Lida

vaca-

March 28.

*

with

tion with their parents, T. M. Blaisdel;

were

'fot

move

thej

weeks’

Andrew Parker leaves
to-day
week's trip to Massachusetts.

Camden,
|
I ploy me nt.

hom<

come

March 22, from Waterville, where

Saturday.

After

W.
HASS HARBOR.

with his uncle, O. H. Rutter.
Miss Eva Springer, who has been al
home from M. C. I., Pittsfield, returned or
Monday last. Her sister, Mrs. Agnes Joy
accompanied her as far as Ellsworth.

The funeral services of Alanson Atherton
held

£*•

Sullivan.

East

Fred E. Woodworth, who is employee

the traverse

term of court.

were

in

The ladies of the Baptist church did
quite a business on town meeting day
They organized a sewing circle and served
1008.
STABILITY
dinner to the voters, for which they took,
besides expenses, |24.57.
Misses Myrtle and Vivian Scammon arc
spending a short vacation with thcii
went to Brewer where the Britton Leather
^
mother, Mrs. T. M. Hcammon, Misa
Co. was formed, with Mr. Britton as presiJWJVI
and Miss Vivian
dent and general manager. He represent- Myrtle from Bangor,
ed the Bucksport class in the State legis- from Bucksport seminary.

BLUEHILL.
serve

h^V

visiting hei

is

ill the

past week, is convalescent.
Miss Gertrude Bragdon returned to Boston Friday where she is employed as a
milliner.

Edward A. Lunt and wife, formerly of
this place, now of Portland, are receiving
I Mrs. Daniel Champion and infant son, I congratulations on the birth of a son bom
! of South Lawrence, are visiting at her old Wednesday, March 21.
B. B. Reed and son Carl have been to
home here.
! George Smith, who has been employed Portland the past week. Mrs. Reed and
sonB Richard and
Bennie visited Mrs.
at Hyde’s Point the past season, returned
Mildred Carver at Seal Cove.
home Saturday.
Thelma.
| Miss Eunice Coggins will return Tues- ! March 26.
from
where
she
has
been
day
Cambridge,
GOTT’S ISLAND.
visiting her sister.
John M. Driscoll has bought a naphtha
Miss Phronie Coombs, of Franklin, who pea
pod.
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. George
Samuel Grindle, who has spent the winI
Ernest
Cole
returned
from
Waterville
School commenced March 19, taught by
returned home Saturday.
Smith,
SEAL
HARBOR.
ter here, and his son Frank, left last Sunthe last of the week, for the spring va- (
Miss Mildred Wasgatt, of Sound.
Charles Brann and bride, of
Winter day for
Mrs. Warren Smallidge is visiting relacation.
Granite, where he will put his fish
Miss Elsie Robbins leaves to-day for
been
have
bis
Harbor,
visiting
parents, trap in order to take herring.
tives in Bangor.
Miss Margaret Moore returns to Bar
Seal Harbor to teach the primary school.
Aaron Brann and wife. Congratulations. I
Mrs. Adalbert Liscomb is in the hosMrs. Clara Hodgkins, who has been
Harbor this morning, to resume her duties
Erbin Bartlett called on friends here
Eugene Hodgkins arrived home from away since last fall, is w'ith her daughter,
in the school-room.
pital at Bar Harbor for treatment.
will
Boothbav
Monday.
Friday. He
go to
Massachusetts Friday for a short vacation. Mrs. Frank
James Clement, who has been in CaliBabbidge, having been called
Daniel Libby, who has been the engiHe has employment on the trolley line here
More than 100 brown-tail moth nests
by the illness of Mrs. Babbidge’s
fornia this winter, has returned home.
neer at the factory for several years, has
from Brighton.
have been gathered on the island during
little
son.
arrived for the season.
Harold Donnell and Miss Cora Jordan,
March.
Mrs. Caroline Austin, of Bar Harbor,
Andrew J. Babbidge and C. A. Joyce, of
The Steuben dramatic club gave a pleas- who attend school at Waterville, are at
Wesley Bartlett has returned home from
has been visiting relatives here the past Bar
Harbor, were here last Sunday in the
home
on
a
short
vacation.
Massachusetts where he has been visiting ing entertainment here Friday night,
week. She was accompanied by her two
sldop Nautilus, to take Capt. E. N. Moore
which was followed by a dance.
the past few weeks.
The ladies of St. Jude’s parish have orgrandsons, Luther Leach, jr., and Roy to Bar Harbor to be with his daughter,
Fred Bickford and family wrere called to ) ganized a vestment society, and are pre- Linscott.
There was a chopping match at George
Mrs. A. J. Babbidge, for a while.
Ray’s Wednesday afternoon, and a party West Goulds boro last week by the death paring new surplices for the choir.
March 26.
Y.
March 26.
CHIPS.
in the evening. A good time was enjoyed.
of Oliver Jones. Mrs. Jones has the symEmerson Ladd, with the help of WarThere will be a dance at Mascot hall
There was a party at E. C. Robbins’ Sat- pathy of a wide circle of friends here.
ren Smallidge,
is
a
building
gasoline
“Uad dyspepsia or Indigestion for years. No
Thursday evening, March 29, if pleasant ; appetite, and what 1 did eat distressed rne ter*
urday eveniug. The young people spent
A party of about twenty enjoyed the launch, which is nearly completed.
the evening dancing. Ice-cream and cake
if
the
first
Renot,
pleasant
evening.
rtbly Burdock Blood Bitters cured mo"—J. II.
sleigh ride and an evening at the Guptill j Arthur C.ement and wife, who have freshments will be served.
were served.
Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.—Advl.
farm, Goulds boro, Friday night. Cards, been living in Bar Harbor this winter,
March 26.
L.
March 26.
Bpbc.
music, the gayety, congenial people and have moved to Charles Clement’s house.
the Gupt ills’ well-known hospitality made i
Banking.
School began Monday, March 26, with
iiutrtisrmnua.
LAMOINE.
the occasion a delightful one.
Miss Louise Cox as teacher of the grammar
Mrs. N. B. Coolidge is visiting her son,
department, and Miss Elsie Robbins, Seth J. Hodgkins and family, of Old Town.
teacher of the primary.
On her way home she will visit her daughWEST TREMONT.
March 26.
p.
Is what yonr money will earn if
ter, Mrs. O. L. Crabtree, in Hancock.
Mrs. Thomas Norwood, of Seal Cove, is }
Invested In shares of the
Lawrence Manchester and mother, of
SOUTH HANCOCK.
visiting her mother, Mrs. L. M. Lunt.
Northeast Harbor, were guests at the home
The remains of Charles Thurston, of j C. L. Smith went to Franklin, Monday,
of N. B. Coolidge Sunday.
Dedham, formerly of this ;lace, were I with his team, to work for 8. 8. Scam mo n.
A brass band has been organized in
brought here for interment to-day.
Misses Gertrude Coggins and May
A NEW MEKIKH
tow'n under the leadership of Mr. Chick.
Rev. D. M. Angell, wife and baby, Helen
is now open. Shares, SI each; vionthly jay
Young left Tuesday for Castine normal
March 26.
H.
Maud, left here this morning for Brock- school.
ments, SI per share.
ton, Mass., Mrs. Angell’s former home.
Ora Jordan attended the meeting of
EGYPT.
Mr. Angell will return and finish out his Green Mountain Pomona at
WHY
PAY RENT
Salisbury
Willard Clark and Nelson Pomroy are
when you can borrow on your
year here.
Cove last week.
on the sick list.
shares, give a first mortgage ai d
Arthur Rumill, of Seal Cove, and Robie j Mrs. Ida
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
Roberts, of Brewer, is spendBert
of Sullivan, is the guest
payments Mid interest together
Rumill, of this place, took four young la- : ing the week with her parents, Lewis of his Johnson,
will amount to but little more
Mrs. Willis Billings.
sister,
dies to Castine in Arthur’s gasolene boat Jordan and wife.
than you are now pay ng for
Miss Vevie Clark, who has been visiting
rent, «nd iu about ten years you
Sunday, to attend normal school. They
Marshall Young and family, of Gouldswill
Gross
and
of
reStephen
were Misses Rena Reed and Lida Rumill, of ;
wife,
Hancock,
OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
boro, have moved into the house lately turned home Monday.
this place, Miss Hattie Trask, of McKinpuchased by Capt. G. W. Colwell.
For particulars inquire of
ley, and Miss Edith Moore, of Gott’s
Percy and Raymond Clark, who are atHkxhv W. Cuhhmax, Sec y.
Freeman White, who has employment
Island.
tending the Maine Central institute at
First Nat’l Hank Bldg.
on the Frank Jones running from New
A. W. King. President.
March 19.
Thelma.
Pittsfield, spent the spring vacation at
York to Fall River, is home on a visit.
home.
March 24.
W.
SUrtcrtiecnunts.
BROOKS VLLLE.
Pearl Butler gave a party to about
forty
E. V. Douglass, who has been ill, is out
of his friends last Monday evening at the
SEAL COVE.
home of Mrs. George Jordan.
again.
Dainty reFEET—
Miss Myra Powers is visiting friends in
freshments of ice-cream and cake were
Dean Grindle is visiting his parents, K.
Massachusetts.
Itching, burning and offensive
served. Those present from out of town
S. Grindle and wife.
perspiration are instantly relieved and
Miss Lulu Pierce has gone to McKinley
James Staples and James Ropes left this ]
•speedily cured by warm baths and afterto visit Mrs. Lewis Holmes.
th
above
of the morning for New York.
from
hoi
to
nic'M
coll and hack
Quuk
wards by using
Mrs. Mildred Carver and son Charles a.olu irv iioui'm «; nail niton* and cause, among
man and fish is the tradeOscar P. Lime burner was in Sedgwick
o a-il caiarib. a
troublesome
aud
Bar
on
business
Harbor
last week.
were in
mark of Scott’s Emulsion, last week on business.
offensive «li-ea»i*.
SHIM Zina
ami
snuffing,
Friends of Capt. Willard S. Norwood, of coughing a>«t-itffi-lIi h
and is the synonym for
eathing, and me drip,
Myles G. Limeburner has been ill the
schooner Lejok, are glad to learn pf his drly of Hit* foul ui-eA-e Into the
throat-all are
and
It is sold past week, but is better.
safe arrival in Boston.
Sent by mall on receipt
endeu bv Ely's Cr. am Halm
This honest and
25C.
of price.
William Grindle is quite ill.
He has
in almost all the civilized counThe meeting of citizens to be held at W. positive r* medy contain-* no cocaine, mercury,
confined to the house for several
been
Address—
tries of the
J. Harper’s, to raise funds to build a union nor other harmful Ingredient. The worst case*
weeks.
are cured In a diort time.
All druggists, 50c.
church, failed to materialize.
BURKE L. OR INDUE,
If the cod fish became extinct
or mallei by Ely Bros 66 Warren
March 26.
N.
E. Perkins and wife, who have
New
Manning
785 Tremont St.,
Boston,
it would be a world-wide calam- been in
York.
charge of the Farmers’ Store at
because the oil that comes North Brooksville, have returned to their
MT. DESERT FERRY.
from its liver surpasses all other home here.
Mrs. Ida Roberts, of Brewer, is visiting
March 20.
Gracia.
her parents, Lewis Jordan and wife.
fats in
and

I

6%

Ellsworth Loan and BoilaiM.

picture

nHE

BURKE’S FOOT POWDER.

strength

purity.

globe.

was

summoned to Bar

Saturday by the severe illness
brother-in-law, Eastman Hutchins.
bor

March 26.

Kenniston,

Mattie

Hooper

week.

in Bar

BANK,

ELLSWOF-TH, MAINE.

ACCURACY

r--

SORE

in the stave mill.

.a

Mrs.

daughters,

past

are

THE FIRST NATIONAL

T-rrr:-

Miss Mae Patten, of Sullivan, has beer
the guest of her brother, J. H. Patten, th«

visiting

Bangor

in

was

—

Dr. a. S. DeBcck and
wife M
Lol« Dyer and Luey
Butler, of Franklin
Abbie and Marion
West left
urday to enter the Castine normal „
Miss Lula West, who will
graduate
““
the normal school this
spring, „,el tll
ia
were:

pna+*

Charles Burgess, of Deblois, is visiting
daughter, Mrs. J. lT. Hardison.

mini her

A

-—:

other

««

his

of people have said, “It is no use for me to try
large
and save, because I CAN’T.” That is not so, because a person
CAN if he, or she, will only try.
Quite a proportion of our depositors said the same thing when
they opened their accounts in our Savings Department a little over
two years ago, but the amount now entered on their bank books

Shaw

■

Mrs. Clarence

“Whatever your station in life,
Your duty perform like a mar.
Through the toils of this world anil its strife,
Not I CAN’T wins, but always I CAN.”

L.

'MiKfjf S1W

EAST FRANK UN.

COURTESY

1887.

.—

(

former home

FRANKLIN ROAD.
Mrs. Stella

9'idtitona
■—

Miss Delia Clark has been quite ill.

Mat)
in Rfi rack county.

COUNTY NEWS.

aubcrtfBfmrntB.

His aged mother, Mrs. Eliza
Mayo.
Banker, went before him only seven weeks.
Mr. Bunker was a man of quiet, pleasing
personality, devoted to his family and
loyal to his friends, who were many. He
leaves a widow, one son and one daughter.
Of his own family, one sister and two

subscribers al 107
/ 7 post-offices in Hancock county.
-tier pavers in the County comnot reach so many. The Ameri-

AMERICAN has

m*

Har-

of his

Ch’e’er.

WEST GOULD9BORO.
Clarke and Edward Clarke
spent Sunday at S. G. Woods’.
F. P. Noyes and wile are receiving congratulations on the birth ot a daughter.
Mrs. Albert

Street,’

ity,

nourishing
life-giving
Thirty years ago
the proprietors of Scott’s Emulsion found a way of preparing

properties.

BUCKSPORT.
Mrs. John Norwood died Tuesday night

Kineo Ranges

Miss Madge Moon recently went to
Castine to attend the spring term of the
normal school.
Edgar Jellison, of Sorrehto,

was

are

in town

week, at her home here, after a
that everyone can
business Monday. He was accomon
long illness. She leaves a husband and.
Mrs. Florence Blaisdell and son George
who has been
the
full
of
value
get
two sisters—Mrs. Grant and Mrs. Atwood, panied by John Crabtree,
are spending a few days with Mrs. M. B.
spending the winter at Mars Hill.
the oil without the objectionable both of Bucksport.
C.
March 26.
Kingsley.
taste. Scott’s Emulsion is the
Isaac Britton, a former prominent citiMrs. B. F. Leighton and daughter, who
zen
of
died
at
liest thing in the world for weak,
ORLAND.
Bucksport,
Bangor last
have been spending the past week in
backward children, thin, delicate Wednesday. Mr. Britton was born in
John R. Ames died Thursday at his
Steuben, returned home Sunday.
Winslow Sept. 19, 1847. He was graduhome on Leach’s point, aged fifty years.
all conditions of
Oliver Jones died March 21, after an |>eople, and
ated from Colby in 1869. He entered the He was never married. Two brothers surillness of not quite a week at his home wasting and lost
and
business
strength.
James and Llewellyn
rapidly worked his vive him
tanning
cod liver oil
take it and

so

of last

—

He leaves a widow and three sisFuneral services were held at his
home Friday afternoon.
here.
ters.

The funeral of Calvin Bunker took place
at his home Saturday, March 17. The
service was conducted by Rev. Gideon

Send tor free

sample.

SCOTT & BOWJfE, Chemists
409-411 PKilL

8T11IT,

50c. and

All

$1.00.

NKW TOU

druggists.

the top, engaging in the manufacture of tanned sheepskin in Portland.
He left Portland in 1880 and came to
Bucksport. where he was for many years
superintendent of the George Blodgett
tannery. Leaving Bucksport in 1903, he
way to

both of this town.

With

small amount

of fuel

11

be built-

quick and lasting fire can
Then again economy will be found in
repair money. Very few repairs are
required

to make these ranges last foi

years, thus the

Ames,

original

cost of

a

KINEO is saved in its running ex'
ponses.

HANCOCK.
There will be a social danoe and supper
at Hancock to-morrow evening, March 29.
Music by Monaghan.

a

Fuel-saving Ranges.

f.

b.

AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,’Me.

For Additional

CASTINE.
of Ca*4«De. Maine. situated on the
fT
river Is one of the most picturesque
Us orl*l
penuhscot river,
^ lhnl section.
-n <;«-lino, of dl.C„tln«, In
n8l
{,(. bride the daughter of the
T.rrwtne irn e of Ioalan.. They
went to France, but somehow t ie
11 auln«
to the piece.
u
h
clun«
„,e
nanic ci
HarOI* 11 f*
it .h i.ni<tiniiiifif>iil.
Ifllpr
later
|iecame a BiUt-h encampment,and
to the war of the
many brave soldiers

»„T

i°',iae‘for
Si
ch,e.°Jiiv

u...

v,

County

Neirs

gee

E.

J. Carter, of Stonington,
week.

in town

was

u.

‘1U(Tt-ent

KeDclMohl

of old Cee.lneAlong the coast
it Biwad.ire Shore”,
The poet calls
and lightly sail,
Itake my skiff
dreaming see things as of yore.

his dusky bride*
The Baron and
Their happiness beyond compare.

Mrs. Frank Jones and son, of Rockland,
the guests of Mrs. Jones’ mother,
Mrs. Augusta Staples.

are

for her soul,
What, iho* he barter?
And tiuys her as a slave, perchance;
courtier had
Scaioe aiiv queen such
In gallant pleasure loving France.

And this, and other things
In drtan.’s amaxlug witchery.

Stephen Cousins, who

What tho’ iheir coats are scarlet
They are a wholesome enemy.

red.

The Christian Endeavor held an entertainment Saturday evening in Grange
hall. The programme consisted of readings, instrumental and vocal music, tableaux and a very pretty drill. Ice-cream
and cake

served.

were

spent

All

a

very

pleasant evening.
March 28.

They

EntafelUhe*

1851

F\

worms.

Une Femme.

stay.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
H.

G. Smith of Stonington

in town

was

Monday.

gallant sight I see,

Once
Tno’ saddened Is my heart with pain
To see lair faces drawn and pale
And empty sleeve and crimson stain.

Frank Carter, of Ellsworth,
at the Allen mill.

working

is

Little Dorothy Cole, of North Brooklin,
is spending a week with her aunt, Mrs.
Ella Powers.

But drum and fife have ceased their play,
And mother, wife and sweetheart greet
The home-returning soldier lad
Orgruzkd veteran from the fray.
For tho’ tho grim lb belllon shed
Our country’s richest blood upon
The battlefield, there yet remained
Some war-spent heroes inarching hi

COUNTY NEWS.
Additional

o

County Newt%nee

nth**

appendicitis.

page*

Henry
Snow

NORTH CAST1NE.
Miss Josephine Dunbar is ill.
William Dunbar is visiting in Norridgewock.
C. M. Leach and wife,

w

ho have

Mrs. Annie Closson and son Eric, who
been in Rockland the
past two

have

weeks, are

at home.

Esther Merle Allen, who graduates from
the Bluehill academy in June, has been

me.

assigned

J. P. Whiting has gone to Boston for
short visit.
Castine Coal Co. has sold
coal to Brooksville parties.

a

cargo

Hooper and

Quarry.

a

Friday for
Hooper’s parents here.

C. Bates

W.

Monday.
Capt. Chatto

was

in Belfast

Mrs. Edwin Ashwrorth, who has been
ill, is reported much better.

George Cousins leaves to-day for Boston
join the schooner Jennie A. Stubbs.

to

A. E. Webber and Miss Minnie Pierce
married Saturday night by Rev. J.D.

were

McGraw,

new

launch ready

for the water.

C. Pierce and wife left last week for
visit of several days in Boston and

The Louisa Frances has gone to Port-

land for freight.
vicinity.
George Gray, who has been ill all winThe telephone crew has been at work
here for several days repairing the ravages ter, is much better.
of the storm.
is
Orlando Howard, of Harborside,
Mrs. Blanche Ross, who has been at hauling wood for B. L. Bates.
home for a short
work in Bangor on

stay, returned to her

Thursday.

No service was held at the Unitarian
church Sunday on account of the absence
of the pastor, Rev. \V. C. Pierce.
Mrs. A. Nickerson and daughter have
been the guests of Mrs. Nickerson’s parents, N. P. Noyes and wife, for the past
week.

The Buck’s Harbor Granite Co. is loading the Caroline Gray with grout for

Philadelphia.
The schooner Charles J. Willard, Capt.
H. L. Black, is in the harbor loaded with
stone for New York.
Arthur Ladd, who is quartermaster on
the U. S. steamer Geranium, w as at home
for

Henry

W. Sargent and w*ife, of Sargent*
ville, were in town Monday, called here
illness
in the family of Dr. E. E.
by
Phil brook.
Miss Amv Perkins, who has been at
home fur the spring vacation, returned to
Buckspcrt Monday morning to resume her
duties as teacher in the E. M. C. 8.
A very pretty
wedding took place at the
home of Frank Morgrage on Thursday

evening, when his daughter Ida Belle was
married to George C. Wingate, of Sebec.
ihe ceremony was
performed by Rev. Mr.
A very pleasant
little
temperance
exercise by the members of the kindergarten department of the Sunday school
was held at the
Congregational vestry on
Sunday. The recitatious, sing’
etc., of
the little ones were much
enjoyet*.
F. A. Perkins and Charles Be van were

inBaugor

one

day

last week

as

a

com-

the local Court of Foresters to
mittee from
*be remains of brother Forester,

4KDti^

Abram

a

Cummings,

recently,

and who

court.

who died in Hampden
a member of this

was

The schools
begin their spring term toThe assistant’s place in the high
school will be filled
by Miss Archer, a
normal school
graduate, while the grambe for a week in charge of
mar school will
«r.
brindle, of the normal school, until
°*
Alias
Annie Shepherd, who
x5natrrival
ill be the
regular teacher.
^ B. Bartram
met with a very painful
accident last week. While on his way
°me from his barber
shop at night he
on *be
ice» striking on his side
the kidneys, on the corner of a
•rfj;aboye
P- While no internal
injuries have
be is suffering great pain, althn 1L0*e<^
ough improving slowly. AJ1 hope to see
During his illness
hio8 v°UL .a£ain soon.
shop is in charge of Ferd Clifford.

da>-

they

didn’t eat crow.

The defeated candidates at the late town
Meeting were, with several others, given a
at
vlSSii °n
yj? Castine house by Landlord
Wednesday evening last. The
blch is below', no doubt served as
a
aim to their wounded
rounded feelines:
feelings:
MENU
Hated Duck
Mashed Potatoes
reen

Peas

crcen Cucumbers

Celery
Sliced Ulpo Tomatoes
rawl>errlcs and Cream
Apple Pie

a

offiAfLter

“upper they

Hot Rolls
Cheese

adjourned to the
ll|rl,ted ““ “

P'ea^nUime en^ycdWere
March :>9.

Clearance
to
10

G.

sale at F. v.
Urlndle'*, Caetlnc, to
r°"n' for b*irlnK Wod».
Now la the time

h,°
“uy

cheap.-Adrt.

a

short visit

recently.

C.

March 26.
EAST SURRY.
E. C. Lord is now able to sit up
while each day.

a

little

Capt. K. A. Sinclair left last week for
Rondout to join the schooner Storm Petrel,
as

mate.

Misses Susie and Anna Stinson and
Emily Morgan have returned to their
schools at Eden.

C.

friends in Surry recently.
Mrs. Cora Eaton, of Sedgwick, was the
guest of Capt. M. A. Eaton and wife this
Miss Flora Day has gone to Bluehill to
Mrs.
stay a few weeks with her sister,
Herbert Gray.
Mrs. Hollis Eaton and Miss Nellie Anderson viBited their siBter. Mrs. Hattie
Tyler, of Brooklin, last week.
DMarch 22.

are

March 26.

Tbamp.

Doctors Are Puzzled.
remarkable recovery of Kenneth
Mclver, of Vanceboro, Me., is the subject
of much interest to the meiical fraternity
He says of
and a wide circle of friends.
inflammation
his case: “Owing to Bevere
of the
of the Throat and congestion
me up to die,
Lungs, three doctors gave
to
induced
I was
when, as a last resort,
try Dr. King’s New Discovery
the
Oures
life.
happy to say. it saved my Bronchitis, Tonvorst Coughs and Colds,
La
Hoarseness «
Weak
Lungs,
lilitis,
Guaranteed at E. G- «*OOBES
irippe.
yrippc
bottle
Trial
and
^
p-00_
irug store,
_

free.

Rubie

Charles Tracy and Samuel Butler
Franklin Saturday on business.

Sidney Higgins

and

family,

were

who have

been spending several weeks at Bar Harbor, are at home.
been busy
large number of
this week hauling sand from A. A. MurA

teams have

to Bar Harbor.

March 26.

SI

L.ik«

w

H.

CO K *S F

V

L CO-O PERATION.

hii

—

ith

I

Hawley

Dow' is about to begin the
a power boat, tw'enty-tw'o

D.

length.
Quite a number of people about here are
planning to attend the entertainment at
South Bluehill to-night.
Cheston Bridges and Henry Bridges are
getting out a large quantity of weir mafeet in

terial

on

Harriman’s Point.

Rev. Mr.

again

in

Koch,

of

Sedgwick, preached

the chapel Sunday afternoon to

a

His sermon was
large congregation.
forcible and to the point, and was much

appreciated.
Xenophon.

March 26.

EAST ORLAND.
was

in

Bangor Thursday.

W. L. Wentworth and H. L. Robertson
were

in

Bangor Saturday.

Mrs. Alice White has been appointed
suiterintcndent of schools.
Wentworth visited relatives
Belfast several days last week.
Mrs. E. L. Pickering was the guest ol
her aunt, Mrs. Abby Rich, a few days
Mrs. Laura

in

last week.
The

Miss

teacher.

auiit,

vis-

iting friends in Hancock.
Fred P. Curtis, who has been in poor
health for a long time, will go soon to
receive some
-Mass., hoping to
Rutland, mass.,
Kutiana,
He was much
beneiit from the change.
benefited by a short residence there .last
y

in

begins Monday,

Oasts
A Refreshing Item of the
Commerce of To-day.
lu these days of tru ts, communities of Interest
her father in Brooksville.
and oil) r gigantic combinations of capital, it is
Miss Flora Bowden, E. S. N. S. ’06, re- !
refreshing to know that, although only a little
turned to Castine on Friday.
over three years old, the United Drua Compain
a
her
co-operative concern, better known by their
Miss Carrie Jordan is visiting
products, the Rexall Remedies, have already
Miss Alice Black, at Cape Rosier.
attained fame throughout a whole continent,
Fred J. Sargent has purchased a tine and the advent of the
year 190« not only finds
horse of South Orrington parlies.
them still forging upward and to the front In
a
that
an
Immense
Idltlonal
and
Walter
laboratory Is under
S. Herbert Allen
Sargent
returned to Pittstield last week to attend way In building In their home city, Boston, but
also finds them following Horace Greely’s fathe spring term of the M. C. I.
mous admonition, “go West”, in that also a
Herbert and Henry Grindell went to sub
laboratory and storage warehouse, on a
Boston Monday to join the steamer Gov. gigantic scale, has just been opened under
Andrews.
special auspices at 45-47 Rindolph St., Chicago
the call from the people of the
Miss Jennie A. Grindle, of Biuehill, is brought about by
great West saying Come out here and help us”;
spending a few days with Miss Jennie E. so In three years the United Drug Co. has
Grindal.
rightly laid claim to a high place among the
Mrs. Lydia Roberts, of Brooksville, is manufacturers of the country, snd now, even
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Flora Gray, of more than ever before, attains to a pie emineuce
as maker and marketer for a unique line of
this village.
medicines never attempted before. The United
Monday evening the young people spent Drug Co. is strictly a co operative enterprise.
of
a very pleasant evening at the home
The funds for its starting and the pluck
Miss Jennie Grindal.
to
so
successand
courage to push it
Sim.
March 26.
ful an issue have not been the production of
thousand
of
the
one
but
druggists
capitalists,
In the one thousand towns aud cities where the
NORTH BROOKUN.
Remedies are exclusively sold, who had, and
John Giles has sold his horse Robin and still have, unbounded faith in the great future
of the Uulted Drug Co. and Rexall Remedies.—
bought another of Irvin Candage.
Advt
Navigation seems to be taking a start

F. P. Mason

Young and Louise Alley

Jim.

ail persons interested in cither of li-e estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworih, ia uid
for the county of Hancock, on Oi OxtZk
day of March, a. d. 1906.
following matters having been pre-

THE

sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered ihat uo«ice thereof be given to all persons interested*
by causing a copy of this order to be yulb*
lisbed three weeks successively in the BlInworth American, a newspaper published 44
Ellsworth, in said county, tnat they may apBllipear at a probate court to be he’d
worth, in said county, on the third laj of
April, a. d. 1906, at ten of the clo< k id lb*
forenoon, and be heard thereon if Oie> sec

tit

sua

siase

cause.

Eliza O. Hill, late of Sullivan in a '<1 onv
ty, deceased. A certain instrument purportsaid!
ing to be the last will and testament
deceased together with petition tor p -(bate
of same, presented by William O. Emery, the
<

named therein.
Maiia D. B. Fry, late of Fden, in said county, deceased. A cert tin insirum nt iu porting to be the last will and t»st«incut ol said
decease together with petition fo< probite of
xe color
same, presented by Charles Fry, the
nameo therein.
Joshua P. Hooper, late of Castine. in said
county, deceased. Certain instruim n s purporting to be the last will and testauu ut aw®
codicil thereto of said deceased tope e with
petition for probate of same, prese led bir
Theodore H. Sruitb, the executor
uinei
therein.
Edwin L. Jordan, late of Orlaiul in said
county, deceased. A certain instrume 1 purporting to be the last will and tes.u meat off
said deceased together with peti i n for
probate of same, presented by Aobie C- Jordan, the executrir named therein.
Olive M. Cole, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. Petition that Ernest D. .shaw or
some other suitable person
be appon ied administrator of the estate of said de< e uwii,
presented by Minnie I. Shaw, an heir of said,
decease 1.
Oilman Jordan, late of Waltham, in said
Petition that WIlford EL
county, deceased
Jordan or some other suitable person ><e appoint! d administrator ot the estate o said
deceased, presented by Clarinda M Jo dan,
widow of said de eased.
James I. Dodge, minor, of Hancock, in said
McFarcounty. Petition filed by bheiraan J
land. guardian, for license to sell cer him real
estate of said minor as described m said petition.
Amo W. Cough, ward, of Tremor.>, ia s»f<§
Petition filed by A. Bird rough,
county.
guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said ward, as described in suid petiexecutor

martcea

where said way forks; thence north eightynine degrees, thirty minutes cast, 51.36 feet;
thence
south
seventy-one degrees, forty
minute* east. 67.4 teet; thence south fifty-four
degrees, thirty minutes east 43.4: feet; thence
south forty-three degiees, five minutes east.
65.2 feet; thence south thirty-three degrees,
forty-five minutes east, 42 05 feet; thence
south thirty degrees east, 45 feet; thence
south twenty five
degrees, twenty minutes
east 202.45 feet; thence south thirty-seven de
grees, fourteen minutes east, 50 feet; thence
south forty-nine degrees, eight minutes east,
60 feet; thence south sixty-one degrees, two
minutes east, 50 feet; thence south seventytwo degrees, fifty-six minutes east 50 feet;
thence south eighty four degrees; fifty minutes east. 340.9 feet; thence south eighty-seven
decrees, twenty minutes esst, 1U7.65 teet;
thence south eighty-eight degrees, twenty
minutes east, 64.8 feet to a stone post set in
the ground in the west line of said twelve
acre lot.
Subject however to the right of the owners
or tenants of so much of said Bar Island as
lies easterly of said twelve acre lot to use for
purpose of a way in common with the owners
or tenants of said twelve acre lot, and as
appurtenant to said portion of said Bar
Island lying easterly of said twelve acre lot,
certaih strips of land, portions of said twelve
acre lot and ev°rywhere two rods in width
measuring at right angles to the Center lines
of locatiou thereof, wiiich said center lines of
location are particularly described as follows:
First Strip: Beginning at the stone post
set in the giound in the west line of said
twelve acre lot which marks the terminus of
the northern fork of the way two rods wide,
described as appurtenant, to said twelve acie
lot hfreinabove recited; thence south eighty
| five degrees, forty-five minutes east. 89 23 feet;
north eighty-seven degrees, thirty
: thence
! minutes east, 104.4U feet; thence north eighty| two degrees, thirty minutes east. 103.45 feet;
thence north
seventy four
degrees,
fifty
I
I minutes east, 101.05 feet; thence north sevent.v-one degrees east. 41.12 feet to stake marked
1
“25”. which marks the junction with a branch
i way to tin “summit” so called; thence north
i tiftv-eight degrees, fift* -five minutes east,
61.77 feet; thence north sixty nine degrees,
fifty minutes east. 27.43 feet; to a stone post
1;
set in the ground in the east line of
said
twelve acre lot.
Second Strip: Beginning at said
stake
“25”
marked
which marks the junction of
said branch wray to the “summit”; thence
so *th e'gnty-nine
degrees, thirty minutes
to
71.5
a stone post set in the ground
feet
east,
in the east line of said twelve acre lot.
Third Strip: Beginning at the stone post
set in the ground in the west line of said
twelve acre lot which marks the terminus of
the southern fork of the way two rods wide
described as appurtenant to said twelve acre
lot hereinabove recited; thence south eightyeight degrees, twenty minutes east, 153.39
south
teet; thence
eighty-four degrees,
fifteen minutes east, 56.05 feet; thence south
seventy three degrees, twenty-fi%e minutes
east, 52.2 feet; thence south sixty-seven dethence
feet;
grees, ten minutes east, 51.1
south sixty-two degiees, forty five minutes
east, 64.1 feet; thence south forty-four degrees,
thirty minutes east, 95.75 feet; thence so.ith
fifty degrees, five minutes east, 31 feet; to a
stone post set in the ground in the east line of
said twelve acre lot.
All the foregoing premises and property in
paragraph first above described as owned in
part by said minors as hereinbefore recited,
being the same premises and property set off
in severalty to said Elizabeth M. Rodick ami
said minors, said Eugenia M. Rodick, David
O Rodick and Herenus B. Rodick jointly, by
William M. Rone'ts, Charles C. Morrison and
Charles F. Simpson, commissioners appointed
by the Supreme Judicial Court in and for the
said county of Hancock, on June 24, A. D.
1902, to make partition of said Bar or Rodick’s
Island, as appears by the report of said Commissioners and plan accompanying said report on file in the office of the Clerk of said
Supreme Judicial Court in said county of
Hancock.
Second: Two-fifteenths in common and undivided of any and all other interest, rights,
privileges or easements in and to said Bar or
Rodick’s Island, aud the shore, flats and bar
adja ent thereto, of which the said Edward B.
[ Rodick died seized or possessed or in any way
entitled either in law or In equity, and any
and all other interests, rights, privileges or
easements in
or to said
Bar or RocFck’s
Island and the shore, flats and bar adjacent
thereto, in or to which the said minors are now
in any way entitled either in law or in equity,
1
especially including a right of way for all
purposes of a way, in common with the^ownj ers or tenants of remaining portions oi said
Bar or Rodick’s Island over said bar or strip
connecting said Bar Island with Mount
I Desert Island, from the southern limit of the
: shore or right of way across shore belonging
to or appurtenant to said Bar Island to Bridge
I
street, so called, in the Village of Bar Harbo
All the foregoing premises and property
under paragraphs
I herein above described
first and setood ueing subject how~ver to a
certain mortgage covering toe whole of said
I Bar or Rodick’s Island (dated the 1st day of
I November A. D. 1900, and recorded in the said
Registry of Deeds for said county of Hancock,
VoT. 355, Pag 183) from Flora Pineo and Edward B. Rodick to E. H. Ureely et als lor the
sum of #30,000 which saiu mortgage
s
now owned by Mabel Hunt Slater under
assignment from said E. H. Greely et als to
Penobscot Havings Bank, dated Nov. 1. A. D.
1900. recorded in said Registry of Deeds, in
Vol. 355. Page 187; assignment from Penobscot
Havings Bank to E. H. Greely et als dated
Jan. 28, A. D. 1904, recorded in said Registry in
Vol. 401, Page 521, and assignment from E.' H.
Greely et als to said Mabel Hunt Slater, dated
Jau. 29. A D. l»04, and recorded in said Registry of Deeds, Vol. 401, Page 523.
That it would be for the benefit of said
minors that said real estate should be sold
and the proceeds placed at interestWherefore your petitioner prays that she
may be licensed to sell aud convey said real
estate at public or private sale for the purpose aforesaid.
Dated this sixth day of March, a. d. 1'06
Elizabeth M. Ro ick.
Guardian as aforesaid.

Thomas W. Bowden, late of Bucks port, to
said county, decea«ed. Petition file by Mattie A. Handy, executrix of the will of s id deceased, that the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon the estate of said deceased he
determined by the Judge of probate.
Thomas W. Bowden, late of Bucksportin
Mjusaid county, deceased. First account
tie A. Handy, executrix, filed for sett lenient.
Nettie B. Gordon, late of Franklin insaid
county, deceased. First account oi W liixnx
B. Campbell, trustee under the will of said
deceased, filed for settlement.
Benjamin Kittredge, late of Eden, in a&id
county, deceased. Third account of Osborne
M. Kittredge aid Richmond H. Kittredge,
executors, filed for settlement.
Irving P. Haynes, late of Eden, in said counFirst account of Ve ma B.
ty, deceased.
Haynes, administratr x filed for settl meat
David F. Tribou, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Private claim of David bTribou, administrator, filed for allowance.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said ooxrT
A true copy, Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Krgiet*»r.

hereby gives notice that
rpHEhesubscriber
has been duly appointed executor
JL
of the last will and testament of George
G.
Long, late of Bluehill, in the couiuy
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demand*
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, an I
all indebted thereto are requested to asxfce
payment immediately.
March 6. t906.

Mrs. Alice Gibbs and daughter Grace
arrived home Sunday from East Bucksport, where she visited her brother, John
Grindle.
Miss Bernice Mason arrived home Tuesday from the Russell private hospital in
Brewer, where she had

an

operation

fot

A UuurKiiteml Cure for Pile*.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding Protruding Piles,
Drugglsis are authorized to refund money 11
PAZO OINTMENT falls tocure In 6 to 14 days.
50c.

iUffS. Ac::tea.
STATE

OF

MAINE.

To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court in and for the county of Hancock.
ESPECTFULLY represents Elizabeth M.
V Rodick, of Edeu, guardian of Eugenia
M. Rodick, David O. Rodick and Serenus B.
Rodick, of Eden, Hancock county. Maine,
minor children of Edward B. Rodick, late of
that said minors are
said Eden, deceased,
the owners of certain real estate, situated on
Bar or Rodick’s Island, so called, in said town
or Eden, and paiticularly described as follows, to wit:
Two-thirds in common and undiFirst:
vided of a certain lot or parcel of laud situparticularly
; ated on sa d Bar Island, and
follows, to wit:
| bounded and described as
Beginning at a point at high water on the
north shore of the island, said point bearing
1 north nine degrees and thirty minutes east
(N 9 30 E) and is twenty-three and twelve
I hundredths (23.12) feet dis ant from a stone
post set in the ground at the top of the bank;
! thence south nine degrees and thirty minutes
west (S 9 30 W) twenty-three and twelve hundredths (23.12) feet to the stone post above
mentioned; thence on same course one hundred and eighty seven and three-tenths (187.3)
feet to a stone post set in the ground in the
center line of a right of way; thence on same
course forty-two acd nine-tenths (429) f».et to
a stone post set in the ground in the center
line of a right of way; thence on same course
three hundred and seventy and eighty-five
hundredths (370.85) feet to an iron bolt set in
the ledge at the summit of the ridge; thence
on same course two hundred and one and sixty-five hundredth (201.65) feet to a stone post
set in the ground in the center line of a right
of way; thence on same course two hundred
and five and sixty-five hundredths (205.66)
feet to a stone post set in the ground at the
top of the bank; thence on same course flftyaud nine tenths (50.9) feet to high water on
the south shore of the Island; thence on same
course to low water; thence following the line
of low water in a westerly direction to a point
four hundred and seventy-seven (177) feet distant from the line last above described, measuring at right angles from said line; thence
north nine degrees and thirty minutes east
(N 9 30 E) to high water; thence on same
hundredths
course forty-one and sixty-six
(41.66) feet to a stone post set in the ground at
the top of the bank; thence on same course
three hundred and thirty (330) feet to a stone
post set in the ground in the center line of a
right of way; thence on same course one hundred and ninety and thirty-two hundredths
(190.32) feet to a stcue post set in the ground
on the summit of the ridge; thence on same
course one hundred and ninety-four and fiftyfive hundredths (194.55) feet to a stone post
set in the ground in the center line of a right
of way; thence on same course three hundred
and forty-two and forty-five hundredths

firincipal

Ennis 8tansftkib

TIIHE subscriber hereby gives none chat
JL he has been duly appointed exemior of
the last will and testament of Susan J.
Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in the county of
Uie
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds
law directs
All persons having demand*
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Henry Whitino.
March 6, 1906.

j

daughter in Biuehill.
Miss Grace Bowden spent Saturday

SOUTH SURRY.
Dexter

Higgins,

Billings spent Friday with

construction of

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Work in the clam factory commenced
last week.
Charles Henderson and wife visited

Surry.
SOUND.

School

busi-

Lewis and Charles Mann, of Bangor,
enjoyed snowspent a few days here and A.
H. Mann.
shoeing with their father,
several vessels being seen in the bay
The friends of Mrs. Margery Chatto here,
last week.
Fogg, of Freeport, formerly of this town,
Eugene Sherman came Friday from
sympathize with her in the death, on
March 21, of her baby girl, Velma, aged Boston, where he has been visiting for a
seven months and seven days, of pneufew' weeks.
monia.
March 26.

of

March 26.

her

has his

Hall

very

phy’s
on

for

last week.

Mrs. P. B.

business

on

Boston

Sunday

to work.

Master Karl Dunbar was the guest of
his cousin, Delmont Dunbar, last Thurs-

in

left

Miss Mamie Wood has gone to Augusta

are at home,
spending the w inter in Ellsworth.
Eugene Redman, of New York, is visiting his parents, E. L. Redman and wife.
Mrs. Augustus Coombs and children are
the guests of George P. Conner and wife.

was

BLUEHILL.

Leslie Grindle

Howard Lowell and family

Sargent

past
Bluehill this morning
the cottage which they

Calvin Gray leaves to-day for Stoning-

after

W.

George

the

uegmuiug

absence of several months.

Henry

for

M.
EAST

after

ness

home

March 26.

SARGENTVILLE.

The smelt fishermen still meet with fair

W.
a

on

work

been ill,

Rae.

success.

in

building.

ton.

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

wife arrived

short visit to Mr.

■a

to

resume

Dunbar and

been
to

class

a

March 26.

a

of

Robert Crosgrove has been appointed
member of the board of health.
Fred

and Arthur

ho have

week, returned
are

day.
Roland Dodge, with bis wife and son,
part.
So this Hrangc vision fled from me,
who
has spent has returned to Brewer, after a short stay
Mrs.
Beulah
M.
Allen,
and
Of love, and war,
unity.
the week with her mother, Mrs. Fred with his brother, David Dodge.
And rousing from my dsy dream, 1
Cole, at North Brooklin, returned home
Capt. Frank Hutchins, Isaac Dunbar and
Beheld with clear awakened eye.
Wallace Conner left Thursday in the sloop
Sunday.
The Baron’s village, falrCastlne,
W’illiam Hooper came near losing his Paul Revere to begin shore fishing.
As goodly sight as e’er was reen.
house by fire last Monday. Sparks caught
Ross Conner leaves to-day for New Bed—Belle Josephine Fith.
on
the roof and burned down to the ford, Mass., to go as mate of the Mary
Revere, Mass.
chambers. It was quite a loss. Neigh- Ann
McCann, Capt. Burke Sellers,
Rosmer Devereux was at home from U. bors have helped him to repair the bound to New York.
damage.
of M. on Sunday.
L.
March 26.

The

w

improving.
Capt. John Avery is visiting relatives
in Boston and vicinity.
Willie Marks is at home from Boston,
an

^is much improved

She

health.

are

Bat HIM another ight than the-e
Comes to my mind and vanishes.
more, a

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
Special treatment for tape

spending the

wife, went to Boston on business Monday
morning, returning Sunday.

6o like the Baron ami his bride,
s
They left these green short and away
sailed k> other lands «ud far;
to

is

dren and
free book ,rChildr<
their Diseases."

lor

winter with his parents, C. C. Cousins and

•

Our cousins from far off the seas,
Not much removed lit blood and name,
And many a staunch Colonial las»
Forgot the war, uor thought It shame.

Alas! and ne’er returned

Write

Farther Lights held their meeting in the
chapel Wednesday, which was followed by
a social.
Forty-eight were present.

see

A

at regular intervals to guard against them. Some of
the symptoms of worms are languid looks, indigestion with variable appetite, malaria,irritable disposition and restless sleep. If your children show
any of these signs do not risk delay but give
them the remedy that has given relief
for over 50 years. It is purely
vegetable and harmless in any
condition of child or adult.
Sold by all dealers, 35c., 50c., $1.00.

Mrs. Fred Phillips has returned from
Surry, where she has been visiting friends.
Mrs. Susan Judge came home Sunday
from Concord, Mass., where she has spent
the winter.

And so.
vision comes to me.
A wondrous
darkened aisles
the
I see amid
thero
Of deep primeval forest,

My eyes fad on a goo ly show,
A marry gailsntcompany;

ELIXIR

To

ineludid in above statement of acreage.
Together with and as appurtenant to every
part of the said lot of twelve acres, a right of
way for all purposes of a way, to be used and
enjoyed in common with others lawiuily entitled thereto, over a strip or strips of land
everywhere two rods in width, measuring a:
right angles to the center line of location
thereof, which said center Hue of location is
particularly described as follows:
(a) Beginning on the bar tor strip of land
connecting said Bar Island with Mt. Desert
island) at t e southern limit of the shore or
right of wav across shore, belonging to or
appurtenant to said Bar Island; thence following the center of the road as laid out and
used across said bar to high water mark on
said Bar Island to a stake marked "O”; thence
north sixty-one degrees east 99 22 feet to a
stone post set in the ground; thence north
forty-nine degrees east 39.45 feet; thence north
tweuty-eight degre -s, forty two minutes east,
60 feet: thence north eight degrees, twentyfour minutes east, 50 feet; thence north
eleven degrees, fifty five minutes west, 44 55
feet; thence north thirteen degrees, sixteen
minutes west, 104 41 feet; thence north no degrees, thirty minutes west, 90.06 feet; thence
north sixteen degrees, thirty minutes east.
75.94 feet; the ce north twenty-eight degrees
east, 50.3 feet; thence north fifty degrees, forty-five minutes east, 51.50 feet; thence north
sixty-nine degrees eaRt, 47 feet to a stake
marked “9” where said way forks; thence
north eighty-two degrees, thirty minuteseast,
100 8 fee'; thence north eighty-four degrees
east 104.82 feet; thence no fh eightv-four de
grees, thirty minutes east. 104.75 feet; thence
north eighty five degrees, five minutes east
105.12 feet; thence south eighty-seven degrees,
twenty minutes east, 102.82 feet; thence south
eighty degrees east, 105.33 feet; thence south
87.90 feet; thence i
seventy-six degrees eus
southseve ty-fourdegrees,thirty five minutes
east, 117.57 feet; thence south sixty eight de- 1
grees. ten minutes east, 105.95 leet; thence
south seventy degre'-s, twentj minutes east,1
104 75 feei; thence south eighty five decrees,
forty-five minutes east. 21 10 feet to a stone
post set in the ground in the west line of said
twelve acre lot.

DR. TRUE’S

J. B. Babson and wife are the guests of
J. M. Moore and wife at Deer Isle.
Miss Myra Dority, of Sedgwick, was the
guest of Miss Caro Mayo last week.

And

I

E. W. Griffin has purchased a schooner
of J. H. Harmon, of Stonington.

High school opens Monday, with Miss
Wilson, of Sedgwick, teacher.

mind it ay rail
For tho’ the modern
of this qua m old town,
At dullness
Us charm enh meed
I ieem to And
drowsiness of Its own.
By just this
e’er drifting on the lee.

Only Knew!

If Mothers

JLtgal Notices.

(142.45) feet to a stone post set in the ground
at the top of
the
bark; thence on same
course eight (£) feet to high water; thence on
same course to low water, thence following
the line of low water in an easterly direction
to a point bearing north
nine degrees and
thirty minutes east (N 9 30 E) from the place
of beginning; theuce south nine degrees and
thirty minutes west (8 9 30 W) to the place«f
beginning, containing twelve (12) acres.
Shore between high and low water mark not

Nine times out of ten when children are out of sorts a few doses of
Dr. True's Elixir will make them well, strong and happy. If worms
If there are no worms True's
are present they will be expelled.
It cleans out the stomach
Elixir acts as a gentle tonic laxative.
and bowels, and turns the scale in favor of health by aiding and
strengthening the digestion. Unsuspected Worms cause so much illness in children that it is a custom in many families to give

day.
last

ILcjjal Xoticca.

other pagea

BROOKLIN.
Mrs. O. H. Dority is quite ill.
Everett Kane is ill with the measles.
Wallace Kane was in Ellsworth Satur-

>1 V VISION.

*o

asfarrtiBcnuntg.
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notice that

subscriber

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed executrix of
THE
M.
last will and testament of

the

Ray, late
Hancock,

of Surry,
deceased,

in
no

the
county
bonds being

of
re-

quired by the term of said will. All persons
having demands against the estate of said 4e
ceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and

all

indebted

ther.

to

are re-

quested to make payment immediately.

Sara E. Wwb.

March 6. 19U6.

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administn*
of the estate of Clara L. Hopkii s, late
of
Orland, in the county ol
Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*.
All persons having demands against he estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment iu*
subscriber
rpHE
he has been

JL

tor

mediately.

Calvin Hopkisi.

March 6,1906.

Anna J. H. Scull, of BoanpHE subscriber,
JL ton, Suffolk county. Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, hereby gives notice that ahe
has been duly appointed administratr x of
the estate of Dorotny Scull, late of said Boaton, deceased, and given bonds as the law diAnd oeing a non-resident of the State
rect.
of Maine, she has appointed Jerome HKnowles, of Mount Desert, in the county of
Hancock, her ageut in said State of Maine.
All persons having demands against th» eo
late of said deceased are desired to pre-^m
the same for settlement, and all indented
thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
Anna J. H. Scdll.
February 27,1906.

hereby gives notice cnat
has been duly appointed adminwith the will annexed of the estate of Abigail W. Wilson, late of Oaantine, in the county of Hancock, deceased*
All
and given bonds as the law directs.
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all iudebted
thereto are requested to make payment imhe
THE
istrator

subscriber

mediately.

Rupps O. Parker.

March 6, 1906.

that
subscriber hereoy gives nonet
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Geo. W. Blodgett, late
of Brooksville, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*.
All persons having demands against the e»tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

THE

mediately.
March

•>,

Maggie B. Blodgett.

1906.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Henry D. Trot I*
late of Bucksport. in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law diAll persons having demands against
rects
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all iudebted
thereto are requested to make payment »m-

THE

I
j

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock 88.—At a probate court held at
Ellswoith, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the sixth day of March, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and
six.
On the foregoing petition ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of said petition and
this order thereon to be published three
wteks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth in
said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in ana for
said county, on the third day
April, a. d.
>. and show
1906, at ten o’clock in the forei;
cause, if any they have, whj u« prayer of
the petitioner should not be granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate. i
A true copy, attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. i

mediately.
March 6.

1906.

Rebecca B. Trott.

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
Hancock as:—March 7, a. d. 1906.
the undersigned, having been duly
E.
11/
\V appointed by the Honorable O. P. Cuiningham, judge of probate within and
said county, commissioners to receive and
decide upon the claims of the creditors *f
Abram Mitchell, late of Sorrento, in k d
deceased whose estate has been rei a
county,
sented insolvent, hereby give public no* e
agreeably to the order of said judge of \ •<>*
bate, that six months from and after Febn
o
sixth have been allowed to said creditor
present and prove their claims, and that e
will attend to the duty assigned us at the oft' a
of William O. Emery, at Sullivan, iu
it
county, on Thursday, April 5. a. d. 1908 u d
at the office of Nathan P. Foster, at Sor e
v
in said county, on Thursday, August ‘4, ^
j.
1906, at two of the clock in the afternoon of
each of said days.
William O. Emery,
of Sullivan, and
N\than P. Foster,
ol Sorrento.
Commisdoii*
..

'3tbmtsfn»nua.

IjADIES
—Dr, LaFrattGa"

Compound a,v%
Safe,

Quick,

,—

^

Reliable

Kt
atcr.
Superior to other remedies sold at l» 1 i,
Cure guaranteed. Price, ‘JJ5 rent*, at dru*>
gfat* or by mall. TeBtlmouia. ««ud booklet free..
Dr. UFraucv,
1* j-,._ ''tli.liiu, Pi,
,,

JinrrtiBrmtntB.
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SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

M. GALLERT.

Spring Goods

New

are:

in.

SPRING DRESS GOODS.
showing Crepes, Henriettas, Eoliennes, Poplins, Arinures,
Mohairs and Veilings. These fabrics will be universally worn the
coming season. Prices from 50c to $2 per yard.
We are

FOR TAILOR-MADE AND WALKING SUITS
have a fascinating assortment of new
designs in Checks and mannish Suitings.

we

NEW WASH

DRESS GOODS for Waists and Shirtwaist Suits.

SILK MUSLINS FOR EVENING WEAR in the new Dresden effects.

MERCERIZED EOLIENNES, the most desirable thing in wash dress

goods.
LINENS and PERSIAN LAWNS, NEW ORGANDIES, DRESS MUSLINS and DIMITIES.
Our prices on Wash Dress Goods are
from. lOc to 50c per yard.

j

ALL OUR LACES from 50c to $3 per

Swiss Embroideries, Hamburgs and 1 .aces all

WARNER’S
I

I

new

yard.

and up to date.

CORSETS.

These rnst-proof Corsets grow in favor each season. Never have
The new styles are here at usual
we heard a word of complaint.
prices, fjll, #1-50 and $2.
—

We keep everything usually kept in a modern dry goods store,
including RUGS. MATTINGS, CARPETS, ^DRAPERIES,
BOOTS and SHOES.

We sell the best

PAPER
PATTERNS—

high

are

in

health for two months, .» now improving,
but not yet able to get out. She has been
stay ing at the home of Clarence Clark.
Suuday evening, March 18, the \V. C. T.
U. wishing to commemorate Neal Dow's
birthday, March 20, invited Dr. R. L.
Grindle to lecture at the Methodist
church on the subject of resubmission.
The number of letters read from prominent people showed that the speaker has
been identifying himself with the work.

George Harmon and wife have moved
into the cottage purchased of D. L. Mayo,
whose family left here on Monday last to
! join him at' the new home in Franklin,
Mass. Great regret is felt over the de! parture of these good neighbors, and the
absence of Miss Gladys w ill be keenly
| felt at trie
church, where she has faithfully
: served as organist for about three years,
during the past year freely giving her ser! vices to the church, of which she is a
member. Miss Mayo is an accomplished
musician and will no doubt find her musical talent appreciated in her new home.

A. E. Farnsworth, on his trip to the
West a few* weeks ago, extended his journey to the Pacific coast, and visited his
former townsman, Clarence Moore, who
situated
with his wife is very
at Port Townsend, Wash. News of Mr.
Farnsworth’s arrival was sent to Capt. W.
C. Moore and wife at the fort, and they
came forthwith to
welcome the Maine
friend and gather in the news from their
Southwest Harbor neighbors. A most enjoyable day was spent with these “own
folks”. As Mr. Farnsworth’s stay was
limited he could not look up the other
boys of the family, but was glad to learn
of .their continued success in
business.
He found an opportunity after his return
mother
of
home to call on the
Mrs.
Clarence Moore and gratify her with loving messages from her daughter.
Spray.
March 26.

pleasantly

Henry Trundy

and wife

Mrs.

Myra Walls,

visited in Surry

who has

been

quite

ill, is better.

Journal Patterns.

Mrs. Helen Haraor spent last week here
with her daughter, Mrs. Lina Trundy.

Reginald Lurvey, who has been
Capt. Joseph Norwood for nearly a
has gone to

Manset to work.

Charles Allen, wife and two daughters,
Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with
j Capt. Emmons Sawyer and family.
March 26.
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BLUEHILL.
Max Hinckley
last week.

arrived from California

Miss Rena Johnson, who has been in
Bangor during the winter, returned home
Saturday.
Rev. R. L. Olds is still confined to the
as a result of his injuries. Marshall
who has been ill, is better.

house

Olds,

Prof. H. F. Fow’ler, of Brown university,
and Mrs. Fowler are making a short stay
at their summer home at Parker Point.

George Bacon has moved
A. J. Long's house, w’hich

his family to
he has purchased. Frank Maddocks has moved to
Mr. Bacon’s house at the Granite.
E. P. Babson spent a day or two in Bangor, arriving home Wednesday, March 21,
with his daughter Mabelle, who came
home from Colby to spend the spring

vacation.

in the
An entertainment was given
Baptist chapel Monday evening, March 19,
for the benefit of the Sunday school
library. The following programme w^as
given:
Music, Brooks Wescott; song,
Louise Boyden; reading, Hittie McIntyre;
Quaker song, Mrs. W. S. Osgood and W.
G.
Greene; drill, eight young ladies;
Nettie Clay; marching through
song,
Georgia, illustrated by young men; reading, Addie Ingalls; music. Brooks Wescott. At the close the girls of Mrs. W. G.
Greene’s class, dressed as Arabian peddlers, sold from their baskets ice-cream,
cake, candy, pop-corn and apples. Pro-

ilbtinttsnnnitB.

PITY THE GIRL
WITH NERVES
Sunken Eyes and Hollow Cheeks Tell
Story of Ravages of Dyspepsia.
Beauty depends upon health.
Wrinkles, crow's-feet, deep-set eyes,
hollow cheeks and hysteria follow closely
in the wake of

a

disordered stomach.

Of all nerve destroying maladies, dyspepsia is the worst. It will tear your
system to pieces and make life miserable.
You cannot eat or sleep, you grow thin,

weak and sallow.
Indigestion and a hot bitter fluid rising
in the throat are the first symptoms.
If you have these buy a package of
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets.
CAPT. GEO. W COOK. A CIVIL WAR VETERAN. OF 102 MULLET ST.. DETROIT.
MICHIGAN. SAYS:
I have suffered from acute dyspepsia for the
past eight years and could find no relief from
doctors or medicine until I procured box of
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets. These 1 am pleased
to say gave rue immediate relief
l'hey do all
that is claimed for them and aie easy and pleasant to take."

This is the only remedy we know of
that will positively and permanently cure
dyspepsia. It embodies a new medical
principle heretofore unknown in the
treatment of this disease. We have
enough confidence in it to make this offer}
Give Kexall Dyspepsia Tablets a trial.
If they don't cure you we will return
your money.
Price 25 cents, for sale only at ou*

Store or by mail*

E. G. MOORE; Druggist.

with
year,

from

;

w. c. T. u.

Miss B. Inc* Silvers, 1«> W. 136th
street,
York City, Grand Recorder Daughters of
writes:
Independence*
“Nine years of work, without a
vacation, wore
out my nervous system. I lost my appetite
and felt
weak and exhausted nearly all the time.
“Peruna restored me to perfect health In
rtv„
weeks. It Is the finest tonic for a weary
that / know of. / gladly endorse It. "...a

America,,

/„e"

Peruna is the most prompt and permanent cure
for
all cases of nervous prostration caused by
systeujs
Catarrh known to the medical profession.

HBHSBiaawawfr.vy.vo.

—;-:—

MISS ESTELLE CAMPBELL.
Miss Estelle Campbell, 140 N. High street, Nashville, Tenn., writes:
••Peruna helped me when almost everything else

failed. I was rundown from overwork, as I had
not been able to take a vacation for three years
and naturally my nerves were all unstrung and I
was greatly In need of rest and a tonic.
“1 went away lor two months, but did not seem
to get my strength back, althongh I was taking a
prescription which the doctor gave me before I
went

away.
the request of my relatives, with whom I was
visiting, I began to use Peruna, and yon cannot
realize how glad I was when within a week I found
Inside of a month X
I was feeling so much better.
was feeling splendidly, ready and able to take up
my work again.”—Estelle Campbell.
“At

MISS a INEZ SILVERS.

auu a run uuwu euuuiuuu
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A Spring Tonic.
very difficult to overcome.
Almost everybody needs a tonic in the
“I tried several different tonics but
to
brace
the
nerves,
spring. Something
did not seem to get much better until 1
the
and
the
cleanse
brain,
invigorate
Peruna. My recovery was
blood. That Peruna will do this is be- began using
slow, but I was improving and J was
all
question.
yond
glad to continue using it.
We have on file thousands of letters
“At the end of two months my health
which testify to the curative and prewas restored and I looked and felt much
ventive value of Peruna in cases of
better than I had for years. Your remnervous depression and run down conedy is well worthy of a recommend
ditions of the system. We quote a
and I am pleased to give it mine.”—
case:
typical
Frank Williams.
Mr. Prank Williams, 8JK55 34th street,
New York City, member First Presbynever fails
to prevent
terian Church and Captain Capitol Golf
spring catarrh or nervous prostraClub, writes:
| tion. if taken in time.
“Last spring I suffered wi*b malaria L
—i

j

IPeruna

{

—-

Pe-ru-«ia Contains No Narcotics.
One reason why Peruna ha* found per*
manentuse in ao many homes is that it
contains no narcotic of any kind. Peruna is perfectly harmless.
It can be
used any length of time without acquiring a drug habit* Peruna does not produce temporary results. It is permanent
in its effect.
It has no bad effect upon the system,
and gradually eliminates catarrh byremoving the cause of catarrh. There are
a multitude of homes where Peruna has
been used off and on for twenty years.
Such a thing could not bo possible if
Peruna contained any dru^s of a narcotic nature. All correspondence held
strictly confidential.

entertained by Marie
TOWN MEETINGS.
Sawyer Friday evening, March 23. NumMonday evening. The parts were well
COUNTY NEWS. taken,
ber
It being the annual
nineteen.
and although only a simple dram*,
present,
M.
business meeting, the following officers Officers Elected and
F'r n'frtiUnnnl County Arew>l tee other page* it was very funny and brought forth
Appropriations
were elected:
hearty applause. The drama was followed
Voted in Hancock County Towns.
Marie Sawyer, president; Grace Clark,
WEST SULLIVAN.
by a chance. Music by Kay and Kelley.
BROOKSVILLE.
first
Grace
second
Lunt,
WALTHAM.
Jvice-president:
March 27.
Mrs. H. J. Robertson spent Saturday in vice-president;
Katherine Freeman, corLester
is
Wescott
quite ill.
Moderator, W A Googins; selectmen,
Ellsworth.
responding secretary; Flora Gilley, record(Proves
of
Cousins,
M K Haslam, Alden K Uaslam, H L JorBluehill, is in town
Miss Ethel Gary, of Caribou, is visiting ing secretary; Rebecca Gilley, treasurer.
on business.
CASTINE.
l«?-cream and cake were served.
at the home of B. B. Havey.
dan; clerk, M K Haslam; treasurer, W A
Miss
Carrie
T.
Grindle
will teach in
the
will
March
meet
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING.
30,
Friday,
society
B F Jordan; school Bluehill
Mrs. Bishop, of Hancock, has been canGoogins;
collector,
this spring.
Miss Lulu Mayo. The entertainment comA special town meeting was held to-day
vassing in town the past week.
mittee for the next meeting is Esther committee, B F Jordan, W A Googins, H
Miss Olive B. Condon has been a guest
for the purpose of submitting to the voter#
Miss Maud Colby has returned from a
L Jordan; road commissioner, B F JorFred Higgins and Helen Sawyer.
in the family of John E. Staples this week.
Dixon,
visit with relatives at Prospect Harbor.
a contract for fire protection for the town,
Press Supt.
dan; town agent, W B Jordan; constaI)ean W.
who has been visiting
Mrs. Marion Blaisdell, of Franklin, has
bles, Asa Colby, George L Jordan, H W his parents Grindle,
returned Friday to Hall as drawn up by Mr. Devereux, for theCts*
here,
been the guest of Mrs. Andy Havey reKingman.
tine Water Co., and the committee for the
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Roads and bridges, Quarry.
Appropriations
cently.
town meetM. E. Perkins moved his family this town appointed at th annual
for
Marion Collar is visiting relatives at |600; State road, $200; schools, $250; town
O. G. Newman and family have moved
ing. The contract was submitted
week to Gardiner, where he has
other
Pond.
Great
charges,
recently
with the
$150;
purposes, $165.
to Wilton, where they have purchased a
; consideration, but did not meet
purchased a store.
to
not
voted
Mrs.
Melissa
is
AMHERST.
who
Abbott
at
Chester
Wilof
the
farm.
citizens,
approval
large
Mrs. J. E. Staples, accompanied by her
accept it by a vote of 110 to 12.
Miss Josephine Urann, of East Sullivan, liams’ for a few days.
Moderator, A D Archer; selectmen, son Charles and
Miss Olive Condon, has
testisome
of
town meeting,
Apropos
has been spending the week with her aunt,
Raymond Hooper has gone to Portland Horace Watts, 8 E Nickerson, B W gone to Penobscot for a short visit.
monial of regard is due B. 1). Perkins, the
Mrs. George Pettingill.
to attend Shaw’s business college.
Silsby; clerk and treasurer, J H Patten;
Brooks Cousins, of this place, is one of retiring first selectman, who has teen on
Dr. McCann, of Bangor, drove through
Claude L. Clark has finished his job as
collector, L E Crosby; school committee, the members of the graduating class of the board of selectmen for nine yew#.
Sunday to assist Dr. Phelps in an opera- cook for Clement Bros., Hancock, and is A
town
N Jewett; road commissioner, C M the Bluehill academy. Mr. Cousins will Mr. Perkins has always served the The
tion for appendicitis on Peter McKenzie. at home.
deliver an essay.
with fidelity and good judgment.
Smith
town
W
G
consta;
The students from the various colleges
S. G. Butler and Charles Tracey, of
agent,
Orcutt;
Friends of Elwood Grindle and wife, of books have been kept in good condition,
bles, F O Silsby, L E Crosby.
and seminaries have been at home for Sound, visited relatives
here Saturday
no much so that the auditors have reTown charges, $500; Stonington, have received cards announcAppropriations
short vacations. Among them were Flora and Sunday.
of town book*
ing the marriage of their eldest daughter, ported them the neatest set
roads and bridges, $300;
schools,
$325;
Goodwin and Gussie Robertson, also WilThe thank# o*
Jane Williams entertained a party of State
to Fred Turner Simpson, of that, they had ever examined.
other Nora,
road,
$200;
for hi#
liam B. Thomas, jr.
text-books,
$60;
the
Perkins
town
on
the
of
sevenare
due
Mr.
her
young people
evening
place, on March 21. Mrs. Simpson has
purposes, $25.
Oasis
teenth birthday, March 22.
somany friends in Brooksville who extend services.
chapter O. E. S. will have aEach
AURORA.
Gciable at Masonic hall April 2.
their best wishes.
S. W. Jellison recently purchased a new
March 27.
member is entitled to invite one person. twelve-horse
Moderator, A E Mace; selectmen, H T
power gasoline engine, of the
March 26.
Gracia.
Pit, flinch, checkers and all the popular Internat ional Harvester Co.
Silsby, F S Rowe, H A Rowe; clerk,
SURRY.
Charles P. Bilsby; treasurer, H L
games will be played, and shadow pictures
Rowe;
Mrs. Caddie Robertson is
at
North
NORTH DEER ISLE.
will be presented. Cake and coffee will be
collector, E E Rowe; school committee,
Frank Dunton is critically iU
Sullivan caring for Mrs. George Tracey,
served.
A B Davis; road commissioner, L Palmer;
Samuel Lowe has returned from a busi- pneumonia.
who is critically ill with spinal meningitis.
H L Rowe.
X. Y. Z,
March 27.
ness trip to Rockland.
Mrs. Tracey’s many friends here hope for constable,
Fred Linnekin and Willie Emery
Appropriations-Schools, |140; roads,
her recovery.
turned to Bucksport last Monday to a
Miss Gertrude
$250; State road, #100; text-books, $25;
Thompson has gone to tend the spring
March 27.
Mae.
term of the seminary.
SEDGWICK.
Castine
to
attend
normal
school.
other purposes, $182.50.
Mrs. Reuben Osgood visited her brother*
William Kinney has gone to the sailor’s
Miss Clara Cook, of Boston, is at Mrs.
EASTBKOOK.
SUNSET.
Capt. Hugh Duffy, at Bluehill Falls* w
C. H. Closson’s.
Snug Harbor at Staten Island, N. Y.
Moderator, Frank J Haskell; selectmen,
Capt. Duffy is ill with cancer
Mrs. Lizzie Rice expects soon to move
Mias Kathryn McVeigh has been spend- LW Bunker, A P Bunker, M W Wilbur;
Capt. Collins Powers has gone to New Sunday.
his throat.
into the upper tenement of the Yetts Cain ing a few days in Rockland.
clerk, A P Bunker; treasurer, A B Jelli- York to resume command of the yacht
Only about a dozen men are on thejj*
house.
Evelyn.
"
Mrs. Charles Beck and daughter Hazel Bon; collector, J R Butler; school comfishing for smelts and they are doing ,
Columbia chapter O. E. S., aided by the returned from Portland Wednesday.
mitteeman, G S Googins; road commisCapt. Frank Ilaskell arrived home Sat- One
man sent a box to New Yorkthstw
JC
in
the
schooner L. T. Whitmore, for 25
masonic lodges, has lately purchased a
Wilbur, Herbert Piper, R B urday
Frank Smith, jr., left Monday for New sioners,
cents a pound.
fine piano for its hall.
Haven, to join the yacht commanded by Lawrie; constables, R B Lawrie, M W which is in Stonington to load with stone.
Fre*d B. Foss, with Capt. Fred PhM*
Wilbur.
Miss Minnie Thompson was married to
t®
Miss Mary Sinclair is at work at H. A. Capt. Alfred Greenlaw'.
Appropriations
Schools, $250; roadB, George Pickering March 18 at the home of of Brooklin. has gone to Buck's Harbor
Small’s during his wife’s illness. Mrs.
Arthur Smith, who has spent the winter
$450; poor, $150; incidentals, $150; repairs the bridegroom’s parents, Mr. and Mrs take the yacht Aurora
^
Small has been ill with rheumatism since in
8
an engine
Marblehead, Mass., is visiting his par- of school buildings, $50; school books, $30;
installed. Mr. Foss
Jan. 6, and is still confined to her bed.
Timothy Pickering. Rev. C. H. Robinson,
ents, Frank Smith and wife.
State road, $100; town reports, $12; pav
of Stonington, officiated. On account of captain of her this summer.
*
The sad intelligence of the death of Wil- for stone, $4.85.
Guy Means is at home for a visit- of two
March 26.
th- illness of groom’B mother, the wedor three weeks.
He has lately gone into lie Ferrel at the Maine general hospital
MAKIAVILLE.
ding was quiet.
business with his brothers, Lewis, Ralph
reached here this morning.
The friends
26.
March
and William, in the manufacture of boots of the family
Moderator, George W Black; selectmen,
deeply sympathize with them
'JJUrtjrrtisnntnts.
and shoes in Lynn, Mass.
in their great affliction.
Joseph C Frost, C R Brewer, George S
March 26.
B.
The drama given on March 15 by “The
Dority; clerk, Joseph C Frost; treasurer
SEAWALL.
and collector, N C Jordan; school comTroublesome Girls of Sedgwick” entitled
Mrs. Charles Ward is
“The Oxford Affair” was a grand success.
visiting Mrs.
mitteeman, C R Brewer; road commis- Katie
BIRCH HARBOR.
Newman.
The night wa9 fine, and there was a large
sioner, F W Frost; constables, Nathan C
Mrs. C. A. Wescott and W. F. Davis Jordan, Fred C Grover.
Tennerson D. Brown will start Ashing
attendance. The specialties introduced
between the acts were much appreciated, j spent Monday in Sullivan.
Appropriations-Town charges, $200; this week in his new naphtha.
Owing to the storm and condition of the poor, $175; schools, $350; text-books, $10;
Music was furnished bv Monaghan’s orDudley Dolliver, wife and son Milton
repair school property, $60; roads and went to Oak Point
cbestra, of Ellsworth. There was a dance j roads Tuesday, there was no mail.
Groveville, Me., March 20, HJhtSaturday and returned
Frank Winslow' and wife, Miss Helen
after the entertainment. Total receipts, !
bridges, $100.
Sunday.
Dear Friends:—
and Will Church, of Cherry field,
OTIS.
*32.25.
Schoppee
Mrs. Julia
are visiting the Winslows here.
Newman, of Bass Harbor,
March 27.
Two years ago I was visiting
Spec.
Moderator, D G Young; selectmen, J O who has been visiting Mrs. Katie NewQuite a party from here went to Prosbrother, Mr. Win. D. Soule, of btrow.
A S Young, Aaron
returned
home last week.
Jordan,
man,
Harbor
to
Salisbury;
hear Mrs.
pect
Sunday evening
Maine.
A
BLUEHILL FALLS.
S
While there I had a very
treasurer
and collector,
clerk,
Young;
Last Tuesday a
Thackery, of Providence, R. I., speak.
goodly number of SeaSchooner Inez, Capt. Seavey, was the J O Jordan; school cominiteeman, E L wall s young people gave George Dolliver vere attack of indigestion, couluc
Eugene Conary has charge of the roads
road
commissioner, George W a surprise party in honor of his seven- eat even a piece of bread without
first vessel in this harbor to leave her Grover;
in this neighborhood.
Johnson; constable, E L Grover.
teenth birthday.
ing a great deal of distress. My ot
Mrs. Florence Flye and son spent Satur- winter moorings. She sailed Friday. The
Town charges, $100;
at
Appropriations
March 26.
will
sail
soon
as
cr was
Ralph
Grant,
Davis,
Dolly.
Capt.
taking “L. F.” Bitters
i day and Sunday with her parents here.
j
poor,
$100;
schools,
on
$225; repairs
as wreather permits.
time and wished me to try them,
Mrs. Belle Wood is at South Bluehill
schoolhouses, $50; roads and bridges, $200;
March 26.
>
C.
did
taken
had
discount
on
SOMESVILL
and
I
E.
so,
before
for
State
Mrs.
Lena Young, who is very
taxes, $50;
road, $300T
caring
any
ill.
NO. 33 PLANTATION.
High school ieopened Monday, after bottle I got relief, could eat
GREAT POND.
and began to gain in ties!’
Roscoe Hall left for New York March
J
R
Moderator,
Shuman; selectmen, J R two weeks’ vacation.
Mr.
28, where he will join a yacht for the
Fisher, who has been visiting Shuman, George
Garland,
Raymond
S-.hooner E. T. Hamor, Capt. Charles
Very truly yours,
friends here, has returned to his home in Williams;
season.
clerk, Clarence
Williams; Brown, sailed
MRS. LENA C.
Saturday for Portland, for
Miss Mattie Dowe, of Surry, with her Hampden.
treasurer, Guy Patterson;
collator,
repairs.
A normal, healthy digestion is P^'V
Edgar Mclninch came home Friday. He George Garland; superintendent
of
sister, Mrs. E. M. Dowe, of Bluehill, spent has
been working this w’inter up Penob- schools, Guy
Mr
Charles Frazier, of Northeast Har- less. But the True “L. F.”
Chick; constables, J S
Sunday with Mrs. A. R. Conary.
scot river.
bor, waited her sister, Mrs. Beniamin Bitters has cured hundreds an" c
Archer, George Garland. Guy Chick.
Elder Woods, of Surry, and Elder MerJohn Laughlin moved from tl.e woods
Lelan !, last week.
reimburse
the
Appropriations—To
ladies
only 35 cents a bottle at all good
ry thew, of Corinna, held services in the Saturday. He Has been
hauling limber for money expended on cemetery, $117.50;
s hoolhouse Saturday night and Sunday.
_,T1?e Village benefit society, of Bass
for Frank McLaughlin in Clifton.
schools, $68; school books, $10;
conpresented
the
three-aet
^
drama.
March 27.
a,r
K)r;,
Crumbs.
March 26.
E.
Miss Fearless & Co.,” in Masonic hall
tingencies, $30.
Subscribe for Tbe America®
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On March 13 the Congregational sewing
circle met with its youngest member,
Mrs. Grace Carroll Clark, at her pretty
home,
inough cold weather prevailed
outside, all was warmth and cheer within
where* a large number of circle members
plied needles and tongues industriously,
the hostess entertaining with the grace of
her name and nature. A delicious lunch
with hot coffee was enjoyed. All were
I glad of this new home to open hospitable
doors to the circle.

The Ladies' Home

GALLERT.

Spring Fever is Spring Catarrh==Nothing Robs One
of Strength Like Spring Catarrh.
Pe-ru-na is the Finest Tonic
For a Weary Woman.

Where shall the new school house be
This is the burning question in
As
the minds of the people at present.
the pupils .have never had suitable play
street
for
this
the
purgrounds, taking
pose, to the annoyance of those passing
along, it is quite important that this
pressing want should be supplied. This
may result in a new lot, in which case a
special town meeting may be called.

Robie Norwood, jr., and ‘family, who
have been living at Northeast Harbor this
winter, have moved home.

M.

SPRING CATARRH BY TAKING PE RU NA.

located?

last week.

TRY THEH.

TWO BEAUTIFUL WOMEN WHO ESCAPED

favor.

Among
parties
those entertaining recently are Mrs. O. W.
Clark
and
M**s.
Mrs.
Cousins,
Augustus
Allen Lawler.
Mrs. Henry Bragdon, of Bar Harbor,
with her two children and sister Ella,
has been visiting her lather, John Young,
the past week.
Mbs M. A. Carroll, who has been out of
Flinch

Y.’s

were

coeds. |19, will be expended for Sunday

school books.
March 27.
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Couldn’t Eat—
Even Bread Distressed
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